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Motker of '23
Wherever you may be, this
volume of Taps is dedicated
to you with our love ana affec-
tion. May we never cause you
sorrow or regret.
We of 23, who are less for-
tunate, dedicate this volume of
























PRESIDENT W. M. RIGGS
For twenty or more years, Our President has served
Ciemsov We recret what disturbances we m\\ have caused
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PROFESSOR HI DOLPH E. LEE
Professor Lee is \ faithful worker for the advancement of Clemson.
The Cadets rHus desiri to express mink appreciation.
A ineteen
Administrative Officers
Walter Merritt Riggs, B. S., E. M. E., LL. i)..
President.
Charles Stebbins Dogget,
Director of Textile Department
Samuel Broadus Earle, A. M., M. E..
Director of Engineering Department.
Richard Newman Brackett. Ph. I)..
Director of Chemical Department.
William Williams Long, M. S.,
State Agent of Farm Demonstration Work and
Director of Extension Service.
Fred Harvey Hall Calhoun. Ph. D..
Director of Resident Teaching, Agricultural
Department.
Henry Walter Barre. B. S., M. A.,
Director of Research. Experiment Station
Madison Pearson,
Major of Infantry, U. S. Army-Commandant.
Director of Military Department.
David Wistar Daniel, A. M.. Litt. D.,
Director of Academic Department.
David Hill Henry, B. S.,
Director of Student Affairs.
James Corcoran Littlejohn. B. S.,
Professor-Registrar and Assistant to the Pres-
ident.
Samuel Wilds Evans,
Treasurer and Secretary of Board of Trustees.




Matthew Lee McHugh, B. S.,





MRS. M. S. MIDDLETON
'Mother Mid." \i\~i ich always remember the Class of '23. We take




















Summerville, S. ( '..
"Success lies not in strength, but in persever
ance."
Mech vnical Engineering
Private ; Corporal . Sergeant ; Captain.
Assistant Director Band '2:;: Charleston County
Chili ; Chaplain Junior Class; (ilee Club and Or-
chestra '-'.'•; Sophomore, Junior and Senior Danc-
ing Clubs; Jailbird Club; Senior R. 0. T. ('., Camp
McClellan, Ala.
"Alec" exclaims, "As for my meeting re-
veille, it cannol vas\" He is often summoned
li\ the Commandant to sil in solemn session
concerning his College Band, of which he is
chief musician. He was exposed to Mechanic-
al Engineering, bul contracted chemistry.
"'Alec's" chief occupation is romping and
playing, and he never "cracked a lid al-
though otherwise, his appetite for learning is
abnormal, he having inherited ii from his
room-mate the author of "I nicorn." "Alec'
is an atom oi energ5 completel) surrounded
Ii, molecules ol ennui. His lack nl longitudi-
nal elevation is counteracted b) his magnifi-
cenl lateral structure. Ii is impossible to
knnu "Alec" and nol like him. lie's a prince
nl a fellow, and his likable disposition is
something you just can't resist.
LOWNDES Willi WIS \UNOLD
Central. S. C.
"To learn what is true in order to do what is
right."
Agricultural Eih catkin
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
V. M. C. A. Cabinet ; Friendship Council : itil>k
Class Leader; Palmetto Literary Society; Agricultu-
ral Society; President Pickens County Club; Sharp
Shooter R. (). T. (\, Camp McClellan.
Lowndes will some da\ be renowned as a
professor. He can teach anything from first
grade reading to hieroglyphics in an Egyptian
university. He can maintain order in tic-
wildest classroom ol the Calhoun-Clemson
High. He is a famous beau among the ladies,
and is known all over the fair count) of Pick-
ens. He made himseli famous as a life-saver
by his hemic deed in rescuing from the rapid-
l\ rising stream ol Powers Creek, two Flap-
pers and one Ford, besides men women, and
children, without even getting a foot wet. He
is a hard worker, a conscientious h'liexer. and
an enthusiastic promoter.
With these elements ol success. Lowndes
will certain!) IK with high culms. ||,- >a\-
t hat he intends in follow Professor Crandall's
instructions, feeling certain thai il he dues
he will never go wrong.
Twenty -Si.\
\\ II. 1. 1 AM MOKKFI.I. i:\LI.KNGER
Greer. S. C.
"Determination is the e. in. i. that forces the
current 11/ .success through the resistance
of life."
Electrical Engi m.i.ki pjg
Private; Private; Private; -nil Lieutenant.
Historian of Freshman and Junior Classes;
"Tiger" Stafi '22 and '23; "Taps" Stafl '23; Ath
letic Council; Treasurer and Vice-President Co-
lumbian Literary Society; President .mil Secretary
.mil Treasurer Greenville County < lub; "K E D "
In the fall of '19 Greer was visited by a
terrible calamity, for one of her Inline hopes
had left. The town tried in cover its expres-
sion el grief, hut in vain. For a whole week
the heaven'- shed tears in the streets of the
town. Some hoy. eh?
"Hill" is a fellow who believes that, "To
have a friend is to be one." and all who know
him can testif) to the lact that he has lived up
tn his belief. He has made friends by the
score since coming hen-.
The first thing to attract "Hill's" attention
was the elect lie lighl in the room to which
In- was assigned; in fact, it attracted his at-
tention so strongl) that he has been studying
it until this day. We are destined tn hear
much of this lad. for his only rival in the
electrical world is Steinmetz.
Luck, success, and a long life to you, "Bill."
\\ II. 1. 1 \M I.OI IS !!\l I.KYI INF.
Greenville, S. *'.
"The keynote o) life is love
Lacking it. naught is north while.
The symbol <<l si nice, the iross.
Iml the sign oi courage, a smile."
(ami. Engineering
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
Member of Columbian Literary Societv; Vice-
President A. s C. K '22 ; Secretary :<nd Treasurei
hi Greenville City Club '21 ; President of Green-
ville Cltj (Inii jj . Member "i Sophomore. Junior
.iini Senior Dancing Clubs; Secretary p.nd Treasu-
rer "i Junior Dancing Club; K. O. T. C, Camp
McClellan, Ala. ; First class Pistol Shot : tfembei
ii First Sergeants club.
Clear the way! Here comes the Captain au<\
leader of that hold and fearless hand of dare-
devils, the machine gunners! '"Bally" came
lo Clemson in study Civil Engineering and has
studiously applied himself to the task for four
long vears. He ha- made main friends h\ his
sterling character and sunn) and obliging dis-
position. If the old adage that a ""friend in
need is a friend indeed" slill hold- line, linn




" 'Impossible is a word in be found only in
the dictionary oj fools."
CHEMISTRY
Private; Corporal; 1st Sergeant; Captain.
President and Secretary Palmetto Literal's !io-
eiety ; President, Secretary and Treasurer Chemis-
try Science Club ; Advertising Manager "TAPS''
_ Co-op&rating Eiditor I'igei : President ml
Secretary Chester County Club; K. O. T. ('. Camp
VlcClellan, Ala.; Sharpshooter: S. I ('. P. \
Delegate; 1st Sergeants Club; Company rnd class
Football '21, '22 and '23.
Tins is one of our geniuses known to us
as ""Bank". He has the distinction of being
one of the youngest men in ihe class. He is
just 19 years old, but has already made an
enviable record at Clemson.
'"Bank" came to our domain and braved the
hardest course in school, but ln j has proved
his superiority as a schciar by his ability to
make E's in his class work. In fact, his work
is of such perfection thai he can easil) b-
classed as a genius. He has shirked no res-
ponsibility and has always shouldered il as
the true man. \ glance at the honors he has
received will --how the esteem in which his
fellow students hold him. In short, "Bank"
i- ever) inch a gentleman, lie is going to
study medicine next year and wilh such traits
and qualities as are hi*, his prospects in life
are incalcuble.
i; \I.PH WALDO BANKS
St. Matthews, S. C.
""
/// Hell broke loose." . ""»
1 >AIR\ IM.
Private; Private; Private: 2nd Lieutenant.
Scrub Football, '20, '21 : (lass Football, '20, '21 :
Company Football '-'1; Vice-President and Presi-
dent Calhoun County Club; R. O. T. (".. Camp
Knox, Ky.
Here, ladies and gentlemen, we have the
lasf <>l the long line of "Stumpy" Banks* so
widely known in football circles of the South.
"Stump" hails from the town ol St. Matthews,
and like the other '"Stump" before him, took
to football as a duck takes to water. Waldo
is very loud of rolling, not ten-pins, but little
ivory cubes.
"Stump" decided to cast In* lot with the
Dairymen, being a staunch supporter of the
slogan "We love the calves," and from the
short number ol years that he has been with
us, it i- verj evident thai he has been success
I'ul.
Stump ha* a host ol friends at Clemson,
and will be the lasi man to be forgotten b.
his classmates. Here's to \ou. Waldo, we
wi-h \im luck.
in nil I Eight
1. 1 THER LERCH BENTON
Timmonsville, S. ( 1.
"Think before you make
stick to it."
\i.ki >\<>\n
a promise; I Inn
Private; Private ; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Palmetto Literary Society; Agricultural Socletj .
Secretary. Treasurer and President of Florence
Counts Club; Member of Bible (hiss; Companj
Basketball and Football.
T i in i l.iimonsville claims him as her nun: an)
place would be proud to call him hers, for
"Reuben" is the kind of fellow who sticks to
the last and is hound to make a success in
whatever he tackles.
From hi- wonderful success as a college
man. we can predict thai life will be his to
command. He lias always been quick to make
friends and to keep them. However, lie has
always had one failing -the ladies — perhaps
though, when the number of the fairer sex is
reduced by one. "Reuben" will become a hus-
band among husbands.
Quick to understand and to sympathize
with all. his main friends hate to part with
him. All join in wishing him the very best
of luck when he tackles the world on the
outside ol the campus campfire.
J WIF.s LAWRENCE BETSILL
1 nion. S. ('..
"The secret to success is the constancy to
purpose."
( Ihemical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; -nil Lieutenant.
Columbian Literary Societj : 5 M C. A. Cabi
net; Bible Class Leader; Friedship Council; Chcm-
Istrj Science Club; President Union County Club;
It. () T. C. : Sharpshooter, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Some day "Ret" is going to surprise him-
self. He will either get married or make
some discovery that will revolutionize the
chemical world. His chief habit is to perform
experiments on his own initialise. The re-
sults of this hahil is likel) to be startling
to the world.
To know him is to like him, for he is a
perfect gentleman, a man with outstanding
features, and a striking personality, though
rather reserved. He is the embodiment of
perseverance, straightforwardness, and hones-
ty. "Ret" is a great philosopher. <^ul this
coupled with his other characterisfics. is
bound to produce results. Sometimes, when
he is meditating, we wonder whether chemistry
or that little girl is about to get the upper
hand.
As a friend "Ret" rings true, and as a com-
panion he is all that can be desired. For
him, we predict a future of great success.
Twenty-Nine
^%ft
1. 1 THER SI RYETILS BIGBY
Williamston, S. C.
"Agree ij you can; ij not, dispute it like a
num."
Mechanical Engineering
Private: Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Senior It. <> T. ('.. Camp MeClellan, Ala.; Mem-
ber A. S. M. K. : Anderson Count' Club.
One day, late in the fall of 1919. a greal
sadness prevailed over the prosperous little
town nl Williamston. As the last handshake
and ki-- were bestowed upon this lanky
youngster, he departed from his dear friends
to lake his place at "Tigertown" among the
•( ubs" of "23."
This smiling young lad whom we all know
as "Red" has won the friendship ol all his
classmati - l>\ his happy and good hearted
disposition. \t first, his lot \\a- cast »iili
the "Electricals"; hut time elapsed and "Red"
-aw that Mechanical Engineering could be
greatl) broadened. He responded to the call
and i- now rounding the last curve on the
home stretch.
I'wo ol "Red-" lavorite e\pie--ions are:
"Two dogs, Oliver," and "When do we eat?"
We feel sure that the years to come hold




"There is no sculpturing like that of charac-
ter."
Mechanical Engineering
Private; Private; Private; 1st Lieutenant.
Senior It. (). T. C, Camp MeClellan. Ala. ; Re-
porting Critic - . Recording Secretary, President Wade
Hampton Literary Society : Newberry County Club.
In (he fall of 1919. the little city of Pros-
perity waved farewell to one of its most
promising citizens.
''Bush" drifted into Clemson that same day.
ami began the climb witli the class of '23.
This noble lad with his happy, congenial dis-
position has won the friendship id all who
know: him. Besides being a -port among his
classmates, he is a "Lear" among the ladies.
Since coming to Clemson "Bush" has cast
hi- lot with the "Electricals."" and has gone
far toward opening the eyes of the radio
world. Vie hope some day to see this gay
youngster perched upon the ladder ol success,
rendering undiminishing service to the civiliz-
ed world.
We know that it i- in Mai. "Bush," and
when the stream of life has wound its way
into the unknown future, we teel satisfied
that Dr. Steinmetz will wake up to the fact
that he has a worthy successor. Luck to wm
"Bush."
Thirty
Ill Gil \NI!I in DOW KIJs
Hampton, S. C.
"// hatsoevei his mind has ordained lor ii
selj it has achieved."
llolfiK I I I I 1(1
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant
i; T C : Jail Bird Club; Vice-President Stu-
dents' Newspaper Correspondence Club; Sophomore,
in. " i Senioi Dancing Clubs; Secretary, Treasu
rer, President Carolina Literarj Society; Com-
pany Baseball ; Hampt tountj ( lub
\s the gentle breezes blew ovei the lower
pari "I ilii- state, the) brought to "Newt" the
first faint whisperings oi Clemson a school
to satisf) In- great ambition that of pruning
peach trees. He had often heard of the
Georgia "peaches," and in the fall ol '19 he
decided to make thi- dream come true.
"Hold her, Newt, she is arearin'." This
seems to have been the motto that \\d< paved
the waj Id the senior class. "Newt" has led
his section with a good record during the lour
years at Clemson. Everyone i- looking for-
ward for something great from this lad. His
determination will win him great responsibility
with the fair sex. Dance? Yes, one ol the
charter members ol the club. "Newt" will
walk out into the world in his usual straight-
forward manner and give to the horticultural
world the new -tatus—success.
GEORGE TWIGGS BItt W. .Hi.
Greenville. S. C.
"The mind has n thousand eyes,
The heart but one.
) el the light of the whole WOrid dies
II hen lot e is gone."
Civil Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Scrub Basketball '20, '21; Varsitj Basketball
'22. '-'.: Cross-countrj Team '19; Second Cross-
country Team '21; Scrub Football '20; Swimming
Team J" ; Track Tram '21. "2:: ; Block "C" Club
J!. '22. '23; Sophomore, Junior and Senior Danc-
ing Clubs; Vice President A. s. ('. K. '2'< ; Co-
lumbian Literarj Society ; Greenville Citj Club;
Bible Class Lead, r ; Jail Bird Club.
Behold! \ product of "Tin' Textile Center
of the South." Yes, this is George, one of
the second lieutenants in the arm) of "Madi-
sonia." George believes that the only wav
to have a friend is to he one. and because of
this In- has won man) friends during his stay
here at Clemson. His favorite pasttime is
laking sheep into barracks especially on \pril
first. Because of this lorm of recreation, he
was given a short furlough, but he returned to
"Tigertown" determined to make up for lost
lime.
George has been one ol the main stays ol
the basketball team and has shown hi- ability




"Lei come it hat mm mitl I will do my best.''
Electrical Engineer] nc
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Darlington County Club; Camp McClellan R. <>.
T, ('., Sharpshooter and First Class Pistol Shot.
From the little town of Dovesville there
came to Clemson in the fall of 1919 a boy
who bore the name of one of the most dis-
tinguished families in all South Carolina
—
Calhoun. Though not connected with the
gnat statesman, this lad proved that he was
quite worthy ol bearing the name. Almost
immedialeU lie became known as "'Doe" and
"Pat." In his Sophomore year he attained
the great distinction of being made Corporal,
and from then on he became "Corporal Doc
Pat" Calhoun. Calhoun became famous at
Clemson because of the fact that he roomed
u ith "Toby Ditches."
He has made a host of friends. The class
regrets that, on account ol illness, he will be
unable to graduate with us. We sincerely
hope that he will soon he well.
CHARLES JACOB CATE. JR.
North Wilkesboro, N. C.
"/'Imi deep while sluggards sleep."
\ mm \i. Hi SB \Miin
Second Lieutenant, Non it. 0. T. '.'.
senior Dancing Club; Cosmopolitan Club; Agri-
cultural Society.
Charlie attended school at Carolina and
Tennessee before coming to join the class of
"23 on its last lap. He is a groomed gentle-
man, a good student, and a bridge specialist.
He knows the rules of the aforenamed game,
and applies all the scientific principles of
reasoning, and the result is seen in his top
score. He caught on to the military institu-
tion and its ways remarkably soon, and now
it seems that he has been with us always.
The only thing he dislikes about barracks is
that he rooms on the fourth Horn. and. there-
fore, wastes so much energy climbing stairs.
Charlie is agreeable and congenial, and
these qualities will carry a man a long way
with this motley corps ( >i cadets. He is one
ol those specimens of fauna that are so typical
of the Hindoo cobra.
Thirty-Two
HYDKICK WALKER CAUTHEN
Fort Motte, S. C.
"/ often regret mj speech, but never my
siif'ii e."
ELF.CTRICAL E V.I N KKIil N(.
Private; Corporal; 1st Sergeant; Captain.
Columbian Uterarj Society; 1st Sergeants' Club;
Vice-President, '--. Secretary and Treasurer, '23.
Calhoun County Club; K. 0. T. C. Training Camp,
Camp McClellan, Ala.; First Class Pistol Shot;
Student Bible Class.
Yes, this is "Red" or rather the pride of
Ft. Motte. Many fair ones shed tears when
llti- fair headed > < n t li left his home and head-
ed for "Tigertown." He cast his lot with the
"Electrical-." and since there are many theo-
ries yet to be worked out in this field, it is
our earnest belief that "lied" will di> hi-
part in solving them, for he takes a great
pride in doing things that others have failed
to do. He is a most congenial type of lad.
and his qualities are re-enforced by merit and
iniatiative. We predict great success for him
in any line of work that he goes into. \-
we close our college days, '"Red," we wish
you the best of everything in life.
WILLIE BROOKS CHANEY
Sedalia. S. C.
"A bungalou on the Boulevard, my wife, my
pipe, in) radio and the world come*.
to me.
ElEI TRICAL Ev.IM I RING
Union County Club; A E. F. Club: Square and
( ompass Club.
Chaney went through the World War with
the famous 30th Division. During their last
engagement on the Somnie Front, he was
severely wounded. After spending three
months in hospitals in France and in Eng-
land, he was able to return to the I nited
States. He reached Camp Jackson in timi
to see his beloved old outfit demobilized.
He came to Clemson in the fall of '19 and
brought with him the fighting spirit ol the
old Thirtieth. He became very much at-
tached to the place and to the people here.
so much so that he married Miss Gladys Mc
Collum of Clemson. Chaney has the the
distinction ol being one of the first Federal
Board men to complete a four year course
here. His natural ability in engineering work
assures a great success for him. He has made
a host of friends who predict for "Crip-the-




"Determination is the master he 1) to success.
'
Mechanical Engineering
Private; Private; Private; tind Lieutenant.
President Abbeville County Club; Calhoun Lit-
erary Society; It. 0. T. ('. Camp McClellan, Ala.;
First Class Pistol Shot; Rifle Marksman; Student
Bible Class; Member A. S. M. E. ; Active Member
Y. M. ('. A.
"Brutal" rami' lii us by way of t lie Blue
Ridge "Limited" limn \bbeville. He entered
"Tigertown" determined to become famous
as a mechanical engineer. His success for
Ion'- years has put nim well on bis wa\.
'"Brutal" is a very determined worker. and
what be starts out to do he finishes. His
good nature and ever ready smile have made
him many friends, not only in ?chool but
everywheie he goes. Vbove all, he is a loyal
"Tiger" He has stayed oul in the rain many
times to see the finish of a game and, whether
defeated or victorious, be always comes out
wearing the sami broad smile. That "Brutal"
will be successful in whatever walk <d life
he enters can be safely predicted
WILLIAM JACOB CLAPP
Clinton., S. C.




Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Columbian Literarj Society; Student Member
A. I. E. E. ; Vice-President Laurens Counts Club;
Picked Company '19; Company Football '21, and
'22; R. (). T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala.; "K. E. D."
Here comes a m6st inexpressible little (?)
piece of humanity who i- known to the fair
sex a^ "Sweet William" and to the he-sex a
"Sister Bill " He first saw daylight in the
city >f Greenville, about nineteen summers
ago. In spite of the fact that he was six
years old before he could either read or write,
be proceeded to make the best of a bad begin-
ning by casting his lot ten years later with
the Tiger clan.
"Bill's" sunny disposition and friendly at-
titude, along with his big heart land big feet)
and many other noble characteristics, have
drawn about him a host of friends because
tbe\ know that ibex will Mud him the same to-
morrow as they found him yesterday. We feel
sure thai bis desire to roam will not last long
and be will "-ellle down to confer the
"M.R.S." degree upon some fair damsel.
Thirty-Four
K \LPH WILTON COARSEY
Tifton, Ga.
"Success lies, not so much in holding a good
hand.
Hut in /timing a poor hand well."
Dairying
Private : Private : s> rgeant : Major.
i; ii. 'I' c , Camp McClellan, Anniston, Ala.;
Sharpshooter; First class Pistol Shot; College Bi
fie Team; Toastmaster Clemson Banquet a( Annis-
ton ; Freshman Cooperating Council; Debating
Team '21; Bible (lass Leader '22 ; President Jun-
ior Class '22; Oratorical Association: Represents
tlve state Oratorical Contest '22; Recording Secre-
tary, Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-
Pri lidenf Calhoun Llterarj Society; Winner of
Medal for Declamation '21 ; Medal for Debate '21 ;
Medal tor Oration '22; Trustees' Medal for Best
Speaker '22: Medal for Best Ess.m in Chronicle
'22
: Associate Editor, Editor-in-Chief "Chroni-
cle"; lie ling Secret;, r \ Agricultural Society;
stock Judging Team '2:;; Delegate State College
Press Association '2:;.
This fair voting man hails from Georgia
hut ho has proved that being a Georgian is
no handicap. "Ralph" decided that lie was
destined to be a cattle man. and from his
past success it seems as if he decided right.
We wonder though if he might not have won
fame as an orator in the legislative halls of
our common-wealth. We feel sure that as a
lawyer he could tell many "'touching little
stories" to hard-hearted jurors.
I WIKS FINLEY COLEM \\
Vbbeville, S. C.
"Be ii ever so humble, there is no face like
nn ou n."
Electrical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Abbeville Countj Club; Block "('" Club; Sec,
and 'ire, is a I E. E. ; Radio Club; Assistant Man-
ager Football Team '21; Manager Football Team
'22
: R. 0, T. C, Camp McClellan.
Some eminent author has said that "sincerit)
is the noblest of all virtues." We look this
statement for granted, but it has been even
more deeplv impres-ed upon u- 1>\ our lour
year's association with "'Jim" Coleman.
'"Jim" is the embodiment of all that is true,
noble, and broad-minded. and his sterling
character has shed its influence upon all those
with whom In- has come in contact.
"Jim" has served his \lma .Mater in many
different capacities. Of these, probably the
most important is his assuming the manager-
ial position of the 1922 Tiger eleven. \- a
manager of a football team, it has been de-
finitely and permanently decided by all that
"Jim's" equal cannot be found.
So, James, as you apply your trade among
the volts and electron-, pause i moment and





"Honor is a diamond cut in a thousand facets,
and with true lire in each."
Daiici i\c.
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
R. 0. T. (' . Camp McClellan, Anniston, Ala.;
Sharpshooter : First ( lass Pistol shot ; Correspond-
ing Secretary, Junior Critic, Senior Critic of Cal-
houn Literary Sncictj ; stock .induing Team '2.;.
Wylie was "some wild baby" when he first
came to Clemson. It is told that he stood in
the same place all day the first time the Com-
mandant put a tie on him—thought he was
hitched. However, like good wine, lie grows
better with age and his personality is such,
thai lo see him, is to love him: and he has
been almost everywhere including Ware Shoals.
He played Company football, but his great-
est game was played with Riverside.
Hi- greatest military honors came at Cam])
McClellan. where he ran Herman Hunter a
close race for "bunk fatigue" champion.
Willi it all. there i- about ibis rosy cheeked
lad an atmosphere of friendliness and good
fellowship; he has a handclasp that spells
sincerity: and hi* support is recommendation
enough for any project.
His chosen profession is "Dairying" but we
think he loves "Richey's".
JAMIE CHILES CRENSHAW
Pelzer, S. C.





Club; i-^w i in
Private; Private; Private; 2nd
Marked Proficiency, Senior 8. O.
McClellan, Ala.: Member A. s. M.
Literary Societj : indi rson I lount
ming Team '23.
There was a day of sadness in Pelzer on
Sept. 14. 1919. Flags hung at half mast,
crepe floated from the door knobs; "Jamie"
Crenshaw was departing lor college Pelzei -
lo-- was Clemson's gain, anil today the Class
of '23 numbers him among its members.
"Grannie" w;>s so deeplj impressed with lie
locomotive that drew him into Cherry's Cross-
ing that In decided to stud) Mechanical En
gineering. Since that lime he has delved deep
into the mysteries of sntropv ami the elusive
B. t. u.
Crenshaw has played an active pari with
several major sports since coming to Clemson
—all of them being girls. There is ever) in-
dication that some fair lad) will be sharing
his joys am! sorrows in the near future.
Here's luck to you "Crannie". May you
succeed a- well ill the game ol life as you




"He gains wisdom in a happy nay who gains
it by another's experience."
Textile Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
President Marlboro County Club; Scrub r.
ball '2(i. '21, '22; Textile Society; Companj .Foot-
ball; Sharpshooter; R. t). T. C, Camp McClellan,
Alabama.
Some call him "Feet" and others call him
'"Foots." but anyhow he is tall and has big
feet, so they both stand appropriate. This
boj i- an intellectual genius. He, a--i-ted to
a certain extent li> In- roommate, is the main
stay of the whole Textile school. For four
year- he ha- inspired the men ot hi- section
to aim at a high goal of scholarship. He is
one of the two or three smartest men in our
class. "Feet" is a performer on the baseball
diamond, where he can hurl a ball so fast that
the batter automatically fans himself out.
'"Feet" is well read, and well informed. \\ hat
more can be said of a man.'' His personal
traits are what his numerous friends value
most. He has made a name for himself at
Clemson and he has every reason to be satis-
fied with his record both with hi- prnte—or-
and with the cadets.
JESSE LEE (I NNINGHAM
Greer, S. C.
"O love, ij death be sweeter let me die."
Architect! re
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Senior Private;
it "arj 2nd Lieutenant.
Jail Bird Club; Greenville County Club; "Taps"
Staff; Columbian Literary Society; Junior, Senior
Dancing Club; Rifle Team; Wee-President Archi-
tectural Society; s.iu.h McDonald Club; Booze Arts
Club; Class and Scrub Football; Sharpshooter;
Senior R. <). T. C, Camp McClellan, Alabama.
This energetic youth has been dubbed
"Bloody Bill." The outstanding feature of
his personality is his talent for art. He can
draw plans and designs as easily as he can
produce classic scenes. He i- loud of work
and i- punctual at all of his engagements.
"Bloody Bill" i- the life ol his section. He
is always cheerful and can adapt himself to
the occasion. Therefore, he can gel alone;
with everybody and can make everybody like
him. He is a student of interior decorating
and was a member of the famous crew that
bedecked the Mess Hall. "Bloody Bill" will
not be satisfied until he can produce work
that will make Michael Vngeli and [etinus
turn green with envy. We all wish for
"Rloodv Bill" the best of luck m the future.
Thirty-Set en
CLAIBORNE REED DWIS
Wesl minster, S. C.
"Let me live in n house by the side of the road
and be. n friend to man."
Ti vi n.i Enci veering
Private; Private; Private; 2ml Lieutenant.
Member of the Oconee County riub: Textile So-
ciety; R. 0. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.: Hharp-
Sl ter : First Class Pistol Shut.
Claiborne thought that the village of West-
minster was t • >• > -mall for him; therefore he
emigrated to "Tigertown." \i first his aspira-
tion was i" become an Electrical Engineer,
but after one year of college life he decided
to join the honorable "Lint Heads" ol class
'23. Claiborne is a congenial fellow. He is
loved li\ his calss-mates and has a host ol
friends in the corps, lb' is a bo) who meets
difficulties and pleasures with a smile
"Hooks" i>- the embodiment ol congeniality,
I est) and manhood. We cangratulate you
on your ability which you have shown by com-
ing through loin years ol hard work al Clem-
son. We wisb lor you a \er\ bright and pros-
perous future.
i.nw \i;u \'\\ so\ n\\ is
Greenville. S. C.
"'// /ml I must du is nil that concerns me—not
what people think."
Mechanical Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Greenville City Club; Block "C" Club; .Tail Bird
Club; A, I. E. E. ; A. s. m. E. ; Scrub Baseball
'20; Varsity Baseball '21, '22, ':.'::.
\ml people came from miles around to sr
the good «ork go on! Thousands have seen
"Lefty" twirl the mystic sphere down the
alley in such a manner thai il could only he
like 1 to a logarithmic spiral ol the fourth
dimension, \nd a veritable horde id batters
have journeyed hack to the bench after the
loll of three in a drunken daze. "Lefty," we
hope you will nurse that terrible lelt, and
continue to do honor in your Vhna Mater.
'"Lefty's" rersonalitj is built on the solid
Foundation of honesty, cheerfulness, broad-
mindedness, frankness, and determination. His
born habit of thinking foj himself and acting
lor himself is bound to spell success for him
in this world of endeavor. His advent into
the mechanical engineering profession i^ sure
to mark the beginning id a new era.
Co to it. "Lefty," your classmates also hope






"To say well is i:<i<i(l. hni tn ilu well is better."
Textile Engineering
Private; Private; l'ii\.iic; 2ml Lieutenant.
Secretarj and Treasurer '21, President '2:;. of
Williamsburg County Club; Textile Society; Senior
R. <). T. ('.. Camp McCJellan, Alabama.
Little did the town of Salters dream four
years ago that one of its sons would go mil
and get for himself a sheepskin. I!nl "Ike."
whose likeness is shown above, has stuck it
• mi in Tigertown for lour years and well de-
serves his "dip."
Ike's versatile manner and ready wit have
won lor him countless friends. He always
wants to be where things are going on—even
il it be a poker game.
There is no danger of his winning the Norris
medal for scholarship, but none who know
him would think of calling him a fool.
In whatever work "Ike" undertakes he is
bound to find happiness and success.
RALPH DAVIS
Martins Point. S. C.
"Scorn not the man who is down today, for
he nun be up tomorrow."
\\I\I A I. Hi sH INDRI
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Member of Agricultural Society; Palmetto Lit-
erary Society : Company Football; Bible class;
I! 0. T. c. Sharpshooter, Camp McClellan, Ala.
I his cadel is known as Davis. They tell
us that where he come- from the onl) routes
ol travel available i- along the logs in the
swamps. lb- can discuss alligators, rice
fields, ducks, and any other crazy sea-coast
subject. Ralph always "shoots" his profes-
sors, and manages to fool the head of the
Animal Husbandry Division into believing
that the extent of his knowledge upon animal
subjects has no bounds. He is quiet and is
master of his own affairs. He is also renown-
ed for several of his combats. Once during
his Sophomore year he engaged in the terrible
clash of the "Swine Barn." This memorable
event is well in the minds of the entire Agri-
cultural class. He is good natured and is a





"Believe thai story false that ought not to b-
true."
Electrical Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain.
Vice-President Anderson County Club ; Siiphn-
innic and Junior Dancing Clubs ; Block "C" Club ;
Commencement .Marshal '22; Scrub Basketball '19,
'21; Varsity Basketball '22. '2:1; Captain Basketball
Team '2:; ; Senior B. (). T. ('.. Camp MeClellan,
Ala.
When '"Bum" felt the call for higher educa-
tion, he turned inwards "Tigertown" for the
fulfillment of his desire. "Bum" didn't have to
travel far, as he hails from Pendleton, that
fair city only four miles from Clemson. In
Pendleton, Dav i- better known as "Perfect"
Day, which shows how much Pendleton thinks
of In-r contribution i<> the ranks of the Tigers.
Day is a wizard on the basketball court. His
abilities, however, are not limited to the field
of athletics. He really knows more about
electricity than Steinmetz, but he is so modest
that no one would ever know it. "Bum" is
very fond of ladies, cold biscuits, and sleep.
Here's success to you. old pal, and may
you never forget, as we each go on <>ur way,
the ties of friendship that hold u>- together.
JOHN KELLY DORMAN
Conway. S. C.
"They lore the least that let men know theii
love."
Agricultural Education
Private; Corporal LT. S. Army; Corporal; Ser-
in-ant ; Captain
President Y. M. C. A. ; President Columbian Lit-
erary Society; President Agricultural Society : Pres-
ident Horry County Club; Secretary-Treasurer Jun-
ior Class; Business Manager Clee Club.
Despite the fact that "Daddy" was thrown
for a loss of two years on account of his loyal
response to the call to THE COLORS during
the World War. he is here with us.
He took up his work at the second mile
stone with the class of '23. and has made an
enviable record in the classroom, and a host
of friends in barracks and on the campus. Hi
is a gentleman, stern, courteous, and honor-
able. With these qualities, we are not sur
prised at his numerous friends. We think it
will be only a short time after he receives his
B. S. degree before he confers the MRS degree
on some verv fortunate young lady.
Luck to you. "Daddy," we are expecting
nothing less than victor) for you. The con-
tinuance ;:f the enei;.-, and ability VOU have
shown during your college career will bring





"Be true to your it ark. your word, and your
friends."
Entomology
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 2nd lieutenant.
1(. O. T. ('.. Camo MeClellan ; "Rat" Football ;
('lass Basketball; Sec.-Treas "Jail Bird" Club;
Capitol City Club; Richland County Club; Colum-
bian Literary Society.
It is said thai tn be great one has to have
knowledge; so in the Fall of '19 Byrley, a
product of the Capitol City, set out with the
determination to absorb as much knowledge
as possible during his sojourn at Clemson.
Altho small in stature, he has weathered the
storms of Reveille, Drill and Extras for four
years, and now leaves with a record of which
any one should be proud. "B. F." decided
early to cast his lot with the 'Bug' men. and
he bids fair to rise to the top in his pro-
fession.
Besides Entomology, Byrley is interested in
a certain college in Columbia. He is often
seen returning from the Post Office with a
smile and a letter. By the number of friends
he has made while at Clemson, we predict






"A man with determination and 'stickability'
will succeed."
Electrical Engineering
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant,
Associate Member \. M. C. \ . V I. JE. K. ;
Ranking Ordertj "ii Col. Cummins' Staff; Palmetto
Literarj Society; Chaplain Anderson Countj Club.
This true Tiger, better known as "Shorty,"
left his beloved home. Anderson, to seek the
science of Agriculture. But "Shorty." a fair
minded little man. began to think thai the
life of an engineer would fit him better. So
"Shorty" entered the race with a determination
to win. As being one of "Crip's" right-hand
men, his class records show that he can learn
nothing more here. There are going to be
changes in the management of the Westing-
house or G. E. soon. It is certain that if he
can charm the Ladies as well as he can explain
the difficult theory of the alternating-current
battery, he will have no trouble in winning
one of the fair sex. Armed with this and
many other assets, he is sure to succeed.
Here's to you, "Shorty," and may your child-
ren have a rich father."
Forty-One
WILLIAM ASBI KY 1)1 KES, JR.
Branchville, S. C.
"Make the most oj what ye yet ma) spend,
before we too unto the dust descend.
Electrical Engineering
['rivate ; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Sophomore. Junior, Senior Dancing Clubs;
Orangeburg County Clu*> ; R. O. T. C, Camp Mc-
Clellnn, Ala.; Junior-Senior Decoration Commit-
tee.
The college electrician approaches. \\ illie
is an apt pupil "I "Crip," and can fix lights
from the top floor of the barracks to the
mess hall. He has a number of other good
qualities to add to hi- menial ability. He
can dance and lias numerous lady admirers,
several of whom reside in the City of Ander-
son. Willie's famous saying is thai "a g I
run is better lhan a poor stand." and he has
pulled off several filubusters with the military
anlhiii ilie-. He should have gone out for
track, because he has made some record-
breaking leaps from precipitous heights. This
boy also possesses talent in the art ol interior
decorating, and i- a regular attendant of "Miss
Nera's." He i- a notorious authority on an>
subject, and ean entertain am crowd.
FRANCIS EDWARD D\ M1\M
Stuart. Florida
"The sufficiency oj nn merit is to know that
my merit is not sufficient."
Mechanical Engineering
Private : Corporal ; Sergeant ; 1st Lieutenant.
Member Dancing Club. '20-'21-'22-'23 ; Cosmopol-
itan Club; President Tar Heel Club; Sharpshooter
and First (lass Pistol Shot: Senior It. 0. T C,
Camp McClellan, Ala.; Charter Member A. S.
M. B. ; Swimming Team '23
To Florida goes the honor of having contri-
buted this \<' ull tJ man to the Class of '23.
"F. E." or "'Bud.'" as he is bsfter known by his
classmate.-, is a consistent worker and is nevei
contented unless he accomplishes the thing-
he sets out to do.
Although "F. K." chose Mechanical Engin-
eering as his major course, he loves electricity,
and his greatest ambit inn i- to make even
greater achievements than our "Id friend, Dr.
Sleinmetz.
Ml would not be told unless we said that
"Hud" is fond id the ladies, just as they are
fond of him; though it i- hard to -a\ just
where his true love resides.
In "F. E." we see a man oi whom the Class
of "23 may well be proud, and we feel that
lie will give the world the best that he has
and that the best will come back to him.
Fortj -Tu o
JOHN MILTON 1)1 NLAP
Honea Path. S. < .
"The successiul man is not the man who never
tails.
Hut the man who gets up ever) time he lulls.'
Dairying
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
li ii r i Camn McClellan, Anniston, Alabama ;
Marksman, Firsl Cltss Pistol shot; Corresponding
Secretary, Recording Seeretar: Junioi Critic, Pres
Ident, Calhoun Literarj Society; President, News
paper Club; Winner of Debator's Medal, Calhoun
Literary Society, 1922-; Secretary and Treasurer,
I
nr \i .t, : son I mntj Club ; Agricultural So-
ciety; l;,it" Football Team; Member of Cham-
pion Class Football Team, 1920 1921 . Member ii
Champion Companj Football Team, 1921, 1922.
Johnnie is not so large of statue, hut what
he lacks in avoirdupois he makes up in big-
ness "I heart and sincerity ol purpose. \\ hile
Johnnie has taken part in a large number ol
student activities and has given his studies
due consideration, his mind has. at times,
wandered off along other channels. This is
evidenced b) the fact that his mighty paryers
have always included this:
"And if I should die while getting this rest.
Let me go by the town of Due West."
His rare good fellowship has won scores of




"The soul's dark cottage, battered and de-
cayed,
Lets in neu light through chinks that time
has made."
Electrical Engineering
Private; Private; 1st Sergeant; lieutenant Col-
onel.
Barnwell County Club; Square and Compass
i lull
: President A. K F. Club.
"Toby" had a thrilling career ol six months
in the American Expeditionary Forces in
France. He returned alive and whole. miK
he left his heart iii Castillion. He came to
Clemson in the fall of V) and all these years
has fought the battle ol "Bull Hun" as gal-
lant!) as he fought those of "Vin Blanc" and
"Cognac Hill" abroad. He ha- had rapid pro-
motion and deserved it all, for he is a good
soldier, a clean, straightforward gentleman.
and a bon camarade. His great experience as
a soldier developed his natural qualities of
leadership. In the discharge of his duty, he
was fearless and fair. He had no favorites,
and in line of duty all men loked alike to
him.
Hen'- a wager and a wish that "Colonel
Toby" v\ill achieve the success he deserves.
Fort\ -Three
CLARENCE HENSON ELLISON, JR.
Seneca, S. C.
"The motto o) wisdom is: /" serve all, but
love onh one.
Civil Engineering
Private; Corporal; Drum Major; Captain.
Charter memher and President A. S. C. K ; !tc-
cording Secretary and President Columbian Literary
Society; Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; First Sergeants' Club.. Oconee County Club;
11 (I T. C, Clemson Rifle Team. Camp McClel-
lan; Sharps] ter. First Class Pistol Shot.
"Listen! Here's a better one than thai"
And in our mind's eye is unfolded the picture
id some marvelous happening. As the tale
proceeds, the fact dawns on the minds of the
rapl listeners that but one man in Clemson
can tell one so big and that man is "Slick"
Ellison. Besides being wonderfully imagina-
tive. "Slick" is quite a musician. He played
on the baton in the position of drum major
with lite college hand. When he left for Clem-
son, Seneca declared a "hank holiday" in
honor oi the occasion. "Slick" specialized
in Civil Engineering and has developed into
one ol the best practical engineers of his
class. Dining his stay at Clemson, he has




"/ would mther be a beggar anil spend my
money like a King, than to lie a Kin;:
and spend my money like a beggar."
HoHTICl I.l I RE
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Colonel.
President Sophomore Dancing Club ; Member
Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Varsity Foot-
ball '20, '21, '22, Captain '22; Rifle Sharps! ter,
First Class Pistol Shot, Camp MrClellan, Ala. ;
President Sumter County Club; Block "<"' Club.
Seeking not the line of least resistance, bul
rather the "Easley" road to success, this Colo
nel of ours came to us fresh from Carlisle.
"Enormous" is the pride of the militar) auth-
orities at Clemson, and as a consequence he
is at the top in militarism. Emmett's favorite
pastimes are football and "Fording:" his
favorite piece of music is '"Seeing Nell)
Home." The frankness and sincerity
that mark men of character are both character-
istic "I ihis lad. Emanuel has uon a host ol
friends both among the faculty and the stu-
dents through his amiableness. Landscape
gardening is the hobby of Colonel Emanuel,
and his hobb) of hobbies is the beautifying
of Hill(s).
May success ever he mum-. Emanuel, and
when your laurels are won we doubt mil thai




"Take everybody's advice, then do as \mi
please"
Private; Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Palmetto Literarj Society; Senior R. (t. T. »'..
Camp McClellan, '22; \ l i: E. ; inderson Coun-
ts Club; President Electric City club; Active Mem-
ber 1 . M C. A.
The cit) ol Vnderson reared a man who
is destined lo excite no little public sentiment.
.1. 11. has chosen for a key to success, the life
of an electrical engineer. To "shoot" "Sam"
and "Slim" was a mere pastime, am! the hours
ot classwork nuclei' "Crip" were Harold's most
pleasurable moments. He is tactful, enthu-
siastic, impulsive and adventurous; ami
among these iraits of character has grown i
lender reverence for ladies.
Harold has been diligent in his work and
faithful in his duties. Sometimes when he is
meditating, we see him smile and we wondet
whal he is planning. Some force seems to be
calling him hack to the old home town and
to friends whence he came. As we part we
whisper, "May Dame Fortune ever smile on
you, hut never her daughter. Miss Fortune."
ROBERT MONROE ERWJN
Fort Mill. S. C.
"He most Hies, who thinks most, feels noblest,
acts the best."
1 1 \ni. i. Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
Secretary and Treasurer Sophomore ('lass; Cor-
responding and Recording Secretary and President
Carolina Literary Society ; President Textile So-
ciety; York Counts Club; "Bob" Club; Junior rnd
Senior Dancing chilis: Military Editor "Taps" '23;
Senior It. 0. T. C, (amp McClellan, Ala. ; "K.E I» "
Fort Mill claims to put out finished pro-
ducts, and she lived up to her name when ~be
sent us "Bob." He is small, lint when he is
around, you know it. \.lways jolly, lull oi
fun. he adds sunshine In our days of gloom.
When "Bob" first arrived at Clemson, he
was immediately attracted lis the racket.
emanating from the "Hall of fame." and on
investigation he was so thrilled by the mach-
inery he became a "Lint Head" and has so
remained. With his amiable personality and
unusual ability, we are sure that he cannol
fail in bis chosen work of life.
"Bob's most pleasant pastime is planning
his future bungalow, and there is no doubl
that lie will win the lady of his choice. "Bob,"
we bid you goodbye sadly: but the memories
of the joy of our acquaintance will brighten




"Trust every man, but cut the cards."
HORTICULTI RE
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Marlboro County Club; Owner of Monte ('arm:
2nd Lieutenant in Madison's Armv ; Marksman and
First Class Pistol Shot; H. O. T. C, (ami) Mc-
Clellan.
"Lord Arrowood," or. as one of our re-
nowned English professors salutes "Fletch,"
i- erratic to the superlative degree. His in-
telligence and good nature get away with more
mischief than do any other eleven men in
inn class. '"Profs" are afraid to question him
I'd liar id being "sunk," so they send him to
the board where he horrifies them by writing
on'*Gamhling" or "Methods of Moonshining."
The "prof" then wonders what manner of man
litis is Indeed, he must he flunked; hut at
the end nl the term, indeed, he is not. This
happens al the end of ever) grading period and
hy that time all of his instructors admire him.
Fletcher as a landscape gardener, has an abid-
ing interest in "Parks." Boys air constantly
going In him lor advice and he helps con-pir.
main of our important undertakings. He is
well-liked and is the joy of "Chief" Newman
and hi- horticultural associates
BONNIE REID Fl IX.
K
Rock Hill. S. C.
"Count that day last whose hm descending sun
views from tin hand no worthy action
done."
Agronomy
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Agricultural Society; Columbian Literary Sueie-
t\ ; Senior Dancing Club; Presldenl York County
Club ->:\; Senior K. O. T. C. Camp McClellan.
Ala., !:.
Hailing from Rock Hill. "Bonnie" blew into
Clemson in September 1919 with a firm de-
termination to make good. In this, he has
succeeded as his many friends and professors
can testify. Although the road has been steep
and rocky at times. "Bonnie has always met
his troubles with a smile and has never as-
knowledged defeat. "Bonnie" has not. how-
ever, confined his talents entirely to the class
room. Hi- main activities away from his
work are spent in conquering members of the
fair sex. His success in this can onl) be esti-
mated by the number of damsels who have
found their hearts susceptible to his "line."*
In "Bonnie." the class of "23 sees a comrade
from whom they part with regret and for





"Knou thyselj but don't tell everybody
lllltillt it."
EntommL"i.i
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Anderson County Club; Students' Correspond-
ence Club; Calhoun Literarj Society; Agricultural
Society ; R. <). T. C. Training Camp. Camp Me-
ridian. Ala.: First (lass Pistol Shot, Rifle Sharp-
shooter : Student Bible class.
To he from Pendleton or its vicinity and
to be an honorable disciple of the "Bug"
course have always been the two prime requi
sites oi success to this specimen oi cadethood.
He t bough be was electing a major lad) :
but lime rolled on and. lo. be is now study-
ing under a man. but even at that, bis untir-
ing efforts are sure to prove him a success,
lie is a jolly fellow, and is always worrying
or teasing some of bis fellow " \g-." His
name and disposition have accounted for
his lists of friends, and we feel that some day
be will accumulate enough earthly wealth to
buy a Ford. He possesses grit and no doubt
on dying will leave behind him footprints on
the sand- to time. His greatest desire is to
go lo China and study the insects of the
"Honey" peach. Foster is all right.
PAl I. MMTHI.W GARVIN
Pendleton, S. < .
"/ would rather make /»n name than inherit
it."
HORTICI LTURE
Private; Corporal; J'irst Sergeant; Captain.
Secretary, Vice-President and President Palmetto
Literary Society; President First Sergeants' Club
21; Vice-President Agricultural Society; Business
Manager "The Chronicle" '11: Anderson Countj
club: Company Track and Basketball; Track
Team: It. 0. T. ('.. Camp McClellan, Ala : Rifle
and Pistol Sharpshootei ; Captain Jiit le Team.
This handsome lad bails from the near-by
town of Pendleton. Paul entered Clemson
in the fall of '19, and since, has endeared
himself to hi- fellow students. His good na-
ture and pleasing disposition have won him
many friends. His popularity i- shown b\ the
many honors which he has had bestowed upon
him.
Paul took a great interest in all college
activities. He is an all-round man. having
shown bis ability on the track field and rifle
range, as well as in the literary society hall
and class room. He has received man) honors
in the military line; not because he is mili-
tarily inclined, but because of his ability and





"There are two things that men should never
weary oj— goodness and humility.'
Animal Husbandry
Private; Private; Private: 2nd Lieutenant.
Vice-President Hampton County Club ; Literary
Critic and Vice-President Palmetto Literary So-
• iit % ; Bible Class; Alternate Live Stock Judging
Team, Southeastern Fair; R. o. T ('., Camp Me-
ridian, Ala.
It was in the fall of "19 that the fair little
town ol ( acickctville cut loose one of its career-
seeking lads and hooked him for Clemson.
There was much commotion in this town as
Harold, better known as "Hoof," hoarded the
H. & B. enroute to Clemson.
Although not having military honors thrust
upon him, "Hoof" is a true Tiger, and is in-
fatuated to the fullest extent with loyalty to
Clemson.
One wotdd think that Harold is not a lover
of tin' fait sex, hut this i- not true, as his
iniinetou- visits to the Hostess House at camp
displayed one great failing that of falling
lor the ladii s.
Harold decided that \nimal Husbandry
was his course. We look lor him lii make a
success, because ol hi- traits ol character, in-
dividuality, am! a stric! adherence to dutv
which arc sure to win recognition.
WILLIAM HAROLD GRAY
Woodruff, S. C.
"// love be music, play on."
Tkxtile Encineekiv.
Private; Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Varsity Tennis Team ; State Singles Tennis
Champion; Block "( " Club; R. 0. 'I'. C. Training
Camp. Camp McClellan, Alabama : Camp Tennis
Champion in Singles and Doubles.
"Jim"" came to Clemson in the tall of '19
with the idea of becoming a proficient Textile
Engineer. With a determination such as this
lad possesses, there is no doubl hut that he
will succeed in all that he undertakes. He
has made a record of high standing as a mem-
ber of the '"gang" that chose "Swine's" so-
called easy course.
"Jim" is a great lover of all branches of
athletics, but takes special interest in tennis.
Many of his vacant hours are spent on the
tennis court. His equal at this game is not
to be found in the State as shown by the ease
with which he cinched the State championship
last year.
This handsome brunette has won main
friends during his four years at Clemson and
has made a name in tennis, hut we fear he
will play his game in some love match before
long. -go to it "Jim."
Forty-Eight
WILLIAM HARRIS GRIER
Fort Mill, S. C.
"The man who makes the deepest notches on
the stick of time is not usually preceded
l/\ a brass band."
Textile Engineering
Private; Private; Private; Captain.
President Smith Carolina Intercollegiate Tennis
Association ; Captain and Manager Tennis Team
'Tl and '23 : Secretary and Treasurer Textile So-
ciety; Vork County Club; Block "C" Club; Cham-
pion Camp TVmiis Team ; Senior It. 0. T. ('..
Camp McClellan, Alabama.
"Bill" came to us from the thriving metro-
polis of Fort Mill early in the fall of 1919.
Truly that city lost an excellent lad when
llii- timid boy departed lor the jungles of
"Tigertovi n."
'"Bill" i- a brilliant tennis player and is
destined to wrest the laurels from the brow
of "Big Bill Tilden." He cast his lot with
the "'Mill Barons" and now he is "Swine's"
right hand num. He also stands high in
"Madison's" army. His sunny smile and
cheerful disposition have won for him a great
host of friends.
"Bill." by his winning personality and de-
cided weakness for the fair sex, has won for
himself the distinction of being the most ro-
mantic youth at Clemson College.
BEN.I VMIN Bl KNETT Gl ^
Columbia. S. C.
") on should not tale u fellou eight years old
And make him swear never to hiss the girls."
Mechanical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Student Branch American Societj t Mechanical
Engineers; Columbian Literary Society; Capitol
Citj Club; Richland Club; R. 0. T. c. Camp .Me-
ridian; Rifle Marksman; Active V, M. C. A. Mem
bet
The city of Columbia has reason to be proud
of this lad's accomplishments at Clem-on.
"Bonnie B." came to Clemson with the de-
termination tu be a mechanical engineer, and
has worked faithfully for four years toward
this goal. It character and conscientious el-
fort on a student's part go far in making
a successful engineer, he should be a good
one. Those who once meet him will always
remember his pleasing disposition and his
sense of humor.
Although he has not won any medals, he
has worked with that "do or die" attitude.
and he has nearK always been successful. By
his many fine traits, he has won a host of
friends who will be willing to give him a "lift"
if ever they find him in need of help. We
regret giving him up, but we wish him a happy
success.
Forty-Nine
RALPH LAINE HARTLEY, JR.
Batesburg, S. C.
''There isn't time in life to make two reputa-
tions—so watch your first one."
Civil Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain.
Rifle Team '20; American Legion; President,
Junior Critic, Corresponding and Recording Sec-
retary Wade Hampton Literary Society; Historian
A. E. F. Club '21 : Secretary and Treasurer Lex-
ington County ('lull '21; Sophomore, Junior and
Senior Dancing cini>s; Secretary and Treasurer
A. s. c K.. Charter Member; President "Twin-
City" Club; First class Marksman and Rifle Shot,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
While still in llic Navy. Laine began dream
ing about spanning big rivers and laying out
lung streets in Batesburg, New York, and other
large cities. Therefore, immediately after his
discharge, he entered Clemson with the in-
tention of becoming a Civil Engineer. In the
four years spent here, Laine has made a re-
cord ol which anyone should be proud. Prob-
lems do no! gel loo difficult lor this lad. and
he never fails to "shoot" his professors. Laine
does not believe in lelting studying interfere
with hi- letter writing. There are very few
night- when he fails to write several long
letters. Judging from this, one may clearly
see that Laine is a Ladies" man. He is a real
spoil and a ime friend.
STEWART ALEXANDER HAR\ EY
Woodward. S. C.
"Determination makes dreams come true.
Chemistry
Private , Private ; Private ; 2nd Lieutenant.
Palmetto Literary Society : Chemistry Science
club; President Fairfield County Club: Rifle Team.
Camp McClellan, 1H22 ; Class Football "20 ; Scrub
Football "21 : Varsity Football "22.
Behind the spotlight of football fame, and
held in admiration by cadets, we find
"Specks." and the wonderful pari of it all
is that he is just plain "Specks." He strug-
gled hard for his success, and fame held no
denial for such a "never-say-die" spirit. Per-
haps this is why he is held in such high
esteem by bis fellow-students.
Harvey elected "Dickey" and the consequent
stud) of hydrocarbons as his specialty, and
he spends much of his time in the laboratorj
studying the uses of alcohol, although he
never uses any for internal combustion.
Stewart will do his part well, and after all
it is thai which constitutes Hue success the




"Life is made up of angles, and the angle
from which one looks at it makes it what
it is."
Mech ink .a i. Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant Major; 1st Lieu-
tenant.
American Legion; Columbian Literarj Society;
Member A s. m B. ; Vice President Spartanburg
Count} Club: Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Senior R. 0. T C . Camp McClellan, Ala. ; "K.E.D."
Once the Utile town of Greer turned loose
one "1 its wildesl citizens and booked him for
passage to Clemson where, under the influence
of authority, a great change has taken place
in the young man's life.
Seldom do we find in one man merit. ability,
and intellect. It is a vary rare combination.
but "T. G." possesses all of them. He is a
worth) friend, a true gentleman, and. above
all. a man. Hi- cheerful -mile and forceful
character have all combined to make him one
nt the most popular men in his class. He is
not onl) a good student, but also is a good
pal. He sa\s lie hasn't a girl, but we know
differently. "T. G." is a mechanical engineer.
T. G., old boy, we are expecting great things
of you, and our best wishes are that you may
reach the top in your chosen work.
HERBERT LEROY HINSON
Scranton, S. C.
Principle is ever my motto, not expedient y."
\\l\1 U. Hi SBANDm
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Florence Count; i lub ; ft 0, T. ('.. Camp Mc
Clellan, Anniston, Ala : Sharpshooter, Firs) class
Pistol Shut ; Rifle Team; Sophomore Dancing Club.
On a shining day of the fall ol '18 with his
smile and his dreams, this young lad left his
home town and came to Clemson to stud)
agriculture. While a sophomore, he had to
slop on account of his health and so joined
the next fall, our grand class of '23.
"Take bull and see the world" has always
been his favorite slogan. He always has
been the leader of his "'Bull Section." and he
knows how lo "-ling a line."
LeRoy is a good old boy, popular, especial-
ly with the fair se\. and his bright smile has
won many a heart, but no one can tell who will
he the winner of this modern "Don Juan."
His ambition- are to become teacher, boxer,
traveler, and con puncher. Ma\ all your
dreams come true, old boy. and may you
write your name high in the world of "Bull."
Fifty-One
[SHAM LAM VR HINSON
Scranton, S. C.
"77c't an never alone that are, accompanied
with noble thoughts."
\\i\i \i Hi sbandki
Private; Prirate; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Palmetto Literary Society; Agricultural Society;
"Bull" Club: Vice-Presidenl Florence County Club;
R, 0, T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala.; Marksman;
"Jail Bird" Club.
It was in '19 thai ihis boy decided ihere
was something besides Scranton in the world.
So lo Clemson he came, and he lias been work-
ing ".i'li us for lour ysars in an effort to win
the much coveted sheepskin. Lamar is a
ladies' man no doubt; hut this is not his only
pleasure. He is very loud ol driving Ford-;
<ui campus while enroute from Columbia. No
doubt Colonel wished he had a Pinkerton de
tec*ive to catch him. Believing that "Bull"
will gel you there when nothing else will.
Lamar has taken ihis for hi^ life work. Hi c
knack at turning oul good work is quite a mar-
vel to many. We predict even greater eucces;
for him when he leaves his \lma Mater.
MELVIN BUTLER HOFFMAN
Blythewood, S. C.
"I am not as black <is I am painted."
Horticulture
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant
Palmetto Literary Society; Richland Counts
Club; Section Marcher Section Eight Senior;
Sharpshooter and First Class Pistol Shut ; R. ').
T. C, ('amp McClellan.
"Peter," true to the line of other Peters, is
destined to awaken the horticultural world
once he begins his work. "Pete" is a friend
to all who stand for right. His readiness to
join in any form oi harmless amusement has
added many friends to his list. His ahilit\
to speak only when spoken to has won the
admiration of his professors. Innumerable
praises mighl be given tlti~ lad, but this would
he unfair, so let us see some ol his weakness.
He is a true follower of the God Bacchus, is
always mixed up in love affairs, praises the
military regime at Clemson. and likes all profs.
Success will always be yours, Peter, il von
<-l ii iii to those principles and ideals which
you have set up for 11- ai tin- "greal institu-
tion ol learning."
Fifty-Two
I WIES ELBERT HOD(;K
Manning, S. C.
'Sui cess is his who sens little, hears much,
and thinks deeply."
Textile Engineering
Private; Corpora!; Private; '2nd Lieutenant.
Society of Textile Engineers; Columbian Literarj
Society; President Clarendon Count] club ; Senior
R i) T c. Camp McClellan, Ala.; Rifle Team;
"K. E n
As thi^ lad was roving over the southern
part of the State, lie heard taint whispers "I
Clemson, a school that would satisfy \i\-
greatest ambition that of becoming a mill
president. Hodge, better known as "Boo."
entered Clemson in "19. a -In. quiet, innocent
youth.
"lino." with his winning smile and congenial
manner, has won numerous friends during his
stay with us. The two things that afford him
the greatest pleasure in life are writing letters
to Converse and reading letters from the same
place. 1 he class of '23 is very fortunate in
having "Boo" among its number. He is a
true friend and his friendship is valued by
even one.
IKK Kl LTON HORTON
Sharon. S. C.
"Doubt whom you will, but never yourself."
\(.nn i ni ral Km i vm>\
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Agricultural Societj : Secretarj Carolina Literarj
Societv 1921-22; Senior Dancing Chili: Senioi
i: ci T 1 1.. ( -mi. McClellan, Ala., li'JJ
The little town of Sharon suffered a great
los> huir years ago when Horton decided to
come lo Clemson. and for the past four years
he has been a true Tiger. "Chick's" mans
friends testif) to the fact that his friendship
i- the most loyal and consistent. Now alter
lour years of mental strain, "Chick" i- pie-
pared to go hack to his little home town and
nnder a great service ol which tin- state oi
South Carolina, as well as the little town ol
Sharon, will he duly proud.
"Chick" has not confined his activities en-
tirely to learning to he an educator lor he has
many hearts to his credit. No douhi mam ol
the hearts were won in some lonely spot, hut
we feel sure that a great main of them were
won while tripping across the dance hall un-
derneath the strains of Mime melodious jazz,
luck to you. "Chick", in whatever you under-




"The man who knows his own heart is far on
the road in success and happiness."
Chemical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant ; Honorary 2nd Lieu-
tenant.
Columbian Literary Society : Chemistry Science
Club; Secretary and Treasurer Union County Club;
Firs! Class l'istol Shot. Sharpshooter, Senior ){. 0.
T. ( '. Infantry Camp, Camp McClellan, Alabama.
Here is another who has shared all the
pleasures and hardships of t lie class of '23.
We are indeed proud to own him as one ol the
members of the class ior he has been constant
and diligent in every branch of work that he
lias pursued.
A determination to stand by friends, college,
and classmates; a willingness to help others;
and a gentle and thoughtful manner are t he
sterling characteristics that have endeared
Ralph to each of us.
The name "Vamp" would be equally as ap-
plicable to him as the name Ralph, for his
favorite pastime is thinking of and admiring
the gentle members of the fair sex. It i-
said thai he can talk like a phonograph with
a broken stop motion, when he is in "Her"
pi esence.
'lour man) friends wish you well, Ralph.
HERMAN AULL HUNTER
Clinton. S. C.
"Count that day lust whose low-descending
sun
I iews from tin hand no worth) action done."
AcRONOMl
Private ; Corporal; 1st Sergeant; Captain.
Columbian Literary Society; Assistant Circula-
tion Manager "The Tiger"; Photo Editor "Taps":
1st Sergeants Club; Class Basketball; Basketball
Squad; President Laurens Comity Club; Secretary
and Treasurer Senior Class.
Herman's entrance into Clem-on in the fall
of nineteen was Clemson's gain and Clinton's
loss. His good looks and "ways" with the
ladies spread consternation in the ranks ot
rival suitors.
His conquests have been successful not onlj
in Cupid's realm, but also in the class-room,
on the basketball court, and in the hearts ol
all his classmates who know and consider him
as the staunchest ol supporters for everything
which i- right and manly.
His smile and friendh demeanor have won
him a h< >-t ol friends in the corps ol cadets.
His enviable record a- a student indicates
the sterling qualit) and abilit) of tlti- bo)






or you will find yourself lie-
\i.liu\n\n
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Wade Hampton Literary Society, Secretary and
President; Agricultural Society; Newberry Counts
Club, Vice-President; U. <). T. ('.. Camp McClel-
lan, Ala.
Four year- ago there strolled into "Tiger-
town," from the hills surrounding the greal
city of Prosperity, a smiling, good-humored
lad thai will always be remembered by those
who know him. Since coming here, he has
won hi* waj into the hearts of his fellow stu-
dents. He also seems to be popular among
the "fair sex."
"'Little Joe," as we all know him, cast his
lot with the agronomists, and by his strong
determination and hard work he has proven
to be one of our best. Such a personality
as his is hard to describe, for it is not the
personality of one man, but of several sub-
merged into one. He is a dreamer who puts
lii- dreams into effect.
We know that his ability and determination
will win for him a high goal. So here we
bid you farewell, and may luck be with you
alwavs.
STEPHEN CARROLL HUNTER
\\ esl minster. S. C.
"Speak little and well if you would be es-
teemed a num."
Mi.in \ mi u. Engineering
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Palmetto Literary Society; A. S. M, K. ; Oconee
County Club.
From a "briar patch" somewhere near West-
minster there came to Clemson in the fall
of '19 a lad who was later to prove that he
was "a fair representative." He soon became
known among the fellows as "Preacher" Hun-
ter, because of the high standing collar that
he wore when he first arrived. Although this
name stuck, it was not appropriate, because,
unlike a preacher, he was as silent as the
Sphinx. Also, the chickens might roost low
when "Preacher" was around.
"Preacher" is a studious fellow, full of de-
termination, and, he always solved with com-
parative ease the problems that were difficult
for others. "Preacher" has a great many friends
who predict that his ability to solve difficult
problems will cause him to rise in the world




"'Think before you make a promise; then
slick to it."
Agronomi
Day Cadet; Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Columbian Literary Society ; Vice-President y.nd
President Cherokee County Club : Agricultural So-
ciety ; It. (). T. ('.. Camp McClellan; Member Bi-
ble (buss.
Here he is—the bright blue-eyed young lad
from Wilkinsville. Surely the inahbitants of
this little metropolis must boast of having
produced such a prosperous, straightforward
voting gentleman.
Kendrick, as he is commonly known, cast
his lot with the Agronomists. Through his
stead) never-failing hard work he has won
the esteem of all those who know him better.
JuM whether he is more interested in Agrono-
my than he is in a certain member of the
fair sex is hard to say; but judging from the
amount of trips he makes to the Post Office,
one would conclude that he is vitally interest-
ed in something other than Agronomy. He
does not let this interfere with his work, how-
ever, and we all predict thiit the near future will
find him master ol whatever he may under-
take. < ) i if so determined is bound to succeed.
Kendrick, a> we bid you adieu, may luck
go with you.
DAVID BRAIN ERD JONES
St. Matthews. S. C.
"The things that haven't been done bejore,
those are the things to try."
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
A. I. E. E. ; Company Football -2 : Champion-
ship Class Football '21; President Radio Club;
Picked Company '19; K. 0. T. ( '.. Camp McClel-
lan, Via.; Sharpshooter; "Sun Worshipper."
The) tell us that "D. B." is an authority
when it comes to electricity. He is a regular
"shark." and is often called in to confer with
ihe heads ot the engineering divisions. He
is very fond ol sports
—
always going to re-
veille and joining in the exercises. He has
many commendable characteristics. "Dicky"
is ever ready to help a fellow out of trouble,
and there is nothing he can do that he is not
glad to come forward with. He is the con-
structive type of lad of which Clemson i-
proud. It is such as he that get things done.
The time is approaching when he will leave
the i adel establ ishment. and w e w ish him luck
at anything he undertakes. He never says
anything he docs not mean, and that is saving
more than can be said ol a great many of us.
Fifty-Six
tfiA^^fe
\l VKKLEY LEE JONES
Longtown, S. C.
" Tis patient toil assures success."
Private; Private; Private; 2nd 'lieutenant.
Palmetto Litera rj Soeietj : Agricultural Societj :
Secretan n n< I Treasurer Fairfield County Club
'22; Senior R. o. K. C, Camp McClellan, Ala. 'fl.
Yes. this is "Malinda," the fellow who hail-
from Longtown. It was a luck) <la\ for the
class ol '23 when "Malinda" cast his lot with
us. Willi hi* cheerfulness, good humor, sin-
cerity and genial manner- he has made
staunch friend- of the many with whom he has
come in contact.
One of the outstanding characteristics of this
lad is his uncanny persistency. Whenever he
is given a task, no matter how hard, he does
what so feu of us do—he finishes it in a
satisfactory manner. Instead of following tin-
line of least resistance and easing through
college without undue exertion. Lee chose a
course which he liked.
One thing Jones never talks about is his
rating with the fair sex. But his mail box
tells the secret, tor the number of letters that
he receives indicates that there is someone
somewhere for him.
Here's luck to you, "Malinda."
JOHN MILTON KILLIAN
Columbia, S. C.
"Be what you seem. Seem it hut you are.'
Civil Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; 2ml Lieutenant.
Senior It. 0. T. C, Camp McClellan, Al.i ; Cn.ss
Country Team '21, "i'l: Klm-k "C" Club; Track
Team '21. '-- ; Vice-President, President Capitol
Citj Club; President Richland County Club; Jail
Bird (lull ; "K. E. IV
"Jack." as he is sometimes called came to
Clemson four years ago from the Capital City.
This bright lad. with his curly hair and sun-
n\ disposition, came here with the am hit i >l
being an electrical engineer, but later decided
to use the transit and level as instruments to
-uric--. I nassuming in his ways, thoughtful
and considerate of everyone, never forcing him-
self upon anyone, and never seeking the spot-
lights, this lad has gained for himself a host
of friends here and elsewhere. "Jack" is on?
of the best track men that Clemson has ever
had. By his untiring efforts he has won many
honors for himself and his college. Sometimes
when he is meditating, we see him smile and
we wonder what he is planning. Some force
seems to be calling him back to the City and
to . Here's to you, "Jack", may the great-





Ware Shoals, S. C.
"
) ou cannot ex pect mort
you put intu it."
out nj life the
Electrical Km.i\i;i;ki\<
Private; Private; Private; Special.
Vice-President Sophomore Dancing Club; Junior
Dancing Club; Secretary Wade Hampton Literary
Society : "Botry" Club.
Behold "Irish," the concentrated h
Tigerism! Get Johnny started on his ex-
perience while in Texas and, as the monkey
said, "He's off!"' "Irish" is a second Stein-
metz when ii comes to electricity, having com-
pleted his junior work in one term in his
senior year. II you know a joke with a bite
in it. tell it to Johnny he will grab honk
line, and sinker. And laugh? Well, we
should "shaj sho!" It is teetotally original.
highl) contagious, and knocks Old Man Gloom
for a row of Peruvian bungalows.
We have yet to see the man who is mure
truly Clemsonian than is Johnny. His friends
are like the sands ol the cleser! infinite. For,
alter all. isn'l success minkind's appreciation
of his fellow-being?
"Be noble, and the nobleness that lies in other
men. sleeping but never dead, uill rise
in majesty to meet thine own."
Agricultural Edi catkin
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
U. s. Naval Reserve Corps; It O. X. C, Camp
McClellan, Ala.; Palmetto Literary Society; Lau-
rens County Club; Senior Kible class.
There is something in the nature of this
rather quiet and unassuming "Senior" knight
that bespeaks greatness. His ability to apply
his high ideals to his dail) life, hi- power to
discriminate between diverse qualities In men.
lug: her with hi qualities ol cordial gemihtv
and warmth In all with whom he comes into
contact, indeed, make him the kind of man
in whom the expression, "There's something
to him," aptly applies.
Hi' is just the kind of man in whom one
can confide and with whom niie can leel per-
fectly "at home'' in discussing an) problem
or difficulty. His exemplar) clean speech is







Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain
Wade Hampton Literarj Society; Orangeburg
Counti Club; Jail Bird <" 1 n l > '21 : Square ;ui<l Com-
pass Club; A. I. E. E. ; Senior R. 0. T. C, Camp
McClellan, Ala.; Marksman; Company Baseball;
Companj Football.
"Caruso." the pride of the Glee Club!
John's melodious voice can be heard anytime,
any place, anywhere. He often sits and
dreams of the day when he will render selec-
1 i< i n~- for the Victor records. His engineering
ability is unsurpassed. Turn him loose in the
Electrical Laboratory with a hammer, and he's
in bi> seventh heaven. When John first enter-
ed Clemson. he thought a current was a fruit,
but after "Crip's" arguments at length "'on it."
he changed his mind
—
"for it."
As a loser. John has no equal in school, ami
it takes more than defeat to dampen his ever-
ready smile. He is a conscientious worker,
and is always ready with a helping hand, re-
gardless of the inconvenience it may cause
him. Who can say that the possessor of such
good qualities will not attain his goal?
IK VZIER PICKENS LaBOON
Taylors. S. C.
"Better to sink beneath the shock
Than to molder peice-meal on the roc/i
Civil Engineering
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Student Branch A. S. C. E. ; It. <). T. C, Camp
McClellan, Rifle Sharpshooter; Anderson Counts
Club '20; Greenville Counts Club; Columbian Lit-
erary Society : Students' Correspondence Club
;
Active Y. M. C. A. Membei
This young man. who is commonly called
"Zip" b\ his fellow students, came to Clem-
son from Anderson in the fall of "19 to pre-
pare for his career as a civil engineer. He
later changed his home to Greenville. From
all present indications. "Zip" will make a
great success as a civil engineer. By using
his clear, quick intellect in studying a mode-
rate amount, he has succeeded in making good
grades and ranks high as a scholar in hi^
section. He has the persistence to work at a
task until it is finished. He is a man ol ^ I
character, having few or no bad habits and
a great many good ones. Because of his
pleasing disposition and good character. "Zip"
has made a great many friends at Clemson. He
has not only made friends of his fellow stu-
dents, but has also won many girl friends.
Filt\ -Nine
M \li\ IN A.SHTON LeGETTE
Latta. S. C.
"Do mil \m iliui you know, but always know
what you say.'
M ECHANICAL ENGINEER) M.
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
Sophomore, .Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
President Dillon County Club, 1921-22-23; Member
ol A lv F. Club; American Legion; Chaplain Sen-
ior Class.
"Spaghetti" lias probably traveled more than
most ill us. He went to France to see that
the late festivities were brought to a success-
ful conclusion, lint as soon as the excitement
of seeing fireworks ever) daj and ol being
vamped by the fair mademoiselles ol Paris and
other little French villages wore off, he de-
cided to turn his number elevens towards
Clemson. LeGette's chosen meadow is mech-
anical engineering. So fond of math i- he
that it is said be tried, while in France, to
bisect the Hindenburg line single handed.
\lthough l.c Gette is a leader in his clas-
ses, he is also a leader in the art of terpiscore.
"Spaghetti" lias a weakness for the ladies,
machinerj (motor-cycles especially), and
alarm clocks.
\s he hails from Latta, we hope he'll rapid-
ly climb the Latta of success.
EDWIN O'BRIEN L1NDER
Adams' Run. S. C.
" Wind your own business."
Textile Engineering
Private; Private; Private 2nd Lieutenant.
Charleston County Club; Carolina Literal-} : ; i-
ciety ; Textile Society ; students' Branch of Amer-
ican Societ.i 'i Mechanical Engineers; Senior
K. :). T. ('.. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Well, folks, here's "Jonah," a- Edwin is
more commonl) known lo his friends. 11'
came to Clemson to leant the "lint dodging"
business, and has proved himseli a good stu-
dent with the qualities which go to make suc-
ci ss later.
He is a very military man in fact, so mili-
tary that Madison upsel his hopes of being
a senior private by making him a second
lieutenant.
"Ed" hi- all the qualities of a gentleman,
and ha- ma le a host of friends in his four
years here. We wish him the best of every-






hi\ poor boob ran catch bouquets, but it
takes a man to catch bricks."
Elkctkical Em.im i i;im.
Private; Private; Regimental Supply Sergeant;
Honorary -'"l Lieutenant; Union County Club ;
President Senior Bible Studj ("lass; Hand J». '21,
'J'.' ; Alumni Editor "1
"Beau Coup," aftei having mastered all thai
there was I" l> learned in Jonesville, -truck
the trail to Clemson which had already been
well blazed b) his brother. \nd as a pastime,
he elected Electrical Engineering, Since then
he has found thai it passes time, hut makes
a poor pastime.
From a casual glance at this 5' II" lad,
you would surmise that his heart was immune
lo Cupid's darts, but there is someone who
knows better than this.
During his four years at Clemson. "Beau
Coup has won the esteem and friendship oi
all who know him, professors and fellow -in-
dents alike. As a friend, one could not desire
a better; as a companion, one could do far
worse.
\- -»un as "Beau Coup" get- his dip. he will
return to the little girl who awaits him in
Jonesville, where we feel sure he will find suc-
cess and happiness.
WILLI \M DE\ KM \ \l<(.<>\\ \\
( lameron, S. < .
•// ho'd thought It"
\(.UI( I Ml R \L Kill I VI [ON
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant.
Columbian Literarj Socletj ; Sophomore and
Junior Literarj Critic; Member ol Bible class;
Leader of Bible Class; Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Secretary, Treasurer, and President of Cal-
houn County Club; President 'it' Bible Class;
"Pick" Companj '19; Company Baseball and Foot-
ball; Sunday School Teacher '22, '23; Ring Com-
mittee -2; Agricultural Literarj Society; Sharp
si ter and First class Pistol Shot al R. o. T. C,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
\inl here i- "Mac." the bo) who forevei
carries a sunn) smile and neglects not to
speak to everybody. "Mac"-" sunn) disposi-
tion has won for him the good will of all
who know^ him. He i- noted for two thing-:
namely, arguing and lying. It "Mac" enters
an argument, regardless ol it- nature—look-
out!— for at the end he will cither have the
floor fairly, or he will heat around the stump
and come out on top anyway. He possesses
all the qualities of a dependahle man, how-
e\er. and this with his wonderful grit and un-
usual determination will win for him an out-
standing place when he attempts to try his
fortune.
Sixty-One
.1 VMES BEATY McHUGH
Clemson College, S. C.
JEFFERSON DAVIS McMAHAN, Jr.
Richland, S. C.
'Strong conceit, like a neu principle, carries
nil itiih it, when vet above common sense."
"Let me live in a house by the side o) the
road, and be a friend to man."
Chemical Encineerini Civil Engineering
Private; Corporal; Private; Senior Private.
Member Band, (ilee club and Orchestra; Sopho-
more, .Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Chemistry
Science Club; Pickens County Club,
Four years ago 1 li i- handsome young man
made his debut into "Tigertown" society: that
i*-. he entered Clemson College. It was only
a matter of time before he came to the lore
In college activities. His native ability as a
musician has enabled him to furnish inspira-
tion to many a couple on the dance floor.
"Beaty's" pleasant demeanor and smile have
won for him main friends, both among the
studi nis and his lad} acquaintances. He has
caused the hearts ol main fair damsels to skip
one heal after another.
It goes without saying that this young man.
who has so mam friends among the students.
takes with him the best wishes for success in
the bis game ol life.
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain.
Historian Senior ('hiss: Athletic Editor "The
Tiger" ; Charter Member and President A. S. C. J8. ;
Literary Critic and President Columbian Literary
Society; Member of First Sergeants' Club; Secre
tary and President Oconee Countj Club; Junior
and Senior Dancing Clubs; R. O. T. C, Camp Mc-
Clellan; Sharpshooter and Pistol Shot First (hiss.
When kings are born, hells arc rung and
whistles arc blown; but when "Mac" came to
Clemson. the only thing he heard was the
weird cry ol "Ral New Boy"' Irom the Sopho-
mores. "Mac" has a great big heai I and is a
close friend to all who know him. In fact his
only weakness is t"i the fair sex. Yes, mam
damsels have fallen for this tall, good look-
ing youth, but how could they help it? "Mac"
decided to cast his lot wild the civils so that
he could see the world on the level, and in
hi- future engineering course we feel sure that
In- will be a master builder in every respect.
Si tty-Two
FRWKI.IN ROBERT M< MEEKIN
Monticello, S. C.
"Hi- a good loser, but don't make it a habit."
Electrical Engineer] ng
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Member Wayne Literan Society; A J E. B :
Fairfield Count) < lub : Senior i: 0. T. C . Camp
McClellan, Ala. ; "K. E D
"Mac" known to his friends as "Dunk."
Followed ili> g I example oi his old si bi
o
ili> rs and came to < ilemson.
Before leaving Monticello, "Mac" visited
the Pan Shoals hydro-electric plant and de-
cided to be an electrical engineer; therefore,
he cast his lol with the "Cripites" and has
been an industrious student ever since. We
feel sure thai Edison will have an aide succes-
sor if "Dook" inter- the electrical world.
"Dook" is a most loyal "Tiger." He has
not won fame as an athlete, but he is never
missing when the "Tigers" are in action. Cu-
pid - darts have thus far been hurled in vain
at the heart ol thi- attractive lad, but it is a
sure tiling that it these darts ever do take
effect some ,lady will bs fortunate. "Mac" is
a haul worker, a true friend, and a gentleman.
With these qualities to back him, he is hound
to Mieceed.
SILAs CA1 HOI \ Mi MEEKIN
Jenkinsville, S. C.
th! take the cash and let the credit go,
\or heed the rumble oj <i distant Drum."
Mechanical Engineering
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Hayne Literary Society; Fairfield County Club;
Membei A S. \l E ; First class Pistol Shot ;
R i T. <'.. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Yes, litis lad is a South Carolinian, hut it
i- hard to find his habitat on any map. He
came to Clemson to make himself a Mastei
Mechanic so that he might open a Ford Gar-
age in the thriving metropolis of his birth.
Alread) he has startled his engineering prof-
essors b) his knowledge of that farm machine.
the mule.
Silas, during his -ta> at Clemson ha- won
the admiration of many professors and the
friendship of a host of cadets. "Slick" has
a smile and a word of cheer for all who are
down in the mouth. Ii i- rumored that "Slick"
i- no longer ours—a fair damsel has taken him
from us.
Sincerity and determination are yours, Silas.
and we vouch for your success, and wish you
the best that thi- world can give to a hard
.worker.





"The word 'rest" is not in my vocabulary.''
Ti;\tile Engineering
Bugler; Bugler; Sergeant Bugler; 2nd Lieuten-
ant,
Vice-President Greenville Count> Club; Mem-
ber Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Class Football '21; Marksman K 0. T. C, Camp
McClellan.
The buglet boy at Clemson thai person is
Dan or "limit-."' He is quite a character. He
is a shark al -e\eral trades of which the saint-
ly faculty has no information. Dan is often
seen al the "bridge teas"' and other social
events oi the barracks. In fact, he is one of
the soi id 5 leaders of the school. He is fam-
uli- a- an English student and always elects
Dr. Daniel in Professor Bradley, regardless.
He i- a good scoul ami a loyal friend. He
pretends to he deaf, but just as soon as some-
bod) remarks on his infirmity, he is on the
alert. "]). Marshall" lias written a collection
id bugle songs and intends to have them ad-
opted by Captain Oberg's staff. He has also
patented a contrivance that will cause his
instrumenl to automatically blow when the




"Be prepared jar anything and then hope jor
the best."
D A I K % l\l.
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Secretary, Literary Critic of Palmetto Literary
Society; R. o. T. ('. Camp McClellan, Ala.; Ri-
fle Marksman and First class Pistol Shut 'JJ.
When this young lad breezed into Clemson
four years ago. the city of Ninety-Six did not
realize that she was sending to Clemson one
of her truest and noblest sons, as is shown by
the unblemished college record he has made
for himself. Nothing has ever induced "F. G."
to depart from his path of duty, and his abili-
ty to reason out things in the classroom has
established a record for him which is worthy
of honor.
"F. G." has chosen Dairying for bis profes-
sion and bis friends predict for him a great
success in this field of work. Some day we ex-
pect "F. G.'s" contributions to mean as much
to the dairying industry a- the Babcock Test
now means. Freeman has won. scores of
friends while at Clemson. and the class of '23
expeel from a man of such rare ability and




"Heaven helps those who help themselves."
Textile Engineering
Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Textile Engineering Society : Cosmopolitan So-
ciety ; Palmetto Literarj Society ; Oconee County
Club ; A. E. F. Club.
Before the war, in one of the most select
cafe- of gay Paris, a little Frenchman Hitted
<jai 1 > here and there playing on his violin the
music that his people loved; and often was
lit- seen bowing profusely as from all quarters
came applause, the tinkling of wine glasses,
and the popping of champagne bottles as
their corks flew up to the ceiling. Later, aftei
serving six months in the trenches, he came
to Clemson to study Textile Engineering.
"Frenchie" was a good mixer, having friends
on every hand; a good student, completing a
four year course in three years; a good iinan
cier, paying all of his expenses by teaching
music and French. It i> his ambition to carry
an American wife back to Paris, and, being
saturated with '"Tigerism." to become the
second "Tiger" of France. May he acquire
much happiness and achieve success and great




I man's ability must mil be measured In his
efforts, but l>\ his whole life."
Dairi im.
Private : Private ; Private : Senior Private.
Daj Cadet; in Barracks; Daj Cadet; Daj Cadet
This member of the class of '23 comes from
the thriving little city of Calhoun. When a
small boy, Winslo'w used to watch those big
trains ship and unload the can- oi cream sent
to the Clemson Creamery. This started his
mind wondering what all thi> collection oi
cans meant, and where the) were being sent
to from the station. One day. while playing
about the depot, -nine one lold him that about
a mile across the hill there was an agricultural
college, where the) taught boys how to take
raw milk and manufacture it into its various
products.
In the fall of '19. Winslow journeyed over
to Clemson and cast his lot with the dairy
industry. His eagerness to learn dairying from
childhood has been shown by his ambition to
master his course. He has won scores of
friends at Clemson who predict for him a suc-
cess in the business world.
Sixty-Five
STARLING HINSON MIKELL
Edisto Island, S. < '.
JOSEPH NATHANIEL MILEY
Branchville, S. C.
"Love many, trust a few, hut paddle your own
canoe."
Mkchanical Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; isi Lieutenant.
President Charleston County Club; Member A. ! ;
M. E. ; Vars'ti Swimming Team -l, '2-, '23; Cap-
tain Swimming Team ' %l'i : Marksman It O. T, C.,
Camp McCli llan, U.i.
/</ astra per aspera."
\ MM \l. Ill SB \ NDR'V
Private; Private; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant;
Staff and Battalion Adjutant.
Palmetto Literary Society; Agricultural Societj
Orangeburg Count) Club; Live Stock Judging Team,
Southea stei n Fair, '-'' ; Senior i; T i '., i lamp
Me< lellan, Ala.
"Tater," like Robinson Crusoe, has spent
some (il the years ol his life on an island. Bui
'"Tater," unlike poor Crusoe, had a room re-
served for him at Clemson. \nd so il came
to pass that "Spud" set sail foi the mainland
in the earl) fall ol T9. Since thai time
'"Tater" has been deepl) engrossed in the gen
tie ail dl chasing the B.t.u. When he has
linalK caujdil and trained the B.t.u., it is
highlj probable thai he will teach at Cornell
in -nine other little school.
'"Tater i- not, l>> any mean-, an enenvj ol
ilir lair sex, altho his dreams an- not ol girls
alone. He ha- a greal ideal in life, and his
many friends hope that in the near future
hi- splendid goal will he reached.
In the fall nl |i)|<) this prosperous young
lad decided in drill around ovei tie- old Pal-
metto Stale ami see that infintestimal portion
ol the eiiiintiA outside ol the historic town ol
111 am h\ ille. .1 u - 1 uh\ he landed at this re-
mote corner ha- net bsen definitel) decided
hui induing from his interest in "Bull" il is
the honesl opinion "I hi- man) friends thai he
mil ml- in establish a livestock farm in -nine
prosperous community. It i- onl) prediction,
hut evidence seems to justif) it. thai this offers
a might) good opportunity foi a certain
brown-eyed youth ol the "lair sex" who leaves
her heart at Clemson because she finds il im-
possible in -ia\ there herself.
""Nat" we all predicl you a greal success.
Sixty Sh
\\ II. 1. 1 \M II VYNE MILLS, Jr
Clemson College, S. C.
"Do something north living i<". worth dying
t<:i; do something to shou tlmt m>u lime
a mind, u heart, and <i soul within you.
Civil Engineering
Private; Corporal; Private; Senior Private.
Freshman Football; Varsitj Basketball Squad
•_'j. '-J.., ; stud. -in Hi ipter \. S. <\ E. : Oconee
Counts Club; \ M C \ Cabinel '-» ; Sophomore
.mm I Junior Dancing Clubs; Sharpshooter, Camp
McClellan, Ah..
"Snap!" No, nothing broken, just "Bird's"
fronl tooth going back into place. "Bird" has
quite distinguished himself in this line.
•|!inl Dug" i- ..in' ..I the prize pupils ..I
Clarke ami an authorit) mi "Wunkism." He
i- sometimes called "Wunk", Inn far be it
from me t" tel! you where In- acquired such a
cognomen. When "Bird"" finishes, he intends
in re-grade the railroad where it passes through
• alhoun. He says that tin- track i- not steep
enough to slow up the fast train- as they pass
through that city. Although handicapped or
blessed, 1>> being a daj cadet. "Bird" has made
many friends during his sojourn here as a stu-
dent. His ever-ready helping hand has been
the means of winning hi- u,n into tin- hearts
of mam ..! hi- classmates.
JOHN l.i BOY NK.llol S
Buck Hill. S. C.
7 am n /art oi nil t'uit I have met.
HORTICl I. Tl HI
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain ami Res
Adjutant.
Senior R. O. T ('.. Camp McClellan : Secretary
.mil President Palmetto Literarj Society; Secretary
igricultural Soeietj : i lass .nut Company Basket-
ball; Company Basketball Champions '22; Com-
pany Baseball; Secretarj Presbyterian Sunday
1; York County Club; Circulation Mai
"Chronicle."
"Nick" i- Colonel's Adjutant ami -tint- mi
parade days and at retreat. He is also verj
I ! ..I chemistry, and despite the fact that
In- -iiuli.-il the prescribed course last year, he
i- per-istenth seen with a small volume of
"Newell's Organic Chemistry." "Nick" also
i- pmminent among the carolers of the chape'
choir. Somewhere in thi- state there is a lady
that thinks "Nick" is a real hero, and "Nick"
in turn is quite infatuated with this fair dam-
sel. He is a follower of the horticultural sec-
tion and is doomed to grow peaches in the
Sand Hill Section of South Carolina.
Si \t\ -Set en
M01 LTRIE BAGNAL O'BRYAN
lleinemann, S. C.
\\ II. 1. 1 \\l HALL ODOM
Chesterfield. S. C.
"Think wrongly, if yon please, but in all cases
think for yourself."
\i.HK I I. 'I i r u. Km CATION
Private; Private ; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Wade Hampton Literary Society, Senior Critic;
Agricultural Society; Vice-President and President
Williamsburg Ciunty Club; Member Newspaper
Correspondence < ' 1 u l > ; Company Baseball; Marks-
man R, o. T. C . Camp McClellan, Ala.
Heinemann says that he belongs to Iter, but
we ^a\ that he belongs to us. We shall al-
ways consider him ours, even when he leaves
our college walls for wider fields.
"Moot" is a friend such as a fellow hunts
far and wide to Mud: a friend that is a friend
indeed. Sunshine or rain, he always looks on
the bright si,|c i,| life, and we certainly envy
the fair lassie that al last claims him as her
own.
When, in June. "Moot" leaves Clemson to
enler upon his life's walk, mil good wishes
follow him. lie will succeed. He can do no
less, lor he is as hard to keep down as the
tell tale blush on a bashful maid's cheek.
"Moot," the licst o'luck to you as you step
lurlli into new liehls ol endeavor.
"/ ma) not be handsome, hul I swear I have
a distinguished look."
Textile Engineering
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Honorarj Member Kershaw County Club; Picked
Company '19; Senior Dancing Club; Textile So-
ciety; Company Baseball, Camp McClellan; Senior
R. 0. T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala
inj: ami gnasln
of Chesterfield
In the lull of 1919 there was much weep-
of teeth in the little village
Hall, belter known a- "Hop-
pe." was leaving for the wilds oi "Tigertown."
He entered the band as head cymbal smasher;
but soon he gave up a musical career for one
of military tame, lie now being an honorary
Second Lieutenant in Madison's army. Pos-
sessing handsome features and a cheerful dis-
position "Hoppe" has made a multitude oi
friends during his stay at Clemson. He has
had main fair maidens to succumb to his dead-
ly line. "Hoppe" became interested in the
twisting ol strings and the tying ol knots, so
he decided to investigate the "Lint Head"
profession. We predict thai he will spend the





" Knou Tin self."
Dmhi i\i.
Daj i acii i . Federal Board Student.
"Peter" came to u> in the fall of '19, am)
since thai time lias attracts! a host oi friends.
Always quit! in classroom, this lad has caus-
ed commenl from both classmates and prof-
essors. Pate's chief delighi is telling of hi-
town and how the) must miss him. "Peter"
answered the call of his country, and came
hack tn us full "I the determination to make
a great "cow-boy."
We wish vim the greatest success in all you
undertake, Cecil, and tnaj Dame Fortune al-
ways smile upon you.
PHILIP PEEPLES
Blufton, S. C.
"Good always overcomes evil in the long run:
and love, faith, work, and duty an- the
imir elements that in all ages make the
it arid ripht."
I.i 1 1 i mi \i. Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
K. <). T. ('. Camp McClellan, Ala.; Recording
Secretarj and Vice-President Hampton Literarj
Societ] : Swl ting Team; A. I. E. E. ; Treasurer
Beaufort County Club; Rifle Sharpshooter; Secre-
tary-Treasurer Bible Class '--. '-'•.
\\ hen Philip, hi "Peep" as he is sometimes
called, left Blufton in L919 and came in Clem
son we are sure we obtained Beaufort's best.
lie has studiously applied himself to his course
in Electrical Engineering and "Moonology."
He finishes his enginering course this year,
hut we cannot saj iu-t when the other one will
be completed. However, from the number and
si/e id the letters he gets, we would guess thai
he is also meeting with success there.
We have in him an asset of Clemson and of
the class of '23. and we arc justified in ex-
pecting much of him in the engineering world.
Philip's sunny disposition and sincere friend-
ship are esteemed by a host of friends who




"Life is a grindstone, and whether it grinds
a man down or polishes him up, depends
on the stuff he's made of."
Entomology
Private; Corporal; Sgt. Mai. ; 1st Lieut.
Secretary and President of Columbian Literary
Society; Secretary and President of Agricultural
Society; Secretary and Treasurer of Block "('"
Club; Track Team; Bible Class Leader; Friendship
Council; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Cooperating Editor
"The Chronicle": Camp McClellan, K, 0. T. C.
'22
; Sharpshooter.
"Pep" is a "line;" man, His only regret in
electing Entomology wus that he was unable
to major In Education. "Pep" i- an earnest
worker who takes pari in many college acti-
vities. It is such Cadets that stand for the
success "I Clemson student life. He is also an
athlete and i- well known on the track.. He
hied to break the record ol "Dan Patch" last
\car. "Pep" thought that lliis famous stepper
was a student ol Yale, and was surprised to
learn this session that he was a horse. I>ui
do not judge "Pep's" intellect by lliis epi-
simIc. He is an apt student, and we I eel sure
that lie will envolve a method to eradicate I In*
bull weevil,
PAliL GOOUE PLEXICO
Rock Hill. S. C.
"Take the world us you find it. but do not
leave it so."
Dairying
Private. Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Corresponding Secretary of Palmetto Literary
Society: Agricultural Societj : Bible class Leader;
It. O. T. ('.. Camp McClellan. Anniston, Ala., '22.
In the fall of '19. Paul breezed into Clem-
son with a lull determination to carry away, in
four years, "'that skin you love to touch." To
this task he has zealously applied himself for
the time he has been here, except when think-
in-: ol his many friends ol the fair sex. It is
miraculous how he keeps in touch with so
many at one time. His ambition is to make
a success o| Ins chosen profession, Dairying.
and we believe thai the city ol Rock Hill will
be glad to boast thai he is one of her sons.
He is constantly dreaming ol a bungalow some
where in the West, so we doubt if he will en-
joy the "single blessedness" very long alter
June. His main friends arc anticipating for
him a greal succes in the world and are wish-




/ life hi h"s is ii difficult pursuit."
Ei i ctrical Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Greenw I Count; Club; Bible class; '20, '21,
'22; Bibli Class Leader, '-''>; Friedship Council,
'23; R. O. T. C. Training Camp, Camp McClellan,
Ala. ; Rifle Marksman.
In the fall <>l '19, we saw a lad of seventeen
summers approaching I hi- stockade. He came
to us from Donalds with the hope ot putting
some ot his original ideas into Electrical En
gineering and with this j M vieu he [mi forth
his untiring efforts. Though he has never
been in serious danger ol a nervous break-
down from excessive study, his class standing
is above thai ol the average student.
In "Eveready" we find two sterling qualities
—independence and an innate satsifaction with
the correctness of his views. Besides these
he has by his modesty and his kind hear!
won the love and admiration of everybody
fortunate < nough to gain his acquaintance.
Though he says little of the fair ones, we
feel sure that beneath this silence there i- a
spark waiting to be fanned into flame- b)
some I mi ) fortunate maiden.
MOLID REI REESE
Greer, S. C.
"I/-// an- born with two eyes, Imt one tongue,
thai the) mm see twice as much as //(<>
say."
Mechanical Engineering
Private ; Private ; Private : 2nd Lieutenant.
Greenville County Club; Columbian Literary So-
ciety; Bible Class; Member A. S. M. E.
< .' nile readei casl youi optics upon "Mo-e-
a fair representative ol the town of Greer.
He has made scores id friends with his pleas-
ing personality. Uways read) to help others,
he- i- indeed a Irieml- a friend whom one
can depend upon.
Cheerfulness, sincerity, and good nature
these are the things that characterize "Moses".
In another trail, silence, that so few ol us
have, "Moses" is blessed. He knows what to
say. when to sa>. and how to say.
""Moses" has chosen steam for his life's
work, and il he succeeds as well in the world
as he has here, we are destined to hear more
of him. His greatest ambition is to place
steam ahead ot electricity.
One thing that "Moses" never mentions is
his standing with femininity; however, the
mail box tells tales and we know that there is
someone wailing for him to a-k, "Will you'.''"
Seventy-One
SIDNEY CLOUGH
I nion, S. ( !.
I!l( I JAMES PRIOLEAl RICHARDS Jr.
Liberty Hill. S. C.
'Gifts count for little; /till alone is great.
Electrical Engineering
"'/ will speak what I believe today even if it
contradicts everything I said yesterday."
Textile Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant
Track Team '22; Columbian Literarj Societj :
A. 1. E. E. ; V. M. ('. A. Cabinet; Delegate to Blue
Ridge; Bible Class deader '22 ; Chairman Bible
Classes '23; Cadet Steward Methodist Church; Lit-
erary Editor "Chronicle;" Union County Club;
It. o. T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala.; Championship
Track Team, Camp McClellan; Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs ; Block "C" Club.
"Swampseed is nol from the ^w ;i 1 1
1
1 >^. but
a "Hillbilly" from Union. Swamp known
equall) well as "Cicero, the Consul" finding
out that .i few things could l>e learned outside
(if Union, came iii Clemson in the lall oi 1 ( '
in join the band of "Electron Chasers."
"Swamp" needs no introduction to the ath-
letic world, for he lias thrown man) cinders
high from the "cinder path," and this has
made him the proud owner of a block "C."
His determination to succeed is shown equally
well in the classroom.
Private; Corporal: Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
Scrub Baseball; Varsity Baseball; Block "C"
Club; Secretary, Vice-President, President Caro-
lina Literarj Society : Vice-President, President
Kershaw County Club; Vice-President Textile SO'
ciety; Senior It. 0. T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
On September 16, L919, the whole town ol
Libert) Hill assembled at the communit) store
to see one of it's favorite sons depart for the
mysterious land ol "Tigertown."
Prioleau, better known a~ "Abe," i- one of
the "Swine's" followers. So far Khe has never
seen inside ol a cotton mill, but some da) he
hopes to control the Textile Industry in the
Smith. "Abe's"' guarding ol the keystone
sack on the Tiger baseball team has gained
him country-wide recognition as a second Ed-
die Collins. ''Abe" has made a great number
of friends since he came to Clemson by bis
good nature and quick wit. We all wish loi
"Abe" the best ol luck in the future.
Seventy-Two
E\ ERETT CHANDLER RICKEK
Beaufort. S. C.
"Why worry, it it ill happen anyway."
Mi i hank w. Encinei ri nc
Private; Corporal; Sgt. Major; 1st Lieutenant;
Staff.
A S. M. E. ; Sophomore, Junior and Senior Danc-
ing Clulis; Columbian Literary Society; ciee Club
'21, '-1-2: Director Glee Club '23; Quartette; V. M
('. A. Quartette; Baptist Church choir; Orchestra;
•21, '::. '23; R. o. T. C, Camp McClellan; Band;
Beaufort County Club.
"And the band played Annie Laurie" w hen
this "jazz hound" blew in. He came to "Tiger-
town" playing a banjo and hasn't quit yet
much to the delight and enjoyment of his
many friends and the lovers of the Terpsich-
orean Art. "Chink" is noted as a musician
of great renown. He has played with the col-
lege orchestra ever since his sophomore year.
Al-n as a member of the glee club, he has
helped entertain many audiences. Having
chosen mechanical engineering to get his
sheepskin, we feel sure that success is his.
WILLIAM JOSEPH ROI5ERTS
Ninety-Six, S. C.
"To be conscious that you ore ignorant, is <i
great step to knowledge."
Dairyinc
Private; Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Secretary, President, Treasurer, Palmetto Lit-
ernry Societji ; Agricultural Society; Secretary,
Treasurer, Greenwood Countj Club; Company Foot-
ball '21, 'J;'; Friedship C icil ; Bible Class Lead-
er; It. o. T. C. Camp McClellan, Ala.; Marksman
and Fust class Pistol Shot.
The Channel Islands ma) be famous for
their production of fine dairy cattle, but it
takes Ninety-Six to produce the real dairy
men. This farmer boy had made a study of the
dairy business long before he heard of Clem-
son: so it was the natural thing for him to
follow this course when he came to college.
"W illie Joe" is a diligent worker who believes
in putting everything he has into what he does.
Numbered among his friends are to be found
many ladies. He has a cheerful word for
everyone, and is the kind of a friend you like
to have. We expect to see "Willie Joe" the
proud possessor of a record-breaking herd
some day. A full portion of success we feel
sure will be his.
Seventy-Three
))
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN ROBERTSON, Jr.
Clemson College, S. C.
Horticulture
Private; Private; Private; 1st Lieutenant.
Secretary and Treasurer Pickens County Club;
Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing clubs
,
Sec'} and Treasurer Senior Dancing Club; EU-
itor-in-Chief "Taps" '23 : Corresponding Secretary
ami President Agricultural Society; Junior Asso-
ciate Editor "Chronicle"; Palmetto .Literary So-
ciety ; Chairman Junior-Senior Decoration Commit-
tee; Glee Club and Orchestra, '21, '22 and '23.
"Millie" the local bo> is a gossip fiend.
Being reared in the midst oi gobs ol Dew-
drops, it is mil in In- wondered that tales of
intrigue ate like music to Itis cats. And he
always tells tin- truth that's one thing that
endears him to all who know him: he makes
"George" look like a piker. When it comes
In jazzing a piano, Ben paws a mean pedal.
Although taking Horticulture, Fresh Meal is
Ileus hobby, and Oh! how he can pull.
\ isiting underclassmen is one ol "Millie's"
peculiar habits, \ltet "TAPS" any lime you
ma) see him prowling around a soph's room.
But, alas, as Mat stepped out from behind the
Magnolia tree, Hen stepped oul on the porch.
And Ben "thus armed"' reported to the Big
< !hi ese prior to the nexl di ill period.
In spite ol all the foregoing facts, Hen is a
mighty line chap. To know him is to like him.
liEAl RE<;\RD M I.!. Rl SSELL
Autun. S. C.
"Let me live beside the road and be a friend
in iniiii.
Agronomy
Private; Corporal; Color Sergeant; 1st Lieuteu
ant.
Columbian Literary Society : Anderson Count .
Club; President \V. F s. (inn; Baseball and Ri-
fle Team It. o. T. c. Camp McClellan; Scrub
Baseball iin and '21.
Though hardll) out ol sighl ol \uiuu. his
native town, "Tuiss" stopped al Clemson and
ii this sphere ol knowl-i'P ihllllllook
edge.
"Beaurie," or "Bo," as he is usuall) called
i- quiet and unassuming. Hi- cheer) word ol
greeting and his smiling countenance have won
him many friends, and he is characterized by
his friendliness and readiness to help other-.
To really knmi this lad. one must he inlimale-
I) associated with him. Bui along with his
honesty, perseverance and friendliness is
linked one failing I? I- -that ol hilling for
the ladies. Every Saturda) he and a "flivver'
Heare seen heading Inwards Sandy Springs.
tells no one ol his mission
imagine what it i>.
We. "Bo's" friends, wish him well on
journe) met the road "I life.
nit we can all
his
Set enft -Foui
Kli WCIS in \\
\\ edgefit Id. S. C.
CHARLES WESSON SANDERS, Jr.
Hagood. S. C.
"Judge one not In one dn\'s action, but rathei
know him well and then \<>iir estimate."
V.KICl LTURAL Kill CATION
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Jail Bird Club; Secretarj and Treasurer Sum-
ter Count) Club; Companj Football and Baseball;
Junior, Senior Dancing Club; Sharpshooter, Expert
Pistol shot, Senior B. <i T. < . Camp McClellan,
Alabama.
On the morning of September 16, 1919, the
press carried length) columns regarding the
departure of one of the favorite sons of
Wedgefield. "Pop."' "Daddy," or "Father,"
when bailed at \U\- fair haired lad. brings a
cheery response. "Pop" is good natured, good
looking, and combining these qualities with
others makes a very desirable companion. His
is not the nature that craves honors, but
as the old saying goes, "Still water runs deep,"
and ue know and respect his ability. "Pop"
is the last of a long line of "Daddy's" who
made Clemson their Alma Mater.
"Some men me born great, some achieve great-
ness, "nil Mime have greatness thrust upon
them."
Dairi iv.
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
President Agricultural Society; Sumter Count)
Club; Vice-President Sumter County Club; Sopho
more, Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs ; Satire
Editor "Taps" '23; Jail Bird Club; Hide Marks
manship, R. 0. T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala.; Scrub
Baseball '21.
"Rip" this i- the most quoted cadei in
college. His sayings are renowned over the
whole school. He can entertain a crowd for
hours, ami keep it roaring with his witticisms
and satire. \\ e can count on "Rip" to keep
our spirit up. Liuet. Sanders is also a dashing
'"shave-tail." and can also sing most marvelous-
ly. Even Colonel Pearson has asked that he
sing one ol his ditties for him. "Rip" counts
his friends by the thousand, that number hap-
pening to be our student body. He is also a
literary man, some of his important works
Lessi l'l. 1 He
pared.". "The Feathery Turkey and the Log"
and the "Piccolo Player."
Scvenl) -Hi b
•J
I.DW \KD BRANCH SAVAGE
Eutawville, S. C.
"/ railty tin name is II oman"
Electrical Engi neerin
Private; Corporal; Regimental Sergeant Major;
c.i in in
President Sophomore (Mass; Associate Editor
"The Tiger" '21; Assistant Baseball Manager, '22;
Business Manager "Taps" 'T->: Orangeburg I'mmtv
Club; Wade Hampton Literary Society; \. I. K. E ;
.Tail Bird Club; Square and Compass Club; H. 0.
T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Ed while at Clemson, lias enjoyed his
wills iii the machine >ln >p more than any other.
HOW.'' "Come li\ room 76 and pay up" is a
favorite expression ol tin- snaggle-toothed
savage. When traveling on a pullman, never
sleep in the same berth with Ed. Ask Arrow-
wood, In- knows. He often lias nightmares.
He "shunts a whale nl a line." in tail lie
qualified as sharpshooter while at camp. He
also punches a wicked typewriter. These are
about his < > 1 1 1 \ qualifications. As a mischief-
maker, he keeps all the Official Minimis busy.
Ed is xime ga) boy. Besides being a ga) ln>\.
he's a wicked politician and throws lits into
the camps ol the Philistines. The on!) thing
lie keeps mil "I the hole is Taps.
EVERETT HADDON SH UMDS
Campobello, S. C.
'Don't wait for extraordinary opportunities;
seize common ones and make them great.'
Mi.in \\ii \i. E M.I M.I. Ill M.
Private; Corporal; .Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Secretarj and Treasurer Spartanburg Count..
Club; American Society of Mechanical Engineers;
It. 0. T. ('.. Camp McClellan; "tifle Team; Colum-
bian Literary Society.
Everett is one of the most diligent seekers
after knowledge in the class ol '23. He cast
his lot with "Slim's boys" earl) in his careei
and lias been an earnest student. Although
he firmly believes in lok in -i upon the serious
side ol life, Shands has found time to take
part in various forms ol students activities
ami in make a host ol friends. In his college
life, lie has always stood for that which is
noblest and best, and we know he will carrj
his ideals through lile. Like most "Tigers,
Shands is verj susceptible iii the smile- nl the
fair se\. and is even now dreaming ol a bun-
galow for two. (mod luck to you, Everett,
ma\ the In -t ol everything be yours.
Set inl\ -Six
-
VI EX \M)KK N Mil VNIEL MIKMA
Perry, S. C.
"lie most lives who thinks most, feels the
noblest, at ts the best."
Eli i tun \i I'm. i neerinc
Private; Corporal; Firsl Sergeant; 2nd U<
anl
Palmetto Mterarj Societj : Alabama Polytechnic
Institute 1921-22; Secretarj and Treasurer, Presi-
dent, Aiken Count; Club : Bible ! lass '-in. -a . : ;
;
l'i esident Bible I la ss '2 !
It ratiu- to pass in the yeai L919 thai a cer-
tain young man uent into the wilderness in
quest ol knowledge. Hi- swung nil at Calhoun
armed with a suitcase and a -mile. The suit-
case roaj u'-at out, Inn the read) smile
never!
"Nig" won hi- way in tin- hearts ol his
fellow-students immediately; ami he i- often
sought a- a tonii for the "blues." "Nig's"
g I common sense, sound judgment, ami abi-
lity tn leant quickl) have been a delight to
hi- professors and a marvel to his class-mates.
We are conl idem that this lad will take the
Electrical Enginering profession b) storm, and
we tear that idd Steinmetz ha- a teal shock
in store. He i- a perfect model of manliness
and m envy hi- prospects.
'"Nig," your natural ability, coupled uith the
inspiration ol that little girl, i- sure to pul
ih • world at your feet.
KENNETH BOYD SIMMONS
Rowesville, S. C.
'He acts well his part, and there nil honor
lies."
Hoif'Ilc ULTL'Rl
Private"; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Orangeburg Counts Club; 'Mail Bird" Club; Sen-
ior It. <> T. (' Int.M'ti\ Training Camp, Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
\ih1 his name i- Simmons. Yes sir, he i-
a specialist in horticultural lines, and he in-
formed the whole -tate on important matters
during his recent visit to the fair in Colum-
bia. Kenneth is good natured until it come-
to preparing lesson plans and then hi- patience
fails him. It is said that ""to have friends one
must h" one." and "K. B." is certainly a good
one. In this case, the rule holds true. Sim-
mon- i- never more satisfied than when he is
up to some harmless devilment ami he usually
pulls it off well; on the other hand, bsneath
the suniiN disposition lies a serious mind, and
when he does a thing it is always done well.
We wish "K. B." the best ol luck and hope
that he will know how to prune an oak tree
before main more years.
Sd rill \ Si I en
JOHN PALMER SMITH, Jr.
Charleston, S. C.
'// h) all this toil for an hoar o\ triumph?"
Civil Engineering
['riviite ; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Sophomore, Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
Charleston County Club; It. T C, C:imi) Vlc-
Clellan. Via.; Member Championship Company
Baseball Team; Junior-Senior Decorating Commit-
I his is "Ralph, known to some as "de
Palmer," whose wit is drier than the Volstead
Vet. \ml that brogue of his! You'd know
at once that at some time in his life he has
lived in or near Charleston and he doesn't
ii> in conceal the fact. "Ralph's" course in
Civil has by no means interfered with his so-
cial activities, and man) a long afternoon
has he '"bridged," while his slighted master-
pieces-to-be "I culverts and weirs sighed for
lack ill attention. You should see "Ralph" at
the "Bobbed Haired Babies, Ball," but he
says ii - his haii. and he'll cut ii as he pleases.
But Ralph Is mil all frivolit) and foolish-
ness. Beneath that tan skin is concealed an
enviable disposition, and one which has en
deared him to those who know him well
and the) are many.
Till RMOND SPOTWOOD SMITH
Springfield, S. C.
"Good looking girls can do wonders with me."
\l.lillMlMl
Private; Private; private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Calhoun Literarj Societj : Agricultural Society;
Bible (lass; Orangeburg County club; Member
I ; and L t oir.-~.an:, I : lull ream
s. A T. C. ; Senior R. 0. T. C. Camp McClellan,
Ala.
This handsome young man is the despair of
the ladies, and. we venture to say, can account
lei- a number oi broken hearts.
Hi- good nature and winning smile have
won for him main friends in the corps oi
cadets. Ii he is once your friend you can
always rel) on him. His optimism and willing-
ness in help others at all times are bound In
be valuable assets in making a success, as we
arc sine he will, oi ever) undertaking to which
he puts his hand in the great game oi life.
We predict that "Grits," with his native
business abilit) and winning personality, com-
bined w iih his dcic i mination to see evei 5 -
thinj; through, will eventuall) become one of
the most prosperous farmers ol the State. We
wish for him the greatest success in all his
future undertakings.
Seventy -Eight
ELLISON ADGER SMYTH. 3rd.
Hendersonville, N. C.
"For who lived kiiiii. but I could dig his
grave?"
Mechanical Engineering
Private; Corporal; 1st Sergeant; Major.
Vice-President Junior Class; Cheer Leader, '--.
'23; Chairman A. S. M, E ; Athletic Editor "Taps"
J . : Associate athletic Editor "Tiger" '21 : Green-
ville County Club; Cosmopolitan Club; Columbian
Literary Society; 1st Sergeants Club; Sop] lore
Junior and Senior t >.i m-i n^ chilis; Vice-President
Junior Dancing Club; [;, 0. T. C. Camp McClellan,
Ala. ; Athletic Council.
Ellison, a> a Big Cheese, is some executive.
Joe trickled down to us from the mountains.
and as a countr) ln>\ he has done passing
fair. But to know liim is to like him. Hi~
anirs while leading cheers would make a
paralyctic look like a monke) climbing a
grapevine. He's good, he am, and for the
ladies he don't give a whoop; luit iliey all
whoop for him. Joe was innoculated with the
anti-procrastination si rum when hut a young
child, hut the serum failed to work, and he
had a relapse. His voice as a Major would
make a dumb man sound like a strain cal-
liope.
All that has gone hetore is more or less
sarcasm, ami inu-t be taken with a little salt,
We are all very fond of Joe.
CARL BALL SNEAD
Greenu I. S. C.
"\hn the pleasures of youth unci bring us
/miri iii old age."
Ti xri 1. 1 . Engineering
Private; Corporal; Color Sergeant; Honorary
2nd Lieutenant.
Sophomore Junior Dancing Club; President Sen-
ior Dancing Club; Greenwood Count.! Club; Tex-
tile Societ; Championship Class Football Team
'20; Scrub Football; Marshall '22; Sharpshooter
Senior K. 0. T. ('., Infantry Camp, Camp McClel-
lan, .Mali.una.
\inl this gentle reader, is '"Speck" Snead,
a member ol whom the class of '23 is justlj
proud. When it can be sail! of a man thai
he is a good friend, a good enemy, a hard
Fighter, and a good sport, there is little more
thai i- goml to sa) of him. This sorrel-
thatched you'.h from the <-it> ol Greenwood is
all ol that, and for these qualities, we are
proud to call him a friend. Yes. he takes
the Textile Course, and even among such a
crowd, he is known as "The laziest in the
world." His outstanding characteristic is an
abhorrent dislike ot an) intemperance. So
here's to your success in all you undertake.
"Speck" Snead, and may "twenty-nine" never






"Consider the other fellow's opinion: maybe
its as good as \onr own."
Mil II WIC.AL E M.IM.l.lil NC
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant
Hayne Literary Society ; Student Branch A. S.
M K. ; K. i). T, C, Camp McClellan, Ala.; Snarp-
shooter ; Williamsburg County Club, President in
'21
: .Tali Bird Club '20.
[f "Hard Goose Morpheus Casi Iron Steele"
i- a fair representative oi his home town, we
can have nothing hut a good opinion oi Kiniis-
i ree.
The Class of '23 can boas) of no better sport
than "Goose" nor of a more sincere friend to
his man) associates. "Goose" is rather modest,
hni he has a reputation for "getting there"
with everything he undertakes. He would
probabl) have won more militar) honors than
he has were ii nol for the facl that he mice
belonged i" a societ) called the Jailbird Club.
Here's wishing you Harol, all the success
thai youi determination and grit arc sure to
win for you.
'But to see her acre to love her, hue but
her. and lore forei er."
Textile Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
Varsity Baseball '21; Block "C" Club; Textile
Society; Vice-President Fairfield County Club;
Champion Baseball Team. R. 0. T, <'.. Camp Knox,
Ky.
"Steve." commonl) known as "Pop," hailed
from the great cit) ol \\ innshoto and landed
here to quench hi- thirst for knowledge. After
staying at Clemson one year. '"Steve" found
that his native briar patch was too small for
him, so he moved to Charleston. "Pop" has
formed such ties with some one in the "City
h\ the Sea" that all oi his thoughts and
dreams are connected with some scene on the
"Botry" entirely unknown to us. "Pop's" abi-
lity in make friends is solved l>> the • «ld pro-
verb, "To have true friends you must be one."
Why ""Sieve" chose the course in string-
making and knot-tying is unknown.
Baseball is this young Tiger's hobby, and
in '21 he reigned supreme in his position be-
hind the home plate.
Eighty
ROBERT ALEXANDER STENENSON, Jr.
Richburg, S. C.
HARVEY FORNEY TATE
I iii.n Mills, Y C.
'They seem to lake away the sun from the
world who withdraw friendship jron:
life."
Entomoloci
"Of what shall a man be proud, i) he Is not
/iruud of his friends.'"
Agronomy
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant; ; <>
T. c. Camp McClellan; Chester County Club; Pal-
metto Literary Societj
Uthough the -mi i i-c- between his 'briar
patch" and town, "Steve." managed to find
the way to Clemson—the trail being blazed
for him by several brothers, who finishing.
passed on to him the family nick-name of
"Steve."
Early in his Junior year. "Steve" decided to
cast his lot with the Entomologists. He ha>
made an enviable reputation as a bug chaser.
being honorably mentioned several times for
his work in the field.
When he is not chasing "bugs." you can
find him composing a letter to the girl he
left behind him. It he has as much success
with "Her" as he has had with his chosen
profession, we predict for him a doubly suc-
cessful future.
Private; Corporal; Private; 1st Lieutenant.
Cosmopolitan Club; Vice-President Tar Heel
Club; Junior Critic Corresponding Secretary, Treas
urer. Senior Critic ind President Wadi Hampton
Literan Societj ; V. M. (' A Cabinet '21, '22,
'23; Agricultural Society; it. 0, T. C, Camp Vic
Clellan ; Blue Ridge Conference; Student Volunteer
Convention; Company Football; Class Basketball
This handsome young man. who i- the des-
pair of the ladies, and who can probably hold
his own in an\ parlor, came to Clemson four
years ago to improve his education in agricul
ture. He never worries about passing, instead
it is a matter as to whether his marks shall
be excellent or nearly so.
If friendship may be- reckoned the master-
piece of nature, we certainly have such in
Harvey. We predict for him a great success
in the game of life and an early marriage
—
il indication- come line.
Eighty-One
FRED WILTON TAYLOR
Fountain Inn, S. C.
EARLE ALDON THOMPSON
Reevesville. S. C.
'Oj what shall a man be proud, ij he is not
in and of his friends?"
\<.i;iei ltural Education
Private; Corporal; First Sgt. ; Captain.
Greenville Countj club; Flrsl Sergeants Club;
Palmetto Literary Society; Agricultural Socletj :
R. <). T. ('. Training (amp. McClellan, Ala.; Sec-
retary Sunday School Class; President Senior Bi-
ble Class ; Rifle Marksman
The town of Fountain Inn lour years ago
lost a dandy piece of materia] Fred Taylor
when lie boarded the train for Clemson. But
although ilii 1- was a sacrifice on the part of
Fountain Inn, ii has not been in vain foi
"Clint," as he is better known, came to old
"Tigertown" to do and stand for things worth
while. This he has undoubtedly done.
Bui the thing that has won for "Clint"
man) hue friends and the confidence ol the
authorities "I the college, is his personality
and ability.
Although small in stature, he is b) no means
a small man; therefore we hank on his suc-
cess in life, for he posseses the elements
that no for success.
"Truth is one tiling that man may keep."
Civil Engineering
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Senior R. (). T. ('.. Camp McClellan, Ala.; Act-
ive Member of Y. M. C \ ; Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; Orangeburg Count> Club; Marksman; A. S.
C. E.
"Vamp" hails from the wilds of Reevesville.
On a bright autumn morning in 19. "\ainp"
hli his sunn) home with the intention ol be-
coming a Civil Engineer. He is an ardent
thinker and a diligent worker, hui there is
doubl il we will ever read of "Vamp" as a
Civil Engineer, because, after doing "squads
right" for three years, he has succeeded in
holding down a Second lieutenancy in "Madi-
son - ' army.
"Vamp" has made main friends while a!
Clemson, especiall) among the fair sex, for
ever) day brings a letter from a certain
little girl some where in Branchville. \ I read*
we hear him speak of his little hungalow in
the cit) on a sand hill. "Vamp", old boy,
we wish you the besl oi luck and happiness
in the future.
Eighty-Tt
I WIKS STKOM Till l!\l()M)
Edgefield, S. C.
'One cannot always be




Private; Private; Sergeant; Lst Lieutenant
Secretary, Vice-rresident md President Calhoun
Literarj Society; Secretary, Vice President : nd
President Edgefield McCormick Countj club; Ag-
ricultural Society; Block "C" Club; Track Team;
Sei I Cross-country Team -1 ; Varsitj Cross
country Team ''l- ; Companv Baseball, Basketball
and Football; R. <». T. ('.. Camp VlcClellan, Ala.
Four years ago, a young, unsophisticated lad
alighted al Cherry's Crossing. He, too, was
contemplating a plunge into the "sea of knowl-
edge." Little did any one dream that this
same person was to write his name in indelible
print on the records of this institution. Nor
did any one think that this handsome mmuoj
man was to become a ladies' man of the "firsl
water," and was to provoke so many extra
heart heats among the "lain i -ex."
Strom"- athletic ability found expression on
the cinder path. Although having to work
hard, he proved to be a good point winner
and a lair representative ol the purple and
gold.
\la\ success ever be yours, Strom, old boy.
NICHOLAS RICKENBAKER TILL
Orangeburg S. C.
"An honest man is a perfect work oj God.
Civil Engineering
Private; Private; Private; 2nd lieutenant.
sum. i' Div. R. 0. T ('.. Sharpshooter; Columbian
Literarj Society; A. S. C. E. Club; Active Y. M.
C A Member; Orangeburg Countj Club; !:. 0.
T. C Training Camp, Camp McClellan, Ala.
This lad. small is stature, but large mental-
ly, grew up in the lowlands ol Orangeburg
County. It was in the fall ol 19 that Un-
fair little cit\ of Orangeburg cul loose one of
its career-seeking lads and I ked him for
Clemson. "Nicks" ha- made himsell famous
as being one of the l>e>t students under Prof-
essoi Clarke. He counts the class hours as
a mere pastime. Chief among "Nicks" ac-
quirements is lii-- aliility to make friends, and
this i> especiallj noticeable with the fair sex.
"Nicks" is a "100 per cent" real man, also
a true friend, and has a smiling disposition
that always appeals to the young ladies. Al-
ready he talks knowingK ol a bungalow that
is built just for two, somewhere in Orange-




Heath Springs. S. C.
"It you wish to In' loved, love."
( Ihemical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
Edgefield Counts Club; Lancaster County Club;
American Legion; Chemistry Science Club; Assist-
ant Manager Baseball Team '22 ; Manager Base-
ball Team 'j:; ; Corresponding Secretary Calhoun
Literarj Societ; ; Block "<"' Club; Vice-President
A. E. F. Mul. ; Leader of Bible Class.
Heath Springs claim- him we envy this
town, but re especially do we en\\ the
place that will claim him in the future.
We can't say that "Ed" was "green" when
he came to Clemson, for he was not. I nele
Sam'- \aw i- not conducive to unsophistica-
tion. He brought a good name to Clemson
and added glorj I" it h> hard and earnest
work, lie has worked faithfully to attain his
goal.
"Ed" leaves a host of friends when he parts
from his classmates at graduation. Hi- genial
smile and earnest steadfastness n> his friends
have endeared him to all. Life hold- much in
-lore for "Ed". Max he pluck the best of the
fruits offered h\ the world.
LEE CUTHBERTSON TIMMONS
Heath Springs, S. C.
"Trust no man but yourself, and don't trust
yourself too far."
Architeci ure
Private; Corporal; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Art Editor, "Taps" '23; Secretarj and Treasurer
Lancaster County Club; President Lancaster Coun-
ts Club-; Junior Critic, Calhoun Literarj Societj ;
President Calhoun Literary Society; President Ar
rlutrrtui.il Society; Sand) McDonald Club; Boo:
Art Club Edgefield Countj Club.
Lee can draw, and he "shoots a good line".
—what more could an architect desire? Bj
virtue of these two accomplishments, he draws
houses and attention. When Lee approaches
you and gentl\ murmur-. "Well, it's like
this", beware—your argument i- doomed to
failure. This applies especially to the ladies.
Besides this, he possesses a very jovial dispo-
sition, which argues well foi his future. He
can certainly, maintain his side oi am ques-
tion, and the art professors quote him as their
ie\t. lie i- an ardent admirer ol Lang, and
intends to follow his directions in his after
work. lie intend- to remodel the Capitol
building in Washington. He i- a conscien-
tious worker, and performs anything he un-





( Orangeburg, S. C.
THEODORE RICHARD \ OCEL. Jr.
\\ ashington, D. C.
In seeking wisdom thou art itise; in imagin-
ing that thou hast attained it thou art a
hoi:
I" I Mil I I- NGINEERINC
"Laugh, and the world laughs with you; weep,
and you weep alone.''
Mech \miai- Encini I RINC
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Honorary 2nd Lieu-
tenant.
Columbian Literary Society; Scrub Baseball;
Manager I ross country Team; Cross-country Team
to Athens '_M ; Secretary, Vice-President of Orange-
burg County Club; Jail Bird Club; Sophomore.
Junior, Senior Dancing Clubs; Textile Society;
Sharps] i. Senior It. 0. T. C. Training Camp,
I' |i Mil li-ll.i n. Ala.; Member Chainhpioiis i i [ •
Company Baseball Team. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Charlie is a combination oi desirable quali-
ties. He is a good scout, a game sport, and a
swift-footed athlete. Add his personality to
these and there stands Charlie as he really is.
"Swine" should he proud that "Bo." as he is
sometimes called, -elected the Textile Course
as his major branch of study. Charlie is good
looking, he is mischevious; he is inclined to
he industrious; and he is very fond of study.
He is a famed authority on experiments.
That's Charlie and he's all right.
Private; Corporal; 1st Sergeant; Captain
Secretary and Treasurer 1st Sergeants' Club '22;
Secretary and Treasurer Cosmopolitan Club '--;
President Cosmopolitan Club '23; Toastmaster Jun-
ioi Senior Banquet '21: Tiger statt 2.', \ Senior
i; T. ('.. Camp McClellan, Ala., -12.
'Yes sir. "Dick" sho do make you laugh."
This expression about the "A" Company jani-
tor is cerlainK a common one around the col-
lege. But do not get the impression that he
i- such a comical looking specimen. The rea-
son he causes so many to smile is in the use
nl his ever-ready wit. He is a typical cadel
and has a large number nl admirers. The
freshmen in his company think that "Captain
Vogel, of Washington" is the only officer at
Clemson. Vogel is a good student, an active
worker, and a good friend. "Dick" can think
of more jokes in a minute than the rest of the




"Trust, /mi sec n horn Y"
Vgrk i iii i;\i ( Ihemistry.
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Captain;
Staff.
Member Freshman Football Team; Member Soph
omore Football Team; Captain Sophomore Football
Tram, Yaisin Ju ami '21; Varsity Track Team
'21, '22. ami '2..; College and State Record for
Low Hurdles; Member Uhletic Council '-I and
'22; Secretary am! Treasurer Athletic Council; His-
torian Athletic Association; Chemistry Science
Chili ; It, (). T, C. Camp .MrCP-llan ; Track Team,
Camp McClellan ; Member Block "C" Club; Vice-
President Block "C" Club; Vice-President Chester
County Club.
Gradj came in Clemson in the I. ill oi '19
ami started his career with .i rush. He was
a mainstaj oi the Freshman football team of
thai yeai ami was plainly oi varsity material.
For tun seat-- he was a shining light mi the
varsity eleven when his ever-present "jinx"
stepped in. and the doctors declared his grid-
iron activities al an end. On the cindei track
Grad) ha- distinguished himself, holding tli
college am! state records for low hurdles. In
the land ol tender heart--, he numbers his
conquests h. the scores. Hi~ read) wit. his
sunny disposition, ami hi- abilit) in make
friends assure In- success in anything he ma)
undei lake.
.11 LIAN HALE WEBB
Anderson, S. C.
"Life does not consist in holding u good hand,
hut in playing n had hand well."
Electrical Engineer] nc
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; lsi Lieutenant.
Vice-President Senior Dancing Club; Junior
Dancing Club; Sophomore Dancing Club; Electric
City Club: Senior It. (), T. C. Camp, Camn Mc
Cleilan, Ala.
"Bub,' "i "Bubber. a- the gang kimw-
him i^ a theoretical wizard. Give him a -li|>-
Stick ami Mime calculus formulas, ami he'- in
hi- glory. \ltei devouring these, to him,
simple formulae, he fishes behind his locker,
drags mil a treatise mi astronomy, and studies
the gyrations "I the solar system. His medi-
tations on militar) aspirations would enhance
a sailor's repertoire oi original expressions.
His greatest desire is in peacefull) tread the
mess-hall floor. Ii i- rumored thai a certain
Captain always inquires when Webb will walk
again, so thai he ma) see thai the said cade)
i- mentioned in the societ) column.
\- a friend, "Bubber" i- "all wool and a
yard wide," ami a- a student he i- excelled by
fev . M any, in hi- class.
Eight) s m
J VMKS 1. 1 TIIKi; \\ I'.KKS. .In.
Orangeburg. S. C.
" /// things come to the other fellow it you
sit down and nun."
ElECTRICAI EnGIM I RING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Honorary 2nd
Lieutenant.
Corresponding Secretary and Senior Critic, l o-
lumbian Literary Soctetj ; \ M. C. A, Cabinet;
Conipanj Football, '21, '22; V I. E. E. ; Friendship
Council; Bible Class, 20, '21; Bible Class Leader,
'll. '23; (oke Editor "Chronicle", '23; President
in ingeburg Counts Club; l' " T, C. Training
p, Camp McClellan, lla. ; Sharpshooter and
Pistol Marksman; Championship Baseball Team,
Ca McClellan.
By a personality which is attractive and
good natured, together with his genial smile
and reacK wit. "Junie" has won his way with
ease into the companionship and confidence
of all who have enjoyed his acquaintance. His
jovial disposition is clearly shown in the jokes
of The Chronicle, though perhaps his choice
literary articles leave the college under the
cover of a two cent stamp, and whether they
will lie jokes is yet to be seen.
It is useless for us to predict his future.
lot he has the determination to succeed and
all the characteristic-- that go to make a man
l!l I'l S BROADD1 S WERTS
New litt ry, s . < .
"Here's champagne to my true friends.
hul true pains to m\ sham friends.'
Mm II \\k m Encineerinc
Private Prii tl Pri pate l !a ptain.
R, (i T ( , Camp McClellan. Anniston, Ala.;
sharps: ter, First class Pistol shot: Secretary
and Treasurer, President, Newberry Countj Club;
Cheer Leadei '22 and '23; Block "C" Club; Vice-
Chairman V S. M. K.
"Mule." "Jack." and Broaddus are some "I
the appellations ascribed to this fair-haired
lad from Newberry.
His friends ate thinking ol running Broad-
dus for Congress on the Prohibition ticket.
This came about on account ol the activity
lie has shown in trying to stop a certain indi-
vidual from being a Boozer.
Broaddus has shown himseli to be a good
student, a true friend, and the best Cheer
Leader "what am." Combined with these vir-
tues he has a genial good nature, which makes
friends Hock to him like bees to the honey-
suckle.
His friends predict for him a successful
career in his chosen profession.
Eighty-Seven
SIM
CI \KENCE Y. WIGFALL
Orlando. Fla.




His name is Wigfall, and ere the close ol
lii- brief slay with us his wig fell. Wigfall
came to Clemson many years ago. hut left
and traveled quite a hit. He went to 1 ale.
and i 1 is rumored he was quite "the berries"
there. It »a- iiiiK iiecessarv and natural that
he come hack to Clemson to gel his much
prized degree-. Wigfall always stood his
ground, and he won the admiration ol cadet-
anil professors. The good wishes ol all who
knew him. the whole college, will always fol-




"Hai e I done aught of value to my fellow-
man? Then I have done much tor my-
self."
Civil Engineering
Private ; Private ; Sergeant ; 2nd Lieutenant.
Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary,
Vice-President, President Carolina Literary So-
ciety; Secretary, President Hampton County Club;
Member student Chaptet A s. c. E. ; Bible Class
Leader ; R. (). T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
\lo\e on, and let others see the Garnett
wonder. Yes, this lad hails from Hamilton
County, hut it isn't his fault. "Wig" makes
friends very rapidly, and ha- an unusual pow-
er of holding ever) one of them.
Being desirous ol a knowledge ol the science
which deals with areas and elevations, lie
chose the transit as hi- instrument ol success.
We are not sure that he always sees the rod
when he look- through hi- transit. Judging
from the incoming and outgoing mail. ' \\ ig"
must have considerable interesl down around
Greenwood. We would not he' surprised if
he has not already surveyed a site lor their
little bungalow. ' W ig." sm-ci'ss i- all yours,
il \ou hut make- lite' record in lite that you
have at your \lma Mater.
Eighty-Eight
JOHN TIIOM \S \\ [GINGTON
Anderson, S. C.
"On m\ tomb, ij ever I have one, I mean to
get these words inscribed: 'He clung to
his paddle'.
'
Ti x i ii. i. Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
i arolina Literarj Societj ; Textile Societj ; Sopb-
omore, Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Secretary
and Treasurer of the Electric Citj Club '22 Vice-
President ni the Electric Citj Club '-':!; Anderson
County Club; Class Basketball '20, '21, '22; Com-
panj Champions -l • Company Football and Regi
mental Track; Camp McClellan 'Outlaw:" Fresh
Geometry 19, 20, '21, '22, '23.
John is a greal follower ol Terpsichore, and
has taught many of his friends the art of
"tripping the fantastic toe." However. In- v\ill
he most rememhered by his many friends for
the delightful "TV at which he has acted as
host in hi- spacious apartment "T".
Of course, we never put much faith in ru-
mors, hul the rumor once- went the rounds that
poor J. T. was going West.
"\\ ig" has a heart like a watermelon and
his beaming smile is evidence that his con-
science i- ileal. We expect him to, '"weave
hi- woe- into a ladder and climb to heaven's
gateway" of the Textile Industry of the South.
ELDKIDGE BLRKE WILLIAMS
Kershaw. S. C.
'Difficulties me the things that slum what
men are."
Electrical Engineering
Private: Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenant.
Company Baseball '20, '1\ : Lancaster Countj
Club : R. 0. T. c. Camp McClellan, Ala.
"L. B." let out hi- first wail on the bleak
shores ol Nova Scotia, but for parental rea-
sons migrated to Kershaw, S. C, where he
learned hi- \. B, C's. Thereafter reaching
the age of di-eretion. he allowed himself to
be led to Clemson where he is devoting his
lime as a disciple of Steinmetz.
By a personality all his own and by hi-
natural willingness to lend a helping hand
"E. B." has drawn to himsell a great host of
friends. Along with these noble characteris-
tic-, he ha- the distinction of being a victim
of "Cupid's darts." As soon a- he gets his
"dip," he expects to return to Canada with




\\ ashington, I). C.
"Life, ban rui short, is made still shorter In
waste of time.
Civil Engineering
Private; Private; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
Freshman Football Tram: Sophomore Football
Team; Varsity Football '20, '21, 'l'2 : Varsitj Bas-
ketball Squad '22: Block "C" Club; A. S. ('. E.
;
Cosmopolitan Club; Rifle and Pistol Sharpshooter,
Camp McClellan, Ala.; Champion Company Base-
ball Team.
'"Red," and lii^ old lady, are ardeni follow-
ers nl the civil course ol study. He is a
studious lad, and one maj li • certain oi find
ing "Red in his room pondering over the
secrets "I the construction ol the Vssouam
Dam. in ill" roads ol Connecticut. He is a
-lar cm the football team, and needs no intro-
duction in the sporting tans ol our state.
He always finishes what he undertakes and is
an advocate of enforced reveille attendance.
Hi- i- a congenial boy, and the ownei ol a
iojvial disposition. He is good company, a
good scout, and lias a nearlj perfecl control oi
his temper. \\ e are for you "Red."
MARION ARTHI R WILLIS
\\ illiston, S. C.
"Be yourself and lane custom for the tools
it ho need it."
VcRo.Noivn
Private; Private; Private: l'ik! Lieutenant.
Barnwell Countj Club; Tri-County Club; Barn-
well Bamberg Countj Club; R. (). T. c. Camp Mc-
Clellan; Class Football '21; ".Tail Bird" Club '20,
'21.
It is an ill wind that blows no good, and the
winds hum Williston in the fall <>f "19 were
no except imi to the rule. "Sec", the good-
natured, big-hearted, generous blonde, de-
cided to im-i the good "Lord" and take
Agronomy. Some predict however, thai "Sec."
should h a boiler-maker having roamed two
years with "Dingbat." Others predict thai
he should be a lawyer, having already been
admitted I" the "bars." When "Sec.'" is not
working, he amuses him sell writing to G. W.
( '.. or playing solitaire, and he is luck) enough
lo hold the high hind in both games. Here's
to you "Sec." we wish \oii the best ol luck
in all ol your undertakings.
Vwieii
PATRH K M .1 SON \\ [SE
Batesburg, S. C.
"Truth crushed to earth shall rise again.'
I) urn im.
Private; Corporal; Private; 2\\<\ Lieutenant.
Columbian Literarj Societj ; Secretarj and Treas-
urer "Twin City' Club; Agricultural Societj ; Lex
ington Countj Clul -" : Saluda Countj Club '21;
R. 0. T. C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Yes "Pat" came to Clemson with the avow-
ed intention "f learning to steer a "hay-burn-
er,' bul in the course oi events he changed
and cast hi> lot with the "Dairy Crew." When
asked wh) he did not take Engineering, "Pat"
replied. "I'd make a deuce oi an Engineer,
especially in math." Now, it "Pat" studied
math as he does all his other subjects, then
he would certainly make an Engineer. "Pat"
is not adorned with any literary medals; in
facl his onl) medal i- that of a sharpshooter,
and this is probabl) due to the facl that he
always attends the picture show when he i>
on the program. Winn June rolls h\. \\r can
saj "G l-bye, good luck. God bless you,"
to a real man whom we all respect.
Ill GHE1 Ml EN WOODLE
Greenvi I. S. C.
''Dare to be a num.
II ho dares more is none."
Agrici it i ;; u. Edi i \\\>i\
Prii ate ; Coi poral ; 1st Sergeant . Major.
Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager The I
ger" '23 Associate Editor "The Tiger" '22; Secre-
tary, Vic< President, President, Calhoun Literary
Societj Literar.i Critic, Agricultural Societj .
President Greenwood Countj Club; 1st Sergeants'
Club; Class Football Team '20 and '21 ; S. C. C.
P. A Delegate: Ring Committee; Marksman and
Firs! Class Pistol Shot, i: T C Cimp McClel-
lan.
This young man hails from Greenwood, and
well ma) his home town h proud oi him. He
has an enviable record.
It's no secret anion;: his friends, thai his
good look- have broken man) feminine hearts.
We no longer hear ol hi> amour- for now he
belongs to oni our Mule girl alone.
Hughey's native ahilit\ brought him in o
the lime-light early in his career at Clemson.
Not satisfied with leading his classes, he
proved equally successful in directing the
destin) oi the greatest oi college papers, The
Tiger. Ks ye editor, he has no equal.
We \\ i -li him well as he makes his debul
in the society outside of college walks.
Ninety-One
ANDREW FLOYD Wli A i
York, S. C.
"Cud and the unrld loves a lighter, not the.
hind n In* will bravely lie down to die;
but the kind i< lui lights like h— —to
live."
Electkical Engineering
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; 1st Lieutenant.
Varsity Football '21, '22; Scrub Football '20;
Class Football '20, '21; Block "C" Club; Vice-
President York Count] Club; Vice-President Senior
Class; Sophomore, .iunior and Senior Dancing
Clubs; Palmetto Literary Society; Senior u, 0.
T C, Camp McClellan, Ala. ; "K. E. D."
During September 1919 there arrived in
"Tigertown" a young man from \ork who
was destined to make his homo town famous.
I'his lad was no other than "l!u!l" Wrav.
Manliness, loyalty, and kind-heartedness
these are the traits which characterize this
joung lad. During his four years with us his
congenialit) and cheerful smile have won him
many lasting friends.
"Bull's" abilities are nol limited, for he has
proven to be a tower ot strength in the foot
hall line. For two years this husky lad has
held down a wing position, and is now con
sidered one ol the best in ihe Stale. '"Bull".
the class ol '23 extends to von its bast wishes,
mil ma\ the greatesl success and happiness
CHARLES TINDAL YOl \G
Conyers, Georgia
"To thine OU n Self lie true,
hid it must follow, us the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to an) man.
VCKK I 1.1 I RAL ( IHEMISTR'S
Private: Corporal; Sergeant; Captain,
Captain Cross Country Team '22; Member Cross
Countrj Team '19 '20, '21, '22; Member Track
Team '21, '22. '23 ' Winner of State Intercollegiate
.Mile Two-Mile and Cross Country Runs; Vice
President Chemistry Science Club; Calhoun Liter
arv Society; Alternate to state Oratorical Con-
test '21, 11: Cosmopolitan Club; Exchange EtJito)
"Chronicle"; It. o. T. C Camp McClellan,, Ala.
\\ h( n. in the fall of 19 the train pulled
in:<> Cherry's Crossing little did anyone guess
the precious cargo it carried. t el that sell
same "choo choo" brought a voting man to
"Tigertown" who was destined to have his
name "writ large" in the records ol Clem-on
College.
\ slat runnel on the cross COUntrj and track
teams, he ha- shown hi- heels to main ol the
crack Southern athletes. Ihe ladies were
!u- Waterloo he could not run from them
lli- man) friends wish him well as he steps
out in lill hi- niche in the world.
N inet\ I ii ii
J>
LAI RENS WILLIAM YOUMANS
Fairfax. S. C.
I I; \\(.1S MARION ZE1GLER
Denmark. S. C.
"'// .///) never made men great, so uh\ worry
it will happen anyway."
Daiici i\i.
" Man is man. and master oj his late."
Mi in vnical Encinei ring
Private; Private; Private; 2nd Lieutenaut.
President Allendale County Club; Agricultural
Society : Jail Bird club '-" and -l : Sophomore
and Junior Dancing Clubs; Rifle Team Jo ; I!
T. ('.. Camp McClellah, Ala.; Charleston County
Club.
Little <liil we dream, when this lad entered
I lemson in the fall of '19, that ere the fall
of "22 passed, he would have taken unto him-
self a wife. In this respect, we class "Ding-
bat" as one of the bravest men of the Sum]
class. "Dingbat," with his good cheer, and
smiling physiognomy, has won many friend'
and a charming bride. Laurens is the pride
ol the Dairy section, and when he speaks, all
the "cow-boys" give an ear to whg' he has
to say.
Keep always before you that determination
and sincerity that is so characteristic of von.
"Dingbat, and we prophesy for you a long
and happ\ life and "The) lived happily ever
afterwards."
Privati . Corporal; Sergeant Major; Captain.
Vice-President Freshman Class; Vice-President
Sophoi v Class; President Senior Class; Presi-
dent Block "C" Club; Vice-President Y. M. C. A ;
Varsity Football '21, '22; Captain Track Team;
Vfembei Athletic Council; Secretarj and Treasu
rer A. S. M B.
' /rig" came among us in the fall ol "1')
and soon won our love, respect, and admira-
tion with his individuality, sincerity, and fine
ness of purpose. From the beginning he has
been recognized as a leader among us. and
has tackled every problem set before him in
his quiet honest way.
Many are the cheers we have given him
as he "gained over the line" or as he '"sprint-
ed the home stretch" carrying the Purple and
Gold to victory.
\nd now. on the eve of our parting Fran-
cis, may we of the class of '23 say that we
wish for you the greatest of sucee". in the





"Oh, for mi aeroplane taxi to Charleston."
Private; Private; 1st Sergeant; 2nd Lieutenant.
Historian Freshman Class '19; Class Football
'19, '20, '21; class Champions Sophomore Football
Team '20 ; Regimental Chamnion Basketball Team
'19, '20; Football Stiuad '20, '21; Associate Ath-
letic Editor "The Tiger" l!i j j ; Junior Dancing
Club; First Sergeants club ; Palmetto Literary So-
ciet5 : Charleston County Club; "Hobo's" Civil
club; Reporting Critic Palmetto Literary Society;
"Busted" Vristocrats club.
Five years ago this lad with his smilm;;
countenance hailed from the <at\ by the "C"
,iinl cast his lot with the civils. But on
account ol injuries received in football, he
had in lose one year of college. Vftei teach-
ing scl I one year, "Dicey" deemed it wise
to come hack and imparl his surplus knowl-
edge tn some id the faculty.
He has had his ups and downs under
McFeeley, Mike Cummins and Madison, nol
in mention Zobell and Ramrod.
One should esteem ii a rare privilege in he
the possessor ol the disposition George has.
"'Dicey" is a hard worker and i- ever willing
in give a helping hand, and is one "I the
Iruesl and most loyal Tiger supporters.
IMA HK1.LKX \ PAYNE
Heesa, Mis-.
'Bottled Corn has the advantage
In I hat the Miller takes no
Military Science




Member (). Y. A. Class -in. '20. '21. '22. '2:;;
Grand Exalted Ruler in the Creek Letter Frater-
ii it \ "I Buma Cig" ; African Colt Team '22, '2:;:
President Block F Club four years; Member A. \V.
0. L. club; President S, 1). C. (Survivors of IMs-
cipline Committee) ; Member I. \V. W. (I Walk
Weakly); Crack .Sleit Camp McClellan (didn't miss
a spitto luring stay at camp) : Member Sausage
stutters Union; Won Markmanship at Camp Mc-
Clellan, also $3.50 shooting craps.
"Window," ii< >t believing in the famous
motto of Capt. Billy, that "The Bull is Might-
ier than the Bullet." decided to take Military
Science as his life's work, after having talked
the matter over with Rascally Red. who had
received his Ph. D. at the Point, in hopes of
someday becoming a- great a military genius
at Lt. Dunham. Whethei he can ever hope tn
attain this success, remains In he seen; how-
ever, he already knows thai two twentifications
makes a fortification, and thai gas will win
the nexl war, hut dues not work in the class-
room. We predict for this gink a dark future,
and would highly recommend him tn Bruns-
wick Balke & Collender, Cue Hall Specialists
A ///cm Four
Senior Class History
'E WERE either a most ignorant set of greenhorns when we first came to
Clemson. or else we are now reaching a state of perfection, because the
registrar has said at the end of every grading period that our marks
were better and the commandant reiterates that our conduct has never been
equaled before. Verily, we must be approaching the model after four
yeajs of ups and downs (mostly downs I . And our professors should
be proud of us because we have shown such wonderful response to their
instruction.
We can gaze over Clemson and say in truth that we have been exposed to
everp part of the college. We know the campus and Clemson better dian we
know our home towns. We are familiar with every classroom. We have had some-
thing to investigate about every rock, stick, and stone from the Seneca to Calhoun,
and we know every professor from the president to the humblest "scrub" instructor.
Our class has fought terrible battles at Ravenel's Bridge and Fort Rulledge. and
has mourned at the Saturday services of the Old Stone Church.
This class of '23 is a peculiar class. It has its radicals and it> conservatives,
its followers of study and its disciples of play. But in the process of evolution,
this last class has been sifted out until the more determined, the more ambitious of
the original remain. There is a silver lining to every cloud, and out of oui"
dark days a state of co-operation and harmon\ has developed that has bee 1 a >te|>
forward in the advancement of Clemson.
As far as history is concerr ed '23 hopes that it may have created some impression-
that will cause Clemson to remember the class favorably in the long years that are
to come. This class has seen the institution weather the poverty-stricken conditions
of our state, and despite that fact, continue her growth. It has seen several
of our most loyal friends, including the beloved Professor Morrison, pass beyond,
and still Clemson is increasing her prestige.
We pass on, conscious that our Alma Mater mean- more to us than we can
express. Clemson has done much for us. For four long years she has tried io
make men of us, and now it is our turn to go out and labor for her. We must
maintain the standard of our college—we have caught the spirit of Clemson—we
are Clemson, and for Clemson we will always be.




EPTEMBER 8, 1920 may be of no unusual importance, l>ul for about two
hundred and fifty youths who, for the first time, stepped off the train at
Calhoun, it is a day paramount in their memory. On that day. we landed
at college, in full bloom of rathood and immediately began to reconnoitre
and spy out the seemingly hostile territory into which we had suddenly
found ourselves thrown. Though large in numbers, we were otherwise
small, being compelled to spend the entire year in servitude by tyrannical
upper-classmen. The journey through which ue were led was long, toilsome, and
at times, painful: so that a few became discouraged and gave up.
In September 1921, we returned to college as wise fools, Sophomores, and not
as meek "rats" of the preceeding year. We came back with a feeling of great
importance, and tried very forcibly to demonstrate it to the "New Boys". This year
was very much more pleasant than the preceeding one. for we were the givers
instead of the receivers.
We worked away on our second year, overcoming all obstacles, gradually
leaving behind us the "big head" that is characteristic of all Sophomores, and
finally awakened to the fact that we had reached the stage in our journey where
we no longer estimated ourselves so highly, for we were Juniors. At this period we
were somewhat divided in our courses, but there was no change in our class feeling.
In every phase of college life, our class has played an important part. Athletics
is indebted to us in many ways, for from our freshman year, we have been well
represented both in quality and in numbers. The short stories written by members
of our class would put Irving and Hawthorne to shame; our poets are numerous
and some of their works would "'boy the greatnes>" of even Shakespeare and Milton.
\\ e are well supplied with orators who seems to inherit their talent from Demosthenes
and Cicero.
Though we do not dwell in the regions of pretended dignity occupied by the
Seniors, we live in the hope that the time is not far distant when we shall be thu>
delightfully situated.
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Gross Hill. S. C.
Engineering
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Agriculture
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Engineering
L. R. SHIRLEY
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Engineering
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"Rough on Rats'—Thai* our class motto.
N SEPTEMBER sixth. L922, two hundred and twenty-six dignified
Sophomores arrived in Tigertown. Being newly made sophs, we made
ourselves well acquainted with the freshmen, better known as "Rat New-
boys." After making sure that none of the "newboys" had been slighted
in receiving the annual hair cut which is administered by the Sophomores,
we retired to the small life at C. A. C. After being here for; a few weeks,
we called a class meeting. The honor system, which was organized by
the class of '25, was continued since the majority of the class were in favor of it.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: R. L. Zeigler. President;
R. F. Hollohan. Vice-President; B. L. Murr. Secretary and Treasurer; P. T. Hollis,
Historian.
After all, we are only sophomores and have had a hard time, since everybody
is down on us because of the proverbial tales spread on second-year men. Even
one of our worthy professors has said "That we know not and know not that we
know not." But there is one thing we do know, and that is that we are the best class
at Clemson today. We have all the affairs of the freshmen to manage, and it is
our solemn duty to preserve order among these inferior animals. We have all
the "turning" to do and numerous other duties, including certain bare formations,
to perform. Our class has produced several of our best football players, several
of our best baseball players, and Sophs have taken a prominent part in the other
college activities. Our class is not afraid of work, has taken the initiative in
several important matters, and always stands for fairness and honesty. We are a
good class, even if we mu>t "tool our own horn." So make way for the Clemson
Sophomores of '25.
—P. T. HOLLIS, Historian.
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\\ etherson, .1. C.
Whitton, J. E.
WlETERS. H. C.
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YOUNI. BLOOD. J. M.
Zeigler, II. J.
Zeicler, R. I..
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GREAT commotion was heard near the Main Building of Clemson College
on the morning of September sixth. Colonel Pearson, thinking that
some trouble was brewing, came running over to see what was the matter,
but on finding a crowd of green, would-be freshmen quarreling because
the porters were not there to take their trunks up to their rooms, he im-
mediately retired to his office.
Tliese rats were from the sun-blistered hills of the Palmetto State, some were
from the cold and icy mountains of North Carolina, while others werd from states
farther away. As for sizes and shapes, there was a variety that Barnum and Bailey's
circus might well envy.
Some of the "Rat New Boys." thinking that they were getting popular among
the "Sophs," immediately accepted their imitations to go around to see them.
However, they were never willing to accept another, unless it was rather pressing.
We had been here only a few days before the upper-classmen decided that we were
overburdened with the great amount of hair that we were carrying around with us.
and they immediately took steps to relieve us of it. This made it very easy to
distinguish us from the rest of the corps.
After many weeks of hard and arduous labor, we have at last ma>tered a few of
the principles of drilling, although for a while many of us seemed to be hopeless.
Our class adopted the honor s\>lem that \\a> established by last year's freshmen.
Although our football team did not carry off any of the state honors, there is
much to be said to its credit. Any team that the Young Tigers have played will say
that they were offered real man-sized opposition. These fellows know how to take
a defeat as well as a victory.
May our ranks increase as we go on through college, and may the spirit
the loyal Tiger be kept by each of the members of the class of Twenty-Six.
>f
Freshresnman Class Roll
\i Kin. L. F.
Adams, L. C.
Aiken, C. C.





Bailey, T. L. W.





Bosem w. L. 1!.
Bowles, H. J.










Bri >\\ v \\ . F.
Bin \\. W. I).
Bri in, \Y. W.





Bl RROUGHS, C. H.
Bl RTON, R. H.





! vrson, J. W.
< Iarson, W. 0.
Cai chman, J. B.
Cai sey, W. B.














( A LLER, T. \1.
Cl RDTS, E C.

































(, \n\i\. C. W.
(. \RR1S0N, IN. A.
Gignilliat, G. \\
Gilmer, T. L.
( rH Ml \\l. T. \.
Gramlinc, L. E.
Green, G. 11.
Gl ~l ION. L. C. .1.
Haas. T. B.
II M.OOll. I. K.
Hall, E. 15.
Hall. .1. H.































































Martin. B. \ .
































Rogi RS, < '• H.
Roy. W. R.
Rutland, H. VI.
Rl TLA Nil. J. 0.
Su. i.i.i. E. M.
Salley, L. .1.
Sanders, J. H.
S \ NDl Us. J. R.
S \ NDl RS, \ . < •.




















Stringfellow, V* . K.
Si mow. W. H.
















\ \n l)i Erve, .1. M.
\\ \i.non. L. L.
Walker, J. E.
\\ vtson, J. R.
Watson, L. C.
\\ \ i-c\. S. G.
\\ eeks. J. H.
VAelrorn. II. \\.
W i i.i>. S. F.
\\ erner, \\ . J.
Westbury, J. E.
Whetsell J. \.
Whets: 1 1.. M. II.
Whilden, C. N.
Whitaker, M. 0'.
\\ hue. \Y. \.
\\ hitlock, I. M





\\ iii i wi-mv I. \\ .
Willis, W. H.
\\ ii son, C. J.
\\ ilson, F. E.
\\ i ii hi. \. K.
\\i;\s. .1. Q.
\\ right, J. B.




ZEIGLER, R. L., PRESIDENT, Sophomore Council
LI ITSZLY. F. B.. PRESIDENT. Freshman Council




Ml RR, B. I..
Sanders, K. B.
\\ II I IAMS, \\. B.
Bost, \\ . F.







One Year Agricultural Class
Beckman C. P President
Hall, J. W Vice-President
Culler. R. L Secretary and Treasurer





( A II l,li. J 11.
Culler, 1 . L.
Curlee, .1 R.







Shi i.ii!. J. R.
Smith, I!. R.
Mill II. 11. F.
\\ II 1 I V\l><>\. .1. II.










'. \ri . Roderick
Capt. .May
Lt. Di hi ii. l.i. I'Imoisi
One Hundred <nnl Thirty










Col. E. H. Emanuel
Lt. Col. L. B. Dm hi s
M u. H. \. WoODLE
Maj. E. A. Smvi h
Maj. R. W. Coarsi ,
Capt. J. L. Nichoi>
Capt. E. B. Savace
First. Lt. J. \. Miley
First Lt. J. O. Pepper
Trie Corps Staff
First Lt. E. C Ricker
First Lt. I!. F. Robertson
First Lt. B. A. Russell
First Lt. J. H. Webb
First Lt. .1. S. 'I'm rmond
Capt. E. S. Day
Capt. C H. Ellison
Capt. H. \. Hi \ter
Capt. P. M. (i\iai\
Capt. G. L. Wade
First Lt. T. G. Hendricks
First Lt W. D. McGowan
Rgt. Sgt. Maj. F. S. Fayssoi \
Rct. Si pply Sgt. T. J. Reames
Sgt. Maj. S. S. Bee
Sgt. Maj. O. F. Davenport
Sgt. M vi. I!. A. Pruitt
Color Sergeant, D. H. Hair
One-Hundred and Thirty-One
rw urn -urn. — » —w








































One Hundred and I ortj In
o
PROFESSOR MARK EDWARD BRADLKA
The "Taps" Stati appreciates (lie kindness and willingness that Professoi
Bradle) lia^ shown us. He is always ready to offer assistance.
One-Hundred and Forty-Three






<•< A *>Company "A
Captain \ ogel, T. R.
1ST. LlEl TENANT LeGi III. \l. \.
]-t. Sergeant Speer, G. M.
Second Lieutenants
Fudge, B. R. 15ai.ii m.ik. \Y. M. Harvey, S. \.
H i. .1. E. Horton, L. F. Jo\i>. M. L.
Sandi rs, C. \\ .
Sergeants
Dean, F. F. Hiller, R. E. Howard, II. II.
Ellison, \l. C. Joni -. B. K.
Corporals
Cobb, C. Y Prevost, F. II. Bailes, W. B.
Covin, W. F. Stewart, E. C. Batson, J. P.
Privates
Bankhead, \\ . W. Farmer, \\ . \. Linton, \\ . T.
Bradley, T. I.. Franklow, M. I.. Parker, \. \\
.
Bramlet, J. W. Hawkins, C. E. Sanders, K.
Black, J. M. Hinson, E. M. Shanklin,
J. A.
Burroughs, C. H. Horn, M. 1). Simpson, W. N.
Burton, R. II. Jackson. M. E. Smith, F. \.
Craven, W. H. Jackson. R. \. Spencer, B.
Cureton, R. H. Jackson, S. L. Verdery, C. B.
Daniel, I). M. Kearse, F. G. Verner, J. \.
DeLoache. E. C. King, J. E. Wilson, G. C.
Douglas, W. J. Kirton, M. B. Sligh, W. D.
DuVer.net. W. R. Ki/.er, H. F. Jordan. E. H.




Captain Bankhead, J. M.
1ST. LlEUTENANl RlCli. S. C.
1st. Sergeant Domimck. H. B.
Second Lieutenants
Banks, li. W. Jones, I). B. Ri vn, F. R.
Clapp, W. .1. Reese, M. K. Williams, E. B.
Sergeants
McCliman, M. L. Ross, J. E. Vaughan, I. L.
Ti rnipseed, B. R.
Corporals
Clark, T. H. Kehew, C. L, Smith, 1>. \I.
Goodale, T, E. Smith. E. L. Welling, C. E.
Privates
Acklr, T. F. Harrelson, 0. \l. Nance, R. I).
A.1 ll, J. C. Hendricks, S. H. Padgett, A. B.
Bell, R. F. Henry, W. T. Plowden, E. D.
Brown, W. F. Mollis, P. T. Rodgers, H. W.
Brice, G. W. Jackson, T. G. Reid, T. B.
Bulckln, J. G. Jeffcoat, I 1 . R. I>. Silcox, D. H.
Carithers, A. G. Jeter, C. A. Smith, A. Z.
Chapman, W. E. Johnson, W. P. Thrower, J. H.
Cudd, F. B. Kibler, J. W. Townsend, T. S.
Dicks, R. L. LeGette, J. S. Werner, W. J.
Dotterer, E. G. LaRoche, J. D. Whetsell, J. A.
Gilmer, F. S. Lemmon, J. M. Whetsell, M. H
Goff, W. E. McKeown, S. M. Wieters, H. C.
Hagan, C. M. Marshall, J. C. Wooten, W. H.
One-Hundred and Forty-Nine
#?r^-^n^- .?iv:«T<i^{ir)nf^t^ jr^t^rrtf v!f^r^ri«)r#.)r(t3rifir<tn(%:
One-Hundred and hiii\
Cmnpamt "C"
I ! \l' i \l \ Yd NG, C. T.
1ST. LlEUTENANl DUNHAM, F. E.
1st. Sergeant Warner, \1. R.
Second Lieutenam -
Bicby, I.. S. Fletcher, I.. \. Hoffman, \l. B.
Crenshaw, J. I .. ( \ .. I'. II. Smith. T. S.
Sergeants
Bradley, Y M. Fitzgerald, \. I>. Haynsworth, J. R.
Hail. E. 11.
Corporals
lii i k. F. E. Floyd, T. 11. Trimmier, I.. <>.
Cox, ('.. \\
.
Johnson, C. S. Williams, W. li.
Privates
Allen, A. C. Hallman, A. L. Parker, E. ('.
Anderson, W. T. Harding, T. L. Pruitt, .1. M.
Bagwell. J. C. Hayes, T. W. Sanftleben, D. \.
Bust, W. F. Haynsworth, C. R. Sawyer, V\ . L.
Brown, II. \. Henderson, II. . I. Smith. \. 1..
lii ii,. .1. \. E. Hendricks, .1. H. smith, E. D.
Cartek, D. E. James, S. II. Smith, G. A.
Culler, R. I.. Jamison, T. I!. Wilson, S. J. Jr.
Dalrymple, C. L. Loncley, J. \1. Wells, S. F.
DlLLARD, W. P. WcCoRMAC, J. \. WEST, W.
Easterling, K. S. McCormac, K. L. Whilden, C. N.
Feldeil J. C. McCormac, J. H. Willis. W. II.
Garrett, C. C. \I\kti\. I.. I. Williams, M. S.




One-Hundred and Fifty T n o
QJmnpamj "W
Captain McMahan, J.
1st. In i ii n wi Mikell, S. H.
1st. Sergeant Smyly, .1. W.
Second Lieutenants
Gray, \\ . II. Hinson, II. L. Hinson, I. L.
Martin, \I. \. Wiccins, E. C. 0"l!m \v M. I!.
Sergeants
Moore, W. H. Roberts, 0. V Samsj J. II. Smith, \V. R.
Corporals
Cobb, W. II. Harmon, S. I". [ordan, W. E.
Faris, C. I). Herbert, D. 0. Webb, H. B.
Privates
Aiken, C. C. Hacood, G. F. Salley, K. M.
Ayers, I). C. Hall, R. E. Sartor, E. C.
Bauknicht, L. S. Hakt. T. .1. Sheppahd, J. L.
Bryan, W. W. Hewer, .1. C. Smith, J. R.
Burrijvh. \. Hines, L. H. Smith, R. H.
Burriss, W. F. Holmes, A. G. Tate, H. S.
Cartwricht, A. K. Hoi li,. C. Todd, J. A.
Causey, L. G. Jones, P. C. Turner, G. E.
Dauby, C. P. Kirkly, C. I.. Welbourn, H. W.
Ellis, E. W. Long, C. \. Williams. B. L.
Fleming, .1. \l. McCarley, C. R. Williamson. J. E.
Garvin, B. W. Palmer, E. D. Wilson, F. E.








^ r.«^''#n^^ !(tri(i)T€vr!f^Mn(» .rr<;#))t^r rtt iirntji^i ) ^)t(f>tffl«t®
One Handled and Fifty-Six
(Emnjianu "E
1
Captain Dorman, .1. K.
1st. Lieutenant Peeples, P.




Benton, L. i.. Roberts, W. .1. Shealy, \. N.
Sergeants
Gaston, J. P. Mason, W. \. Puch, R. W; \\ ward, T. E. P.
( lORPORALS
Bai in. .1. \\. M (i. P. \\. Taber, W. I'.
Freeland, B. W. Stoney, P. D. Watkins, E. F.
Privates
Anderson, E. C. Hvnks. S. H. Sawyer, G. W.
Anderson, O. S. Huffsteller, \. 1). Shannon. J. R.
Bauer, E. Jones, W. L. Singlev, H. S.
Calvert, J. P. Ki isler, G. S. Smith, li. K.
Cook, W. C. Kin,,. B. D. Stevenson,!'. C.
Cudd, J. E. Lee, R. I.. Stoudemire, L. C.
Ciller, F. N. Lewis, .1. G„ 1st. Thomas, 1). I..
Darby, I. M. Lewis, J. G. 2nd. Tison, P. H.
f'RAVF« p Linton, S. R. Trent, R. L.
p" ''• „ Mace, K. M. Turbyfill, W. G.green, U. H^
.Meredith, P. F. Watson, A. H.
Hambricht, W. \. Murphy, T. J. White, W. \.
Hane, J. K. Outen, D. L. Whitten. .1. E.
Hane, W. W. Sanders, .1. R. Williamson. .1. H.
One. llundicd and Fijty-S vvn
#?tIV!ffit§tt#lttt1^^
One-Hundred and Fifty-Eight
Captain Koopman, I. .1.
1st. Lieutenant Williams, .1. S.
1st. Sergeant Owens, .1. B.
Second Lieutenants
Bryan, G. T. Erskine, .). 11. Till, N. R.
Duckworth, B. F. Simmons, K. B. Smith, J. P.
Thompson, E. \.
Sergeants
Alford, E. R. Brissie, M. B. Jones, I. F. Mack, J. C.
Corporals
Flowers, H. B. Keel, J. H. Howi wn. .). K.
Gordan, W. C. Robinson, C. A. Woodside, H. R.
Privates
Adams, L. C. Jordan, R. C. Smyly, ML N.
Bill. S. L. Kluch, W. W. Steele, W. R.
Blakeney, L. B. Knotts, W. T. Stewman. \\ . S.
Hi unit, A. W. Lambright, F. L. Stokes, K. E.
Bradley, W. W. Lee, S. A. Thackston, A. J.
Byrd, D. A. Martin, B. V. To\\\m:\d. IS. 1).
CORRY, J. S. \l LTTHEWS, S. C. WELCH, W. F.
deLoach, L. D. Patrick, B. C. White, J. A.
Elliott, W. R. Pearman, S. N. Williams, J. D.
Fewell, .1. \. Racin. J. J. Williamson. J. W.
Harris, A. A. Sharp, J. M. Wilson, C. J.
Hawkins, G. E. Shealy, N. P. Wooten, R. B.
Henry, S. W. Smith, J. E. Youmans, M.






Captain Cauthen, II. \\
.
1st. Lieutenant Timmons, E. I).
1st. Sergeant Walker, II. P.
Second Lieutenants
Cate, C. .1. Gambrell, F. L. LaBoon, I". P. Timmons, L. C.
Cheatham, J. C. Guy, I!. B. Rasor, \. I!. Weeks, .1. L.
Sergeants
Lang, G. B. Leach, M. R. Striblinc, R. S. Shirley, L. R.
Corporals
Haas, W. V. Darby, .1. E. Roark, R. B.
Roark, I). Keller, W. A. Jeffords, G. P.
Privates
Bradley, I). W. Hiers, F. N. Long, I .
< ILARK, I). C. HOWLK, .1. P. 1. I INN, J. P.
Chapman, \. II. Jeffers, W. Smyth, J. \.
Crain, M. C Jeffords, C. II. Tolleson, L. C.
Dorsett, I!. R. Jones, G. L. Weatherson, J. C.
Ellis, L. I). Kent, G. P. Westbury, .1. E.
Graham, F. A. Kirby, C. E. Whitlock, I. M.
Hall, F. B. Klugh, .1. B. Wilson, H. F.
Harden, J. C. Knight, T. \l. \\ <m.i>. \. K.
Hawkins, L. B, Lee, R. II. Wray, J. Q.
( ha -Hundred and Sixty-One
r^ r.m^<ri^#r^-r«t »V!{fT)nr>t^ : r^t^fn^f 'trr)T(r?^*) r^ns^jr)iYf>l^
On, Hundred and Sixty-Two
(Umnpamj "W
Captain Zeicler, F. M.
1st. Lieutenant Crosland, J. E.
1st. Serceant Rodgers, S. A.
Second Lieutenants
Davis, C. K. McMeekin, F. R. Snead, C. B.
McMeekin, S. C. Shands, E. H. Vincent, C. E.
Sergeants
Brown, B. S. McLees, F. C. Sojourner, J. H.
Brown, .). J. Doar, I.. H.
Corporals
Cannon. F. V. Robinson, \. C. Smith. D. F.
Herlov.. F. S. Reid, I). \. Ti want, A. B.
Privates
Allen, C. S. Hollingsworth, P. H. Paulling. J. R.
Armstrong, A. V. Hi \r. F. M. Rutland, j. 0.
Cau.hmw. J. I!. Jefferies, T. F. Sanders, E.
Coleman. H. < '.. Jeffords, \. 11. Sligh. \\ . I).
Crosswell, H. Lawton, B. \I. Sally. H. I).
Cook. J. M. McCracken. H. E. Sudlo'w, \\ . IF
Davis, T. W. 2nd. McCraw, F. Z. Talbert, F. H.
Fortenbehv, R. 0. McCraw, L. G. Timmons, J. H.
Fi lmer, C E. McFntosh, C H. Todd, J. Vl.
Garrison, N. A. McClellav <;. \\ . Tuvxler. H. C.
Gerhard, F. H. McPhail, M. Traxler, W. C.
Gramlinc, F. E. Melton, L. H. Wilson, J. W.
Hall. J. H. O'Bryan, E. C. Wright', J. B.









Captain Grier, W. H.
1st. Lieutenant Richards, J. P.
1st. Sergeant Wright, L. C.
Second Lieutenants
Betsill, J. L. Davis, R. Hunter, J. H.
Cunnincham, J. L. Odom, W. H. Howell', R. E.
Sergeants
Copeland, E. W. Griffin, J. K. Griffin, K. L. Rhem, C. F.
Corporals
Chandler, J. W. Jacobi, L. W. McCown, W. H.
Friar, E. M. Mi i.i.ins. H. D. Wright, J. D.
Privates
Alexander, E. R. Hines, E. A. Rhodes, C. F.
Anderson, E. K. Hinson, H. S. Rhodes] N C
Bailey, T. L. W. Johnson, E. M. Rhodes, S. B.
Bass, F. J. Kennedy, E. C. Smith, M. M
Boseman, T. R. Lewis, J. M. Steer, R. D.
Burgess, J. A. Lewis, W. M. Stevenson, N W
Clark, T. B. McGee, E. T. Stewart, J. D.
Clement, B. L. McKerly, J. B. Swords P E
Creighton, J. T. Phipps, F. V. Thomas, H. L.
Corn, H. E. Pruitt, A. Thompson, J. M.
Davis, J. A. Wilkes, W. M. Tripp W W
Davis, T. W. Reid, J. R. Vice ' E E
Freeman, M. F. Reid, W. J. Walker, J. E.





-**? '- t •'•SSSEP*'?'
(CmttjKuuj "2V"
Captain Taylor, I". \\
.
1st. I.hi tenant Stevenson, C. A.
1st. Sergi \m Cappi lmann, (.. .1. s.
Second Lieutenants
( \i hoi \. C. F. Knight, \. .1. Steele, II.
Dams. 1. E. Lindi r, E. (). Stevi miv !;. \.
Sergeants
Floyd, A. I!. Ezell, IS. D. S :n>. \.




McLeod, T. E. Phifer G E
Coleman, II. \. Mi rr, B. L. /, ,. , , .,.. R. |..
Privates
Barham, .). R. Darby. .1. P. Miller J H
Bati wan, E. I). Id i. in. |>. \i. Mm mi | [{
Berry, R. R Evans, J. K. Norris' J. A.
Blakeney, L. li. Faile, N. F. Phifer M \
Boynton, C. W. Foster, R. M. Pruitt R S
Burley, F. \. Haymaker, W. E. Roche] A. 6.
Byrd, H. I. Johnson, R. \. Rodger's, C. H.
Lallaham, R. .1. Jordan. \. F. Smith E T
Cannon, N. S. Knight, E. J. Smith' li F
Carson, J W. Lucious, T. L. Sonne'r, Q. C.
Carver, J. I McAlister, L. C. Strother, F. V.
Chambers J. A. McLeod, N. A. \\ lGNON , L. L.
Coleman, J. M. Mace, A. P.
One-Hundred and Sixty-Nine
One-Hundred and Set entj
#£&
(Enntpauy '%"
Captain Werts, R. B.
1st. Lieutenant, Conder, H. W.

















Fi.m.i sun. ,|. L.
Second Lieutenants
Hi nter, S. C.
Sergeants
Stuckey, C. C. Talbert, J. I!.
Corporals



































Captain Hartley, K. I..
1st. Lieutenant Boozer, I..
1st. Serceant Gliver, M. B.
Second Liei ten uvts
Coleman, .1. F. Killian, J. M. Willis, M. \. \(imi\\v. I. \\
.
Dukes, W. \. \\ [SEj p. \. Davis I . I'.
Sergeants
Evans, M. A. Fletcher, II. \\ . Hendricks, I.. \. Wade, W. \l.
CORPOKU >
Hi nch, I!. L. Dai i s, .1. \. Prai si. 0. B.
Colbert, F. II. Patterson, S. Y Steli.o. J.. T.
Privates
Babb, J- Edv. irds, R. M. McGee, J. \.
Booker. I.. K. Griffin, W. F. Mi Mili w II. W.
Bowles, II. .1. Hi mm;. .1. I!. Matthews, I). T.
Bo\i>. J. \. Hodces, B. II. Mosely, I. W.
Brown. C. A. ||, GGINSj M. pRICK . ( ; ].;
Bryant. W. I). Howell, F. E. Price, I.. C.
Causly, .1. E. Jennincs, F. C. Salley, L. J.
Cochran, G. B. King, C. B. Sanders. J. H.
COTHRAN, G. T. KlLLIAN, .) . M. SHANDS, W. \.
Cox, F. M. Kirkland, <:. K. Thornton. <;.
Crook, A. L. Kirkland, I!. R. Tinsley, II. K.
Davis, 0. W. Lander, \. \I. \\ i eks, T. H.
Dia l, W. A. Law, J. M. Wilbanks, B. H.




Captain Ballentine, \\ . L.
1st. I.ii i n \ \\i Erwin, K. M.
1ST. LlEUTENANl TaTE, H. F.
1ST. l.IKI TEN VNT WraV, A. F.
1st. Si ki.i \\t Hamilton. S. S.
Second Liki tew wis
Bowi rs, II. \. Dricci rs, I!. F. Di v w. I. M.
Sergeants
Alexander, J. II. Burton, C. C. Livingston, D. F.
Smith, W. B. Yoi nc, L. R.
( lORPOR \l>
Bloi n i. T. C. Coleman, P. W. Holahan, R. F. Shockley, .1. A.
Privates
Cathcart, \. B. Martin, R. S. Rudloff, J. II.
Easterby, \. II. Maxwell, I!. E. Seaborn, (..
Evans, F. \. Merck, W. I. Seago, J. A.
Fuller, R. C Mills, W. II. Shiver, J. C
Gillespie, l>. B. McGrew, C. I. Tibbs, R. H.
Goode, C. W. Norton, I. .1. Wertz, J. B.
O'Cain, II. F.
.' )., -Hundred and >< i ent i -Fii e
23 nn?t
One-Hundred and Seventy-Six
Cam u\. All vn, \. N.
Lin li .ma v I!, i .
I.i mmi;. T. \\ .
MORGAN, I'.. \.
23anJt




Bonner, 1. \. Hoover, J. 11
Cary, F. L. L.ITTLEJOHV ( '.. \
Cox, S. M. McHuch, J. B.
Cl RDTS, E. 1 . M< Hugh, R. S.
Gaffney, 11. E. Miller, C. L.
f.MINKR, F. H. Morris, J. A.
GlCNILLIAT, <.. \\ . Porter, L. A.
Gorki. 1. \l. Sanders, \. C.
<-l vn>\. J. C. Simpkins, L. H.
Hargrove, F. \\ Smith. T. W.










\ andeErve, J. M.
\\
" \ i - ( > % . T. C.
Zacora. (.). F.
One-Hundred and Set ent\-Sei en
























Dr. E. J. Stewart
Head Coach
One-Hundred and Ninety-One







One-Hundred and \ inet\ I u o
B^4J>jgtTiJ^.fc^L^«!
One-Hundred and Vinety-Three




CHAMPIONSHIP is not essential for a successful
season. To say that Clemson had an unsuccessful
season because she did not win the State Champion-
ship would he inflicting undue
and unjust criticism. If one will
stop to compare the seasons of
1921 and 1922, one will see that the past
season was not unsuccessful, hut on the
contran it was in many ways successful.
Ii 21 the Tigers won only one game in the
state, a id in '22 they lost only one. Not
onlv this, hut in the past season, Clemson's
goal line was crossed by only one state team.
To whom do we owe this big improve-
ment? With one accord we would answer,
"To "Doc' Stewart and his able assistant.
Coach Hamilton and Capt. May!" We owe our success to
these three men, but to the loyal alumni we give clue credit for
material of which our team was composed.
Clemson was at one time the big team of
the South, and we are led to believe that the time is not far
distant when she will again reign supreme in the football world.
September 30th was "Home Coming" day for Clemson.
Alumni from far and near journeyed back
to their Alma Mater to see the Tigers play
their strength against the strong Ce tre
Colonels. Such a crowd has never before
been seen on Riggs' field. It was the game
of games! From the first to the last the
Tigers showed their true fighting spirit. Not
once did they stop, and the 21 points that
the Colonels made were desperately contest-
ed for. The spectacular work of "Bull"
Lightsey, all-Southern linesman in 1918 and
ROBINSON
][)\g^ was one of the outstanding features of
the game for Clemson. "Stonewall" Jackson was another
tower of strength in the Tiger line. Wray at end also did
spectacular work for Clemson. For Centre, Covington, Tanner,




game ended amidst sighs and cheers from the stands and side
lines. Centre came out with the large end of a 21 to score,
hut the Tigers were not defeated in spirit.
Amidst a downpour of rain which started
in the second half, the Jungaleers triumphed
over the Newberry Indians on Oct. 9. Time
after time the Tigers went through the game
and fighting Newberry team. In spite
of the rain the Clemsonites continued
to wade through—yes, truly wade, because
the field was soon ankle deep in water.
"Gilly" Dotterer was the outstanding star
for the Tigers. Zeigler, as one writer said,
"was concentrated carbolic acid and denatur-
ed dynamite to the visitor-."' "Red" Wil-
liams also showed a real brand of football.
Burton was regular fly-paper when it came to grabbing for-
ward passes. The Borts brothers were the most noticeable
players for the Indians. Then came the final whistle with
the score standing Clemson 57, Newberry 0.
Bl'RTON
WILLI VMS, B.
The Blue Stockings from the Presbyterian College proved to
be the Tigers' next meat. However, they were not so easily
overcome, as it was not until the last quarter that Clemson was
able to score against the fighting little team. Even during the
first part of the fourth quarter it seemed as
though the game would end in a scoreless
tie. But in the last five minutes of play
things happened which proved that a suc-
cessful football player must have brain- as
well as brawn. This fact w >s demonstrated
by no other than Rhett Turnipseed, all-state
Quarterback of Clemson who. by his able
generalship sent pass after pass to W rav.
Zeigler and Harmon, netting in all seventy-
seven yards and a touchdown which broughl
the spectators to their feet and thrilled no
less than a thousand Clemson supporters. Bui this was not
the end. Scarcely had the ball again been put into |da\ ere
Webb, fleet Clemson end. snatched a P. C. pass from the ether
and raced fifteen yards for the second touchdown. Hindman.
JACKSON
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\\ ilson and Pearce, P. C.'s triple threat men. were the out-
standing players for the visitors.
Clemson 3, Carolina 0! What a world of action is embraced
by this small score. Fighting as they had
never done before, the Tigers were deter-
mined to revenge their defeats in the two
previous seasons. Doped to lose, but with
a "never-say-die spirit"' backed by an able
toe, the Tiger machine emerged triumphant.
It was the toe of Robinson that proved the
\emesis of the Gamecocks. Feathers and
fur had been flying thick and fast: each
team had threatened more than once to
score, hut the nearer the one approached its
opponents goal line the more the other stif-
fened. Several times did .Carolina advance
down the field onl\ to he met by a stone wall as they neared
Clemson's goal. The last quarter started with the score zsro
all and each team fighting mad. Bv a series of successful
passes. Clemson carried the ball to within striking distance of
Carolina's goal. The stands -aw Robinson drop hack to try
for a field goal. It was blocked, but with the agility of a cat
he recovered the ball. On the third play he received a perfect
pass from Harvey at center and. steadying
himself, with grace and seeming ease he
hooted the pigskin through the bars, dashing
to earth the hopes of the Carolina Game-
cock.-. I wo outstanding stars for Clemson
—
and stars were many—were Lightsev and
Jackson. These two stalwart linemen were
i\ rywhere fighting, tackling, blocking and
charging like demons. Harvey, backing the
line on the defensive and passing the ball
true and straight from center on the offen-
sive, played as one of the knights of old.
After having been keved up to such a
high pitch for the Gamecocks, it was perfectly natural that
the Tigers would not be up to form in the next game. Al-
though they were not in the pink of condition, the fighting
Clemsonites gave Tech a stiff battle. However, the "Yellow
ft KM PS F.ED
ii \i;\ n
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Jackets" proved a little loo much for the Tiger>. and the Junga-
leers came out of the fracas with the small end of a 21 to 7
score. Clemson's lone touchdown came as the result of one of
the prettiest pieces of broken field running ever seen on Grunt
Field. "Pat" Harmon, one of the Tigers'
star half-backs, received Tech's punt and
dashed thru the entire swarm of frantic Yel-
low Jackets for fifty yards and placed the
hall' behind the goal lire for a touchdown.
The Tigers" next game was played in the
"City by the Sea." Here they downed the
Citadel Bull Dogs to the tune of 19 to 0.
Remembering the tie of last year. Coach
Stewart's warriors went into the game deter-
mired to come out with a victory. The game
was characterized by straight football with
a few short passes intermingled. With Gilly
HolOHVN Dotterer running the team. Zeigler complet-
ing the short passes and also ploughing
through the line, and "Butch" Holahan driving like a war-
horse, the Citadel cadets were unable to check the onslaught of
the Tigers. The Bull Dogs put up a stiff fight and in the last
of the game nearly succeeded in scoring. The game ended,
however, before the cadets were able to cross the last white line.
1 hen came the Seceders from Erskine. Revenge is sweet,
and after this game the Tigers fairly reeked with sweetness.
Last year the Erskinites triumphed over the Clemson eleven,
but they were unable to score against the Jungaleers diis year.
For the first half the visitors put up a strong defense and allow-
ed only one touchdown to be chalked up
against them. In the second half Coach
Stewart's charges opened up and rolled up
score after score until seven touchdowns
were present and accounted for. Bratton
W illiams grabbed a pass that was not meant
for a Tiger and clipped oil thirty yards for
a touchdown. Then "Butch" Holahan in-
tercepted another pass on his own forty-five
yard line and sped fifty-five yards for >i\
points with the whole Erskine team trailing
behind. Then with Shockley, Wilson. Bailes.
and the other fighting lineme l opening up
wagon roads through the line, the backs
carried the ball for gain after gain. Dotter-
er would go around end. then Burton. Holahan, or Williams
would take the oval through the line.
November 25th! It might as well have been Friday, the
thirteenth! Clemson's hopes were all blown down by Furman's TENNANT




Tigers* goal line had not been crossed by a South Carolina
team. The Clemson men started off strong and in the first few
minutes of the game they carried the ball to the shadow of the
Furman goal, where Turnipseed booted the pigskin through the
bars for the first three points of the game.
The Hornets then started down the field for
their first touchdown. Then, with the first
half nearing its end and the ball in Clem-
son's possession. Turnipseed stuck his toe
into the ball on the forty-two yard line aid
sent it hurling through the bars for the
Tigers' second field goal. The third quarter
saw both teams fighting desperately, but to
no avail. In the last period the Hurricane,
aided by several breaks, carried the ball
over for two more touchdowns. Khett
Turnipseeds work in the back field was one
of the outstanding features for the Tigers.
""Pat"' Harmon's thirty-five yard dash arou~.d
right end was the prettiest run of the game.
Zeigler anil Bratton Williams were good ground gainers for the
Tigers. Well. Brother Clemsonians. every dog has his day and
the time will soon come when we can avenge this 20 to 6 defeat. m \\||>
The lasl game of the season was staged against the heavy
Florida Alligators in Jacksonville. Pitted against a much
heavier team, the Tigers fought gamely to the last. The score
of 17 to 1 1 in favor of the Cators does not tell the whole story.
The Tigers had their share of stars and they were u ul\ shiners.
The brilliant work of Turnipseed. Emanuel, and Reames a -
counted for the Tigers' score. Emanuel and Reames seemed to
have tar on their hands when it came to catching passes. Never
has a team fought harder or more strenousK than did this
South Carolina eleven.
I bus ended one of the best -ca-on- that Clemson has had for
a number of years. Clemson's opponents rolled up a total of
10'J pej i ul-. while the Tigers totaled 170. The Purple Hurri-
cane was the only South Carolina team thai crossed the zero line
of the Purple and Gold. In defeat or victory the grand old
colors continued to wave. The Tigers were defeated, but never
disheartened: their spirit was never lowered. Coach Stewart
instilled in his men that "never-say-die spirit." It is with great
sorrow and regret that we part with a coach and a man such as
''Doc" Stewart. He has been a source of great help to Clemson
since he has been here. A service that we will never forget.I! Ml IS
Ends Webb, Wray. Emanuel, Reames
Tin hies Lightscy. Jackson, Shockley, Bailes
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NEAR AND YET SO FAR!
The state baseball championship seemed to be in our grasp when
Dame Fortune interfered, and away flew the rag. Going like a whirlwind.
until the last, Coach Durfee's diamond warriors dropped the last three
games, and with it the championship.
The season opened with two games with Georgia Tech in Atlanta, both of
which the Yellow Jackets took. The first game resulted in a score of 9 to I, and
the second (> to 2.
P. C. Game next. This was the first game on the campus, and the Tigers
demonstrated their ability to manipulate the horsehide. After the shouting and the
tumult had died down il was found that the score stood ."> to in Clemson's favor.
A trip to Athens for two games with Georgia resulted in as many defeats for the
Tigers, each by a score of 2 to 1.
The Giladel Bull Dogs were the next victims to go down before the hard-hitting
Junga leers. The Blue and White emerged from the fracas with the small end of a
I I to 3 score. The Tigers had found their stride.
Clemson then took two games, one from Wofford and one from Erskine. The
Terriers were conquered 1 to f after thirteen hard fought innings. Erskine fell
before Clemson's willow by a toll of 6 to 0.
Then came a defeat al the hands of Furman. The Tigers were unable to connect
with the sphere, and the Hornets emerged triumphant. <> to I.
Next the Tigers went to Clinton where they twice defeated the P. C. aggregation.
At the end of the first game the score books read Clemson 3, P. C. 0. The second
game ended in a victory of o to 3 for the Tigers.
Two games on the Campus were the next for Durfee's nine. They took the first
from the Carolina Gamecocks to the tune of 3 to 1. The second spasm was taken
from Davidson. 1 to 3.
TIGERS STILE GOING STRONG!
The Tigers triumphant inarch was continued, when they again drove Wofford
lo (over by a 7 to f victory.
Once more Clemson defeated Erskine. The Tigers bested the Seceders In a
5 to I count.
Coach Durfee's warriors then suffered a second defeat al die hands of Furman.
The Hornets had us going from the first, and finally won the game by the score
of I to <>.
Durfee's clan then started on a trip which wound up the season. Newberry was
the first opponenl and after a both contested game, featured b\ numerous home-runs









Tne Basketeer s History
aNOTHER State Championship!
This time it was basketball. Although Clemson's claim to the cham-
pionship has been disputed, it undoubtedly belongs to the Tigers who went
through the season without lo-ing a game in the state. Small in stature,
but with a fighting spirit that would make any college proud to say that
they belong to her, the men on the Tiger cage team gave their best in every game.
Coaches Stewart and \!a\ trained their materia! to a high degree of efficiency. Led
by Capt. Day and with Brvan. Mills. Colbert. Garrison, ('handler. Dotterer, and
Weriz, from which to pick the rest of the team, every opponent found it hard to
combat against Clemson's quintet.
A game with Georgia on the home floor opened the season for the Tigers.
After a hard fought battle, the Bulldogs proved the best scorers by a count of 29 to 20.
Georgia Tech came text, aid again after giving the visitors a hard fought
battle, the Tigers got the small end of a 26 to 17 score.
Clemson then played Furman an exhibition game in Greenville to celebrate the
opening of Furman s new gymnasium. The old Jinx seemed to be working again, and
the Tigers lost 35 to 26.
The Clemson Tigers then opened up and took one from the Auburn Tigers l>\
a ^core of 24 to 19.
Carolina then proved to lie the first state team to go down before the Purple and
Gold. The Tiger quintet rang up a total of 27 points against the Gamecocks' 19.
The next game was a hotly conte~;ed clash with Mercer. The game was close
throughout, but the visitors won 17 to 12.
Georgia Tech then took another one from the Jungaleers by a score of 35 to 22.
In the next game the Clemson Tigers broke the spell of a Jinx that lias long
hovered over the Purple and Gold whenever this particular opponent i> concerned.
Furman's Purple cagers we t down in defeat l>\ a 2.! to 14 score.
Georgetown was next in line for the Tiger quintet. After the game was over,
the visitors had the small end of a 39 to 7 score.
Then Furman again fell before the onslaught of the Purple and Gold Basketeers.
The final whistle found the Tigers winners by a score of 25 to L8.
The College ol Charleston next went down in defeat before Coach Stewarts
ell, II go li\ ,1 COUIll ol 2!) In 7.
A trip through Kentucky, where they played three games in as main days, was
the next in line tor Clemsons qui tet. The Tigers took the first two games from
U. of Ky., and Georgetown by score3 of 30 to 13 and 10 to 12 respectively. Sore
and tired, the Tigers then played the Centre Colonels and held them to a 26 to 21 score.
Two games on the campus came next, in both ol which Clemson proved the
best. The first game saw Davidson go down 25 to 18. In
P. G. Blue Stockings were buried 32 to 5.
Clemson then entered the S. I. C. meet in Atlanta. Alici
the Tigers lost to Centre 27 to 23.
The la>t game of the season was with I*. C. in Clinton,
the start, the Tigers ended the game with a lead of 35 to 1.'
the second game the
a hard fought battle.
faking the lead from
Two-Hundred <iml Eight
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Garvin Robertson Fripp
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Tales of the Cinder Path
©
\CE again under "Doc" Stewart's able coaching, the Tigers put out a win-
ning track team. Several good men had finished school the previous year,
but ''Doc'' soon developed the material on hand into what proved to be
the State Champions. The Regimental meet brought out some promising
material, and with these men and the men from the past season was develop-
ed the Tiger team.
After several weeks of intensive training, the Tigers journeyed down to Athens
to compete with the Georgia Bull Dogs. Then, as the year before, the Purple and
Gold waved triumphant over the Garnet and Black. Clemson brought home the
bacon wrapped up in the score of 63 to 49.
The State meet in Columbia was next in line for the Tigers. Taking the lead
from the start. Clemson went through the contest and came out victorious. \\ ith
the weather better suited for football than for track, the question of track supremacy
in South Carolina was decided in favor of Clemson. After the meet was over, Clemson
with ol'/o points was leading. Carolina came second with 64 points, Wofford. with
14Vi> points was third, and Newberry fourth with 2 points. Clemson totalled more
points than did the other three teams combined.
The two men that Clemson sent to Birmingham Athletic Club Meet took filth
place among the thirteen teams entered.
A three-cornered meet with Auburn and Georgia Tech was the next contest for
the Tigers. When the guns had silenced and the smoke of battle had cleared, it was
found that Tech had won with 64 points. Auburn was second with •'> 1 points, and
Clemson third with 28 points.
Complications arose which kept the Tigers away from the S. I. A. A. meet,
however, we are proud of the record the team made in the few contests in which thev
took part. During the season Clemson rolled up a total of 183^ points.
With the material on hand lor the coming season, the Tigers should again
pill out a winning track team. It has just been within the past two vears that the
irterest in (rack has been aroused to any degree of notoriety, which i- attributable
to "Doc" Stewart's untiring efforts. With a student body the size of this at Clemson,
there are bound to be some men who are adept in this branch of athletics and there
is no excuse for Clemson not having a winning track team.







Sea>c Coacli lieu Thin Huggins li. Klli
Buck Captain Youn§ Killia
H
NTEREST in t lie Cross Country team i- growing every year. This year the team entered
three meets, winning first in two and second place in one. To Coach Reid we give due
credit for his line help and the splendid training he gave the team.
\I|it weeks of hard work and mam try-outs, the learn embarked for Athens to enter
a dual meet with Georgia. In this race a Mull Dog came out first, followed b\ six Tigers, one
after the other. Winn the score had been tallied up, ii was found that Clemson had won by a
score id 2d in 35.
Turkey Day found the Cross Country team in Clinton, ready for the State meet. Five
Smith Carolina colleges were represented in this contest. They were: Clemson, Presbyterian
College, I . id S. < •.. Newberry, and Wofford. Captain Young ol the Tigei ham. came out lirst.
With the assistance oi his team-mates, the Captain won the meet. This was the third consecutive
year that Clemson had won first place, this last victor) giving them permanent possession of the
Loving Cup, donated by the citizens ol Clinton and Newberry.
the S. I. \. \. and the I!. \. C. meets in Birmingham. Here they
fourth place respectively.
The ti am then entere-
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Guy, B. B. .\1 \utin, L. I. Shoolbred, A.
Hendricks, T. G. Mikell, S. H. Smith, A. L.
Smith, W. B. Steele, H.
7 a o 11 undred and Filty-Fivt
(L* Term TVe'i. A. IcYm Y f res.
7";n> Hundred and Fifty-Six
Two Hundred and Fifty-Seven
L ? CUN KINGHffn *V'«RR i
fun Hundred and Fifty-Eight
LEE C. TlMMONS President
J. L. Cl nningham / ice-President
H. B. Domimck Recording Secretary
h. G. f arker Corresponding Secretary














Gordon. \\ . C.
Hair. I). H.
Hall, J. H.














Til ii Hundred and Fifty-Nint
/ u o Hundred and Sixt)
^mCMm/sm
739- JC X* ^L :-^-8t
Textile Society
Honorary Members
Professor C. S. Doggett
Professor C. \\ . McSwain
Professor H. \\ . Horton
Professor, R. J. Cheatham
Mr. W. G. Blah;













( Iook, J. M.









Ferci son, .1. I ..









I tOLLINGSWORI H. P.H.
Mollis. P. T.
Mr. C. E. Folk
Mr. W. T. McCowan
Mr. H. H. Willis
Mr. H. B. Rich \i;i»<>\
MR. J. \\ . DfLLARD
Mr. J. C. Enlow
Members
Harmon, S. E.
II \> NESWOR1 H. ( !.R.
Jackson, \l. E.
k Mil |s. \\ . T.
Linder, E. 0.
l.i<>\- .1. .1.
LONGl Y, J. M.
l.ii. W. L.
Marshall, D. H.






Ml I III VH, \. I).
McCowan, W. II.





I!ii h \i:iis. J. P.
Reames, T. .1.
Ro'dgi ks. L. W.
Robinson, C. \.
S\in h. \. L.
.Smith, E. L.








Spi \i;m \ n. \\ \\
Strk m \ ml P. E.
Stribling, R. S.
Throw i R, J. \.
Tolleson. I.. C.
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Til a Hundred mid Sixty-One
/'/in Hundred and Sixty-Two
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Students Newspaper Correspondents Club
J. M. Dunlap President
F. L. Gambrell Vice-President
M. (1. Ellison Secretary and Treasurer
Mr. A. B. Bryan Honorary Member
Members
AlJLL, .1. C. HUGCINS, \l.
Bowers, H. A. King, C. B.
Brown. B. S. Knight, T. M.
Bryan, W. W. Lewis, J. <i.
Cheatham, (. C. Mack, .1. C.
Cobb, C. N. Sawyer, G. W.
Floyd, A. R. Smith, R. H.
FORTENBERRY, El. 0. ToLLESON, L. C.
Garrison, C. C Woodward, T. E. P.
Haynesworth, I. K. Faris, T. M.
Two Hundred and Sixty-Three
The Radio Club
Officers
JONES, D. B President
Johnson, C. S Vice-President






< !ary, F. L.















































//(> lliuiilrcil and Sixty-Six
s^~
Tiro Hundred and Sixty-Seven
1
Tito Hundred and Sixty-Eight
I
m. 1 #• &v ^^H
fi! W«Ll^
K \ I III. I. IN S \l NDI i: -
Sponsor
Snead, C. B • President
Webb. J. H / ice-President














Fl DGE, I!. R.
Hartley, I!. L.








l!l( KER, I'.. < '..









Two lliuulri'd and Sixty-Nine
Two Hundred and Sanity
M us\ Sadler
Sponsoi
\ ERNER, J. \ President
\I \( E. J. C / ice-President










Garret, < '.. C.
Griffin, W. F.











Spi \k ii in, \Y. W.





Ti rnipseed, B. R.
Woodward, T. E.
Dotterer, E. G.
l.i u h, M. K.









Tn o Hundred and Seventy Tu o
I. nl [SI I.I I
Sponso)
Officers
B. Arthur Morgan President
Robert I.. Zkk,lek ' ice-President






COLEM IN, P. \\
CoTHRAN, G. T.
Friar, E. VI.
(,iMin u.i:. T. E.
















Tllii-llumlieil mill Sri rill i - I'lu re
'/'/( o-Hundrt d and Sei i nt] -Four
Friendship Council
J. K. Dorm \\ President
Members
S. W. Hi mo
J. C. Ai ii.
M. B. Brissie
J>. \\ . Freeland










L. B. Bl\m m
< . M. VSBILL
\ B. Rasor
W. .1. ROBI RTS
W. II. Cra\ i \
J. L. Betsill






M. I . Ki i [som
B. C. Patrick




S. C. Rice Chairman
E. C. Stewart Issistant Chairman
S. W . Henry 4ssistant Chairman
E. I' .
(
' \ktee Issistant Chairman
)r. I!. \. Brackett
!l \ . .1. k. Goode
>rof. C. L. Morgan
'rof. F. II. Pollard
'rof. W.I. LiPi>i s'coi i
'ri.f. W. 1). Reed
•rof. .1. T. '.'i \] LIS! sn
Mr. C. Y. Wi< fall
Mr. G. II. Vull
Mr. B. 0. Wu LiAAti
Mr. T. S. I3i ie
Mr. I'. B. Holtzi n ti i





























. Sim i VMER
(). |. II m;\i l
J. C. \i ii.
\l. C. Ei lison
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REPORT COLLECTORS: W. \l. Ballencer, E. C. Wiccins
I. L. Nichols, I. S. 1 hi rmond.
II. B. Webb
W . B. Bah i s
B. W . I'ki I I \n:i
S. W. Ill NR1
S. E. HARMON
C. M. VSBILL
P. II. Hoi i i\ ;swoR i ii
.1. W. Smm.-i




Darby, R. W . I Ioarsi y,
Tii o-Hundred and Sei ent) Si \
Y. M. C A. Cabinet
I. K. Dorm \
\











|. ( !. \ULL
\. M. Shei \>u k
D. C. \m.i;-
C. B. Kim.
E. C. Stew vri







































































































Two Hundred and Eighty-Six
'>J.pcfi>
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i~~i
Curiee
"Te^Garner 'KeA' Padgett "W'xse WenAh^rso-*,
Two-Hundred and Ninety-Three
Cosmopolitan Club
T. R. VoGEL, Ju President
Washington, IX C.
H. F. Tate Vice-President
Union Mills, N. C.
0. A. ROBERTS Secretary and Treasurer
\\ alters, ( )klahoma
E. K. Anderson Auburndale, Fla.
\\ . F. Bosi Morgantown, N. C.
\. (,. ( : \ i: I I HERS Fori \ alley. Ga.
P. W. Coleman Vnniston, Via.
II. ( :. Fag vn Fori \ alley, Ga.
B. \\ . Frei land ( Irowley, La.
I. \. Graham Smithfield, Pa.
A. A. II vrris Vnniston, Via.
T. C
Members
\\ i inn \\ ashington,
\l. I). Horn Tallassee, Via.
( :. S. Johnson Terre Haute, [nd.
\\ . G. Moran \\ aycross, Ga.
E. G. Parker Grover, Y < !.
W. I). Sligh Nurf,, Ik. Va.
F. \ . Smith Charlotte, N. C.
E. \. SMYTH—Hendersonville, N. C.
.1. \. Smyth Hendersonville, N. C.
I). C.
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I hree-Hundred mul Fit e
Laurens County Glut
Hunter, H. A President
Clapp, W. J Vice-President
EASTERBY, A. H Secretary and Treasurer
Members
Albright, W. \. Di nlap, W. L. Hi nter, H. \.
Armstrong, A. \. Easterbi. \. 11. Knight, \. .1.
Bailey, T. L. W. Fleminc, .1. M. Nance, R. D.
Carter, D. E. Garrett. C. C. Hii wii. I). O.
Copeland, E. W. Griffin, W. L. Steer, I!. D.
Clapp, W. J. Holmes, .!. S. Wallace, T. P.
Davis, T. W. Holmes, R. V Wood, \. K.
Dial \. Taylor, W. H.






Three-Hundred and S< i en
YORK COUNTY CLUB
-t-t-H 1 Itttl Hi-t H-l-H \ \ 1 1 1 Hi 1 i TTT M-lt+-H"|-Hi-H-H-






FarUjM. Morton, Lh~A ^PIexico,PG ^GamsonC.C.
M liter, JR. youngbhodJM Shar^.JM. Fans, CD.~~_ W\t
' Gordon W.C "'Lon^E. Feme 11.JA,
J\> jN.
Smtth, BR P/exi'coJTF Du/in,PM. Raa;n,JJ~
^V ^v ^v



































ORMNlaiLB URG' COUNTY GLUB
Three-Hundred ami in eh e
Three-Hundred and Thirteen
Richland County Club
J. ,Y1. Kii.i.i \\ President
I!. E. Maxwell / ice-President
I
'.. \l. \.sbili Treasurer
Members
.1. \\. Bai er S. E. Harmon
E. Bai er M. I!. 1 1< mi \i w
T. L Bradley F. I>. Leichtzei
I!. S. Brow n T. L Lucius
.1. I!. Cai chman H. E. Mi Cracken
I . \. Cannon F. \ . Phipps
C. II. Cobb W. IS. Roi
II. C. Coleman .1. 11. Sams
|. P, Darbi • \. \1. Shei vmer
II. B. Dominii k V. S< h ;i d
B. F. Dun. 1. 1 rs C. II. Sum ii
E. \\. Km i- II. I!. Webb
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Copyright by Life. ATE OF YE GOODE OLDE PULLER
The winners of our Beauty Contest were
selected by Dr. and Mrs. W. M. Riggs, and Dr.
and Mrs. D. W. Daniel.
Dedication
We, ihe members of the Senior class, do brickbatically and dynamitically
dedicate this Satire Book to our most loving DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE. For four
years they have labored for better or for worse in their endeavor to cooperate with
our class. They have delighted in "dismissing or less severely punishing" scores
and scores of our promising young manhood; they have met weekly to rid Clemson
of any student who has intentionally and maliciously disregarded one of the sacred
regulations, "this to the scandal and disgrace of the corps of cadets" ; they have never
failed [o "provide any cadet with adequate means of escort from the college campus";
and for only this we, honest kindred, are extremely grateful. To you. Oh! beloved
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Tke Menu as it is Published
Oyster Cocktail Fricasee Veal Steamed Rice
Candied ) ams Fresh I irginia Ham
Stuffed Olives Peas in Timbale Giblet Gravy
Cream Puffs Thousand Isle Dressing
Planked Steak Hid ilia t Italian Beefsteu
THE MENU AS IT IS DUMPED
BEFORE US
*')ce"<fl ????? Bleached Bull 32V
Kerosene Spuds "God-knows {~





-yet D\ IN EkRRM >S I O A/ -
Slum-guillion " S U N D ^ V I ^ o pp £ ^TB Wcrfe.
Three-Hundred and Twenty-Two
KNOCKOUT HINSON PUTS K. 0. ON BATTLING GRAY
Promoter Martin Gives Fans a Stirring Bout in His New Stadium.
Thrills. Hinson's Comeback is a Miracle.
Scrap is Replete with
A \
"The old order changeth" and for a while, at least, the eyes of the sport loving populace of
Clemson have turned from the gridiron to the canvas square. The manly art of self-defense has al-
»a\ = been a favorite with Americans, and CJemson men are no exceptions to the rule. Promoter—————
—
<^—~ Si. V. Martin came all of the way from his
beloved Paree to stage a bout for the bene-
^m U[T ^£,0N ''' °f tne Tigertown fans and he met with
signal success. "Knockout" Hinson and
Battling Gray were picked by the crafty Frenchman to put
on the show. Both have been training for several years
[or the bout, but along widely varied methods. Knock-
out has confined his preparatory grind to the gentle art
of chasing chickens while Battling Gray has been spending
much of his time on the tennis court. The result of the
scrap settled the question of training for many worried
managers. It was easy to see which form of preparation was desirable.
Interest was at fever heat over the struggle and seating accommodations
were taken up long before the gong summoned the pugilists to battle.
The cry of "standing room only" caused a near-stampede when the spectators
made a rush for the gates in an attempt to secure even this meager ac-
commodation. The pugs sat in opposite corners of the ring glowering at
each other and wearing confident expressions. Brutus Webb, well known as a referee of ability
was the third man in the ring. The fight in detail follows: _____^______^_____
First Round They shook hands and after a few parries,
rushed into a clinch. Gray led with a left hook to the chin as
they broke away. Hinson"s right jab landed fair on the gun-
rack. Gray landed a stunner to the jaw. Time out for water.
Hinson's drop kick was blocked and Gray was penalized for
slugging. The gong sounded with the contestants in midfield.
Second Round—Gray wound up and shot one straight down
the middle. Hinson tipped it and the festivities halted for an
argument. Webb called it a strike, Gray smashed one out of
the lot, but was allowed only two sacks on account of ground rules. Hinson
got mad. Gray hit the line for first down. Time out to rest. On the first pitch
Hinson attempted an end run. but was thrown for a loss.
Third Round—An uppercut, Hinson to Gray intercepted on referee'e chin.
The referee called it a foul and Gra\ missed the basket by inches. Gray serv-
ed one to the rear of the court and Hinson volleyed it straight into the net. Hin-
son had a headlock on his opponent, but the gong saved him.
Fourth Round—They started even, and on the first heat passed the stands
neck and neck. Hinson took the lead at the turn, but Gray began to gain on the
stretch. By some nifty side stepping Gray darted under the wire leading Hin-
son by a nose.
Fifth Round—Gray stumbled over the rug. This seemed to arouse his fire.
He hit his oponnent with everything but the water bucket. After being back-
ed up into the shadow of his own goal, Hinson took a mighty swing and con-
nected fairly between third and home. Gray took a nose dive and sang
"Listen to the Mocking Bird."
Sixth Round—Gray was still singing. When interviewed by The Tiger re-
porter, Knockout said that he would give all of his glory of victory in exchange
for a new mug. His face was a striking likeness of the map of the western
front. In answer to the reporter's cpueries, Gray simply asked, "Did you get
the number of the truck?" One of the spectators said he later remarked that
he thought he could beat the train to the crossing and that he didn't know the
mule would kick anyhow.
The winner expects to challenge either Jack Dempsey or Shorty Duckworth




Dr. D. W. Daniel Entertains Sandy Springs Chamber of Commerce
With Thrilling- Speech
David Wister Daniel, silver-tongued matin ex-
traordinary, Head nl the Academic Department
Clemson College, enter:ained the Sandy Sprint;:
Chandler id Commerce with one of the most up-
lifting educational speeches ever heard here. The
substance of his magnificent speech is a^ bil-
low - :—
"Ladies and those who paid your admission
ii i-- with a great deal oi reluctance and much
hesitancy, that I come before you tonight to di>-
cuss one ol the most vital subjects that have con
fronted mankind since the days that \dam and
Eve "made the Garden of Eden famous, and
when I think id i hi> subject oi great magnitude
.mil monstrosity, I find mysell in a state of jeop-
anl\ and an\icl\ to know how to bring thi- sull-
ied in your comprehension and panoramic view-
point without violating the immethodica] vern-
acular ol the human signal code. However, be-
fore beginning lln~ extemporaneous speech, 1
wish to say, in in otherwise convej the idea that
m\ speech will not be long. \- I have said on
previous occasions, you ma) compare all mj
speeches to the modern skirt, as some eminent
philosopher has said, 'They are short enough to
be interest ing, yet long enough to cover the sub-
ject". However, 1 guess that some of you are be-
ginning to draw the conclusion or inference thai
my talk has the same circum-jacent context as
the periphery of a dynamic sphere, or in other
words, that I am talking in a circle, and arriv-
ing at less than naught: so I will proceed to en-
deavor to get down to the subject at once.
"The question, Ladies and Gentlemen, is "\\ In
do they do it." That is the question, why do
they do it?—what will the consequences be?
This is the question that has been troubling the
minds of great philanthropists and ventriloquists
since time immemorial. Still they continue to
do it. The eminent osteoligists and parasitolo-
gists of this age seem to differ as to what the
consequences will be. Some think that it will
be for the betterment of the decade Others
think that it will cause the downfall of the pres-
ent generation, in the same prodigious manner
that Rome fell in the year 1865. Personally,
my estimate of the situation is that it is what
Shakespeare said about women—no. my mistake
— I mean it is what Sherman said about war.
Bui now to begin where I left off at, you all
know that this kind of thing had been going mi
in Europe and oriental countries for numberless
years belore thi^ great commonwealth of ours
was founded, and from all the data and statis-
tics that I can gather from the eminent research
prohibition-scientists of this country we have
been molested with this devastating plague ever
since George Crossington Washed the Delaware
on that cold December nocturnal nighl carrying
the Star Spangled Banner in one hand, while
that primogenial First Vrtillery Band played,
"Columbus Drownded in The Ocean.""
Be that as it may, still They Continue To Do
It". Notwithstanding the different viewpoints
from which the public as a whole looks upon
this subject, I want to say, and I think that you
all will agree with me. that I know whereol I
speak, when 1 say that it i- anything but an op-
timistic outlook that i^ staring ilii- great nation
of ours in the face and it i- our duty as loyal
citizens of this great commonwealth to lend ail
of mir physical, mental, financial, and moral
aid lo the government in an effort to get rid of
this plague that is facing this great democratic
government of the people, for the people, and In
the people. I thank you for your kind at
tention."
Three-Hundred mid Twenty-Fc
One of Dr. Riggs Stock Speeches
POST-HOLIDAY TALK
"Young men, 1 am vers glad to welcome so many oi you back after the holidays which
I am sure all of you have enjoyed as much a> 1 have. \ little recreation is always welcomed aftei
a siienous college routine, and I am always glad to give the Cadets a holiday when it does not
interfere with the studies which must always come first before anything else is considered.
"I gave this holiday as a compensation for the good work and good conduct that has
characterized this session, and right here I want to say that the conduct this year has been the
best that I have ever known since I have been connected with the college, and I want to thank
the Corps of Cadets and especially the Senior class for the hearty cooperation that they have
shown the faculty in making this the best session that the college has ever had.
""The holidays are over now and we are facing three months of stead) work without an\
interruptions, and it is our duty to our parents and to the college to buckle down to work and
finish the last part of this session with the good work and conduct that has characterized the
first part of the session. There is always a tendency for the last part of the session to be
characterized by severe disciplinary action due to the misbehavior of some individuals, but 1
hope that this year there will lie no recrudescence of such conduct as to make it necessary to take
an> such action, and I feel sure that it will.
""Let me reiterate that the past term has been characterized by conduct becoming a cadet
and a gentleman and has been such as not to warrant any unjust disciplinary action, much to the
sorrow and regret of our Discipline Committee.
" \>ide from the holidays, this has been a very important week for the College. The
Legislature has just passed the bill for the Experiment Station for Boll Weevil extinction, which
shows that the State at large has confidence in the College. I am sure you appreciate the potency
and significance of the latter statement.
Three-Hundred and Twenty-Five
'"Identifying Nuts" by Strom Thurmond (Horticulturist). \ book in which the author poinds
(ml the distinquishing characteristics of certain nuts by the feeling and handling of same.
"The Conversation of Energy," by \. Shank Lynn. A must worthy hook in which the author
shows many ways oi conserving energy b; scientific method- such as cutting stove wood sitting
down, etc.
"SOME KIDS THAT I HA\ E KONWN" by Patterson Mearson. V I k of -miles, tears and
explanations. The greatest comed\ ol the vear.
"LIVING UNDER AN ASSUMED NAME," by B. Dick Horton. A book in which the author
point- out that certain secrets and lack ol knowledge cannot be kept hom the world any length
of time
"MAKING ONE INCOME EQl AL TO FOUR," by Frog. E. Brason. A hook in which the
author shows that everything in life is a gamble.
'•HOW SUCCESS CAN BE OBTAINED EASILY," by E. Manual. \ book that goes to
prove that persistence always wins.
"CLASSROOM METHODS.' b\ S. Chicken Horion. \n au ho,i:\ on education.
"CULINARY METHODS." by King Harcombe. This book contains recipes for delicious
dishes such as Chicken Fricasee and Italian Beefstew. It is highly recommended by Cora Kaydel
who ha- used it continuously lor thre? years and thinks there is nothing like it. There isn't.
-ii
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I nfair means of pulling by using wire 1
stretchers
Attempting to run college without authority.
Disturbing company by maliciously crow-
ing about I a. m.
Cruelty to Brown's Mule
Illegal use of fruit jai>
No water in slop bucket
Corresponding with maidens in more thai
seventeen states
Half undressed at reveille—no shoes on
Suggesting that "dogs" be served with collars
and chains
Using cigarett paper for laundry slip
Unnecessarily exposing body to ground
shoes not half soled
Interfering with extension work by taking































Changing name from Snake to Reptile
Serving unpicked eggs for breakfast
Only one silver bar on at reveille Nov. 20
Hiding face by smiling in ranks
Squeezing cider out of cadet Fletcher's adam's
apple
Interfering with work of Dairy Division by
shooting the gentleman cow
I nnecessarily encouraging woodpeckers b\
not wearing hat
hooking thru knot-hole in professor's wooden
leg
Both legs longer than the other
Returning late on indefinite permit
Being too religious to steal base
Inserting new words in the vernacular of En-
glish langauge without consulting Web-
ster
false official regarding reason flapper closes
eyes when being osculated
Pulling off "Green Stockings" in chapel in
presence of Kore a Cadettes
Not answering name properly when passing
new barracks















S. S. M. L.
Arrowood & Pete
G. D. H.
***» DifcLCT FttoM Pcodule-c To CoM6v/nm,'H,)
Three-Hundred and Twenty-Eight
Typical Examination Questions
Figure balanced ration by the Haccker's Standard for maintenance and production of a 175 lb.
bill) <inat giving 12 lbs. 4% butter-milk, using the following feeds: ground oak leaves.
bird nests, tobacco leaves, shavings, and cylinder oil. \\ hat effect will this feed have
on the whiskers?
Explain in detail how you would go about examining the business end of a bumble bee. and
what will be the result if the said bee should sit down?
Show the position of a grain of sand in going from Mt. Mitchell to the ocean, and plot curves
showing 17 ways in which it might reach the ocean?
It if takes 36 yards of mosquito netting to make an elephant a wrestling suit, how many toy
balloons will an alligator have to eat before he becomes a dirigible. Draw diagram showing
which end rudder will be on?
What is the tenth article on the laundry li-t? Do you wear them, and it so how many pair have
you, and what size are they? (The tenth article is socks.)
Make and valuate a deductive lesson plan for growing seedless pomegranates under boll
weevil conditions?
Correct the following sentence: her aint calling we us dont belong to she?
How much sawdusl should be fed to a young woodpecker? What effect will it have on his voice?
We have here dishrags. garlic, dynamite, moth ball-, and limburger cheese. If these substances
are treated with CoF-E-, BuL-. Eg-S, and H-O. what commercial product will we have?
Answer: Slumgullion.
The cadets and the army are at war. Your outfit consisting of three details of extra-walkers are
encamped on the little hill iu-t in front of new barracks for a three hour rest. You are. in
ci mmand ol outpost No. 1. consisting of one squad ol extra-walkers, located at the junction
of road just in front of the Main Building. At three I*. M. you are fired upon by the
enemy estimated to be one sling-shot squad, and one battery of air-rifles, located on the
second floor of main building. (Jive your estimate of the situation, courses of action open.
plan, and order.
Draw a l!\l) diagram for a compound triple expulsion condensing gas engine with receiver.
Show by a Tec Fie diagram that the heat received! i- equal to the peripheral velocity of
the governor balls divided by heat lost by the friction of the nozzle as the steam entersi the
blades. If mustard gass is used what effect will it have on the length of the pony break arm.
Find the loss due to the brush friction of an induction motor of 75,000 11. B. P. (hay-burner
power) operating at 1 millivolt and 10 kva. If this motor is used to move the draw in the
Wheatstone Bridge, and the field is separately excited by the generator of a lightning bug
what effect wilj this have on the crops.
Three-Hundred and Twenty-Nint
Three-Hundred and Thirty
Here you are boys. "Its Keen" Cats-
claw Safety Razor. Cuts everything but
hair. You can't tell that you are shav-
ing—think you are mowing grass. See
J. \ erner. Agent.
THE CADET EXCHANGE Books and supplies,
walk extras.—A. Shank Lynn. Proprietor.
White crepe paper for interior decoration. Or can be used for rollin
Boye O'Berg, Interior Decorator. Office in basement of barracks No. 2.
THE CADET BARBER SHOP—For
hair-cuts or shave. Tea-hounds a spec-
ialty. Satisfaction guaranteed or whis-
kers refunded.
Ml goods at co^t phis 200' '< . Buj now or
cigarettes. See B'.
CADET LAUNDRY—Modern delous-
sing and debuttoning machines, just in-
stalled. Collars resharpened.—J. D.
Harcombe. Manager.
DeLuxe Wire Stretchers for straight-
ening hair. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Recommended by
b) such men as Charlie Vincent and
Brutus Webb. See H. L. Hinson, Agent 1492.
FOR SALE—One 1894 Buick runabout—"the car that makes walking a pleasure." Price $1700.-
98. Good as brand new. Or will exchange for gross of Herpicide. See J. Heade Harris.
LeRoy Knockout Hinson, Champion Light Heavyweight of "D" Company, challenges all (in-
comers in the 160 pound class. Would prefer bout with Jim (Cyclone) Gray.—Write Frenchy
Martin. Promoter.
"MONEY IS THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL."—Exchange it at the Jew Shop for something better.
We carry a complete line of air-tight cocanuts, toothless chewing gum. headless matches, smokeless
cigarettes, candv and underwear. —
"KEEP THAT SCHOOLBOY COM-
PLEXION." Use Cardui. Quality goes
clear through. Read what Rat Baldhead
says: "For one year I suffered with dark
splotches on both of my cheeks, but after
using Cardui for a year I am now a taller
man. and can sit with ease among the
ladies." For further information and trial
sample write Isham & Hinson, Agents.
How TO OVERCOME THE AH AND
ER HABIT—For long years I suffered with
this terrible habit, but after using Daniel's
Dandy—as it were—I can now give chapel
news as well as Prof. Doggett. Lessons
taught by correspondence. Write P. Rep Bradley.
FOR SALE—Periscopes used for Eel Dodging. Makes tadpoles look like whales. See equip-
ment properly adjusted and demonstrated on the inventor—page 215 this Annual— F. E. Dunham,
Aquatic Engineer.
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HEADQUARTERS CORPS OF CADETS
Clemson, Agricultural College
Clemson College, S. C, February 31, 1923.
General Order No. 606:
The Board of Trustees, having adopted the following amendments and additions
to the Cadet Regulations, by direction of the President, the same are published and
made record of in the General Orders of the Corps of Cadets for the information
and guidance of all concerned,
I. Sec. 36 amended to read as follows: There shall be three formations for
roll call daily; one at reveille, one at retreat, and one at evening call-to-quarters.
The last one is designated "Long Roll."' All cadets not on duty or sick are required
to be present at these formations unless they are very familiar with the First
Sergeant.
II. Sec 7") ame .ded to read as follows: Meals will not be served to cadets
sick in quarters unless notice that such meals are required is sent to the Matron in
advance. Unless otherwise specified, mess will be served.
III. Sec. 132 amended to read as follows: When a sentinel observes a cadet
or any unauthorized person on his post, he shall challenge him by saying "All
Right?" The answer "All Right" shall mean that the party challenged fully under-
stands that the enemy is in close proximity, and that he will govern himself ac-
cordingly.
IV. Sec. 154 amended to read as follows: No baggage shall be allowed in the
rooms other than ordinary suit cases, grip sacks, army trunk lockers, etc. At inspec-
tion, baggage shall be opened and placed on the floor at the foot of the bed.
Immediately after inspection, the cork of the etc. baggage shall be carefully replaced.
V. Sec. 181 amended to read as follows: When the coat or overcoat is worn
out of barracks, il .-hall be buttoned at all times unless cadet wears shirts.
VI. Sec. 187 amended to read as follows: All clothing and other property
ol a cadet shall be marked with his name and all other such names as the Caidel
Laundry may prescribe.
VII. Section 10 amended to read as follows: Saluting distance is that within
which recognition is easy. In general, it does not exceed 30 paces. All' over 30
paces is known as running distance. Cadets will govern themselves accordingly.
VIII. Sec. 238 amended to read as follows: No cadet shall drink any intoxi-
cating or spirituous liquor, nor have same in his possession, nor shall he enter any





CONDITION OF CAROLINA AND CLEMSON FOOTBALL
TEAMS BEFORE THE GAME AT STATE FAIR AS THE
PRESS REPORTED IT.
RESULTS—CLEMSON 3—CAROLINA 0.
Threr-llumlri'd and Tliii IvFoiu
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Don't Drink Freeze it and eat with spoon.








Don't Die—Take Dr. Heath's Pills.




Don't be a Bachelor
—
Ask Dingbat.









Don't Read Trashy Literature
—
Take the U hi:
Bang.







Don't be a Rube Big Boye supplies it.









Friday night the African Golf Cluh was given a delightful golf party at the
Residence of A. Braden. in honor of Rascally Red Durfee. whose engagement was an-
nounced to Miss Phoebe Fadevou. the wedding to take place about seven: eleven.
It is reported that the new Rifle Range will be completed sometime next month.
This wonderful structure, built by Capt. John E. O'Berg, Chief Consulting Engineer,
required 50.000 extra-walkers, and nine years to construct, and it will be the largesl
rifle range on record.
Dr. W. M. Riggs presented a bill before the Legislature which is in Session in
Columbia, to secure an appropriation of SI00,000 to conduct an extension experiment
station at Santuc. S. C, for the eradiction of Tobasco birds. These birds. Dr. Riggs
told the Legislature, are a menace to tobasco pepper raisers in the coastal plain section.
They have the peculiar habit of sucking the pepper blossoms and then flying back-
wards to get cool.
Miss Cleo Denny and Elaine Keith gave a delightful clabber dipping at the hotel
Friday night in honor of Miss Honev Bunche whose engagement is announced to Mr.
Shorty Duckworth of the present Senior Class.
The Radio Broadcasting station urder construction by Prof. W. E. Godfrey will
be completed in a few days. Prof. Godfrey says that he can now tell the State Board
of Health every time he smokes a cigar.
Prof. Alarm ('lock Goodale, cooperating with Dr. Brackett. has just invented a










COLLEGE SOUVENIRS, PENNANTS, BANNERS,
PILLOW COVERS, BELTS, SEAL BROOCHES,
GOLD AND SILVER SEAL RINGS, VANITY
CASES, AND OTHER JEWELRY NOVELTIES.
CLEMSON VIEW POST-CARDS







COTTON and WASTE RECLAIMING





Our Technical Experts always at your service in solution
of your production problems
ROGERS W. DAVIS
SOUTHERN AGENT CHARLOTTE. N. C.
["ranch Office : Greenville, S. C.
Executive Offices :
77 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Plants Located at
NEWTON UPPER FALLS. MASS. LOWELL. MASS.






New York State Fancy Canned Vegetables and Fruits
—"Geneva" Brand
California Evaporated Fruits of all Kinds, Califor-
nia Canned Fruits and Vegetables, Goodwin''s High
Grade Jellies, Jams, Preserves and Apple Butter.
IF e Cater Especially to the Hospitals and Colleges.
Phone 642 124 Ezell St.
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
HARRIS
TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE
OILS and GREASES
AMERICA'S LEADING LUBRICANTS
COPYRIGHT 1921, A. W. H. OIL CO.
Manufacturers of Special Petroleum Lubricants
for all types of Farm Machinery
A. W. HARRIS OIL CO.
BRANCH: Chicago, 111. PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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LEFAX
REG. I . S. PAT. OFF.
LEAF FACTS
.\e need to use your brain as a store-
house. Leave facts tn Lejan and
keep your mind free to plan,
create and execute.
Loose-Leaf Data Sheets
The Data Sheets contain accurate, con-
densed reference information on all
branches of engineering, chemistry, archi-
tecture, agriculture, business and general
subjects. The sheets are ready for in-
sertion in the Lefax binders and files.
Loose-Leaf Blank and Ruled Form
For ordinary memoranda, as well as for
recording and filing information and data
of all kinds. 163 different forms. All or-
dinary rulings plus special forms for busi-
ness, technical and general purposes;
cross-section (graph) papers and outline
maps. All forms fit the Lefax binders
and files.
Pocket and Desk Binders
Magazine articles, data sheets and blank
forms all fit the same binders.
Lefax Loose-Leaf Data Sheets
Consider a man building a house. Sup-
pose thai even time he needed a tool he
spent % to % hour looking for it. What
kind of a living would he get in competi-
tion with the man having a full kit of
tools at his elbow '.
Facts are the tools that technical men and
business men work with. If it takes a
man 14 to % hour or more to get the
facts that he needs, what a handicap
compared with the man who has the
facts at his finger tips.
Lefax Loose Leaf Data Sheets put the
facts you need at your finger tips, in the
office, shop, classroom, home, in the
field—wherever you need them.
For Sale at
The Cadet Exchange









CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
"Y" Cafeteria
Regular Meals









We are pleased to serve you at all times
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
Three-Hundred and Forty-Fire
Rex and Gem LaFollette
Virginia Blue Gem
BENEDICT COAL CORPORATION








SERVICE POSSIBLE TO ALL
TIGERTOWN MEN
Clemson College Steam Laundry




PRESENTATION SABRES, BELTS, FLAGS
AND ALL MILITARY SUPPLIES
I'mformer of Clemson College Cadets
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
1024 Race Street : Philadelphia, Pa.
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EQUIPPED WITH MANY YEARS EXPERIENCE
FOR MAKING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ALL SORTS,
DESIRABLE FOR ILLUSTRATED COLLEGE AN-
NUALS. BEST OBTAINABLE ARTISTS. WORK
MANSHIP AND THE CAPACITY FOR PROMPT AND
UNEQUALLED SERVICE.
§TO©I#
Photographers to '1923 TAPS''
Address Request for Information to Our









To be well equipped is as satisfying
as to be well dressed. There is no
substitute for Spalding Quality.
—
IF IT'S SPALDING'S, IT'S RIGHT!
Catalogue mailed on request.
74 N. Broad St., Atlanta,
Three-Hundred and Forty-Eight
THE Faculty and Stu-
dents of CLEMSON,
their relatives and friends
are cordially invited to stop
with us when in Greenville.
Hotel Imperial
The Fort Hill Bank
Capital Stock. . .$13,100.00
Surplus and Un-
divided Profits . . $ 4,332.50
B. H. SADLER D. H. HENRY
President Vice-Prep.
P. C. ANDERSON, Cashier
Directors
B. H. SADLER S. B. EARLE









Eat Costa's Delicious Ice Cream







THE DAVID J. MOLLOY CO.
T










"./ girl /talked by tin extra squart
The Cadets were entrained.
In fact, she nas so beautiful,
The " linn" even glanced."
Sweetness of Low Price
Never Equals the Bitter-
ness of Poor Quality.
Sloan Brothers
for
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become 2 Reader
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The initials of a friend
You will find these letters on many tools by which
electricity works. They are on great generators
used by electric light and power companies ; and
on lamps that light millions of homes.
They are on big motors that pull railway trains
;
and on tiny motors that make hard housework
easy.
By such tools electricity dispels the dark and lifts
heavy burdens from human shoulders. Hence the
letters G-E are more than a trademark. They are
an emblem of service—the initials of a friend.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Three-Hundred and Fifty-Two
E HAVE furnished a complete
service to the management of
"TAPS" 1923. All extra art
work, the engraving, printing
ana binding of this book were
done in our plant.
This has been made possible by special-
izing on this class of work. This year we are
doing work on something like 35 Annuals.
We are prepared to furnish a complete
line ot stock inserts, borders, panels, in-
struction books and many other necessities
to an annual staff. We will have a more
complete line of samples also.
We sincerely hope that the management
of ' TAPS is satisfied with the product of
our efforts and that the incoming staff will
confer with us before committing them-
selves on next year s contracts. Don t fail
to let us know when you can see our
representative.
JACOBS & COMPANY
COLLEGE AM\L AL SPECIALISTS
Clinton, S. C.
iiimiiimiiiiHHHmiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiHi^
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